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(54) METHOD, USER EQUIPMENT, AND BASE STATION FOR PREDETERMINATION OF 
RESOURCE IN RANDOM ACCESS

(57) Embodiments of the present invention relate to
the communications field, and provide a method for pre-
determining a resource in random access, user equip-
ment, and a base station, so that a process of random
access can be simplified, and reliability of information
transmission in the process of random access can be
improved. The method is: an implicit manner is used to
indicate some or all of identifiers of a random access
preamble index; or, a quantity of bits for indicating an
identifier of a preamble index is set according to a spec-
ified parameter; or, it may be made that an RAR message
does not include a bit or a field for indicating a temporary
identifier; or, it may be made that an RAR message does

not include uplink scheduling/grant information; or, a tim-
ing advance command may be predefined, where an ad-
justment granularity of the predefined timing advance
command is greater than a specified adjustment granu-
larity, so that a message in a procedure of random access
is simplified, and at the same time resources used for
transmitting an RAR reply message, transmitting a con-
tention resolution message, retransmitting an RAR reply
message, and retransmitting a contention resolution
message are configured by using signaling or preset by
a system. The embodiments of the present invention are
used for a process of random access.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the communi-
cations field, and in particular, to a method for predeter-
mining a resource in random access, user equipment,
and a base station.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In the prior art, an important application of MTC
(Machine-Type Communication, machine-type commu-
nication) UE (User Equipment, user equipment) is a
smart meter. A smart meter is usually installed in a base-
ment of a house, or is isolated by a metal casing. The
MTC UE is subject to severer a path or penetration loss.
Therefore, an operator expects a coverage area of a cell
to be further enhanced, so that a service can be provided
to MTC UE in an extreme environment (for example, lo-
cated in a basement or located at an edge of a cell).
[0003] During enhancement of a coverage area, signal
quality is usually improved by consuming more resources
(for example, time resources, and/or frequency resourc-
es, and/or power resources, and/or code resources),
and/or interference intensity is reduced through interfer-
ence coordination.
[0004] In a wireless communications system, a ran-
dom access process is usually required to establish a
connection between user equipment and a network. An
LTE (Long Term Evolution, Long Term Evolution) net-
work is used as an example, and a random access proc-
ess of LTE has two modes: a contention-based mode
and a non-contention-based mode. Contention-based
random access includes four steps: Step 1 UE randomly
selects one preamble from available preambles (pream-
ble), and sends the randomly selected preamble on one
available PRACH (Physical Random Access Channel,
physical random access channel) resource. Step 2 A
base station replies to the detected preamble, where the
reply message is included in a MAC PDU (Media Access
Control Packet Data Unit, media access control packet
data unit). The MAC PDU includes one MAC header
(header) and one or more RARs (Random Access Re-
sponse, random access response) and a possible pad-
ding (padding) bit.
[0005] The MAC PDU that carries the RAR may be
referred to as a message 2 in short. The message 2 is
carried by one PDSCH (Physical Downlink Shared Chan-
nel, physical donwlink shared channel). A PDCCH (Phys-
ical Downlink Control Channel, physical donwlink control
channel) or an EPDCCH (Enhanced PDCCH, enhanced
physical donwlink control channel) schedules transmis-
sion of the PDSCH. Therefore, the UE first needs to de-
tect the PDCCH or the EPDCCH, to obtain scheduling
information of the PDSCH, and further detect the PDSCH
according to the scheduling information. If the UE suc-
cessfully detects the PDSCH, and a preamble identified

by an RAPID included in the MAC PDU carried by the
PDSCH is a preamble sent by the UE, the UE believes
that the base station has detected a preamble sent by
the UE, and believes that an RAR corresponding to a
subheader including the RAPID is an RAR sent by the
base station to the UE. Step 3 After determining that the
RAR fed back by the base station is received, the UE
sends an RAR reply on a PUSCH (Physical Uplink
Shared Channel, physical uplink shared channel), where
the RAR reply is referred to as a message 3 in short. The
message 3 mainly includes a ue-Identity (user identity)
and an establishment cause (a cause of an establishment
request). Step 4 The base station detects the message
3 sent by the UE, determines that random access of the
UE succeeds, and sends a random access contention
resolution message to the UE, where the random access
contention resolution message is referred to as a mes-
sage 4 in short. The message 4 is also carried by the
PDSCH. The PDCCH or the EPDCCH schedules trans-
mission of the PDSCH. Therefore, the UE first needs to
detect the PDCCH or the EPDCCH, to obtain scheduling
information of the PDSCH carrying the message 4, and
further detect the PDSCH according to the scheduling
information. If the UE successfully detects the PDSCH,
and the ue-Identity included in the message 4 carried in
the detected PDSCH is the same as or matches the ue-
Identity, of the UE, included in the message 3, the UE
believes that random access succeeds.
[0006] It can therefore be seen that in a contention-
based random access process, the foregoing four steps
involves transmission of sequence, data, and scheduling
(or control) information on six channels. A preamble se-
quence is transmitted on a PRACH channel, the sched-
uling information of the message 2 is transmitted on the
PDCCH or the EPDCCH, the message 2 is transmitted
on the PDSCH, the message 3 is transmitted on the
PUSCH, the scheduling information of the message 4 is
transmitted on the PDCCH or the EPDCCH, and the mes-
sage 4 is transmitted on the PDSCH. In the foregoing
cases, a coverage enhancement requirement is consid-
ered. If it needs to be ensured that random access of UE
is performed reliably, performance needs to be enhanced
for transmission of the foregoing six channels, which
means that more resources need to be consumed, and
complexity of implementing a base station and UE is
greatly increased. Therefore, a mechanism is needed to
simplify a random access process, so that implementa-
tion of coverage enhancement does not need to consume
more resources, thereby reducing complexity of imple-
menting a base station and UE.

SUMMARY

[0007] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a method for predetermining a resource in random ac-
cess, user equipment, and a base station, thereby re-
solving a problem that complexity of implementing a base
station and UE is increased as implementation of cover-
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age enhancement needs to consume more resources.
[0008] To achieve the foregoing object, the following
technical solutions are adopted in embodiments of the
present invention:

According to a first aspect, a method for predeter-
mining a resource in a process of random access is
provided, where the method includes:

receiving a random access preamble sent by
user equipment, and determining preamble in-
formation according to the received random ac-
cess preamble, where the preamble information
includes one or more of the following: the ran-
dom access preamble, a random access pre-
amble index, an index of a time resource used
for transmitting the random access preamble,
an index of a frequency resource used for trans-
mitting the random access preamble, a start time
resource in the time resource used for transmit-
ting the random access preamble, and a start
frequency resource used for transmitting the
random access preamble;
determining an RAR resource corresponding to
the random access preamble according to a cor-
respondence between the preamble information
and random access response RAR resource in-
formation, where the RAR resource information
includes one or more of the following: the RAR
resource, an RAR resource index, an index of a
time resource used for transmitting an RAR
message, an index of a frequency resource used
for transmitting the RAR message, a start time
resource in the time resource used for transmit-
ting the RAR message, and a start frequency
resource used for transmitting the RAR mes-
sage, and the correspondence between the pre-
amble information and the RAR resource infor-
mation is configured by using signaling or preset
by a system; and
sending the RAR message corresponding to the
random access preamble to the user equipment
on the RAR resource corresponding to the ran-
dom access preamble.

[0009] With reference to the first aspect, in a first pos-
sible implementation manner, the method further in-
cludes:

the RAR resource is configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and each RAR resource of
RAR resources configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system corresponds to one or more ran-
dom access preambles.

[0010] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the first aspect, in a second possible
implementation manner, the RAR resource configured

by using signaling or preset by the system includes:

a location of the time resource and/or a location of
the frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message; and/or,
a start location of the time resource and/or a start
location of the frequency resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message; and/or,
a size of the time resource and/or a size of the fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the RAR
message; and/or,
a time interval and/or a frequency interval between
time resources occupied in transmitting different
RARs; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR messages and a quantity of fre-
quency resources that are contained in one prespec-
ified frequency range and that are occupied in trans-
mitting RAR messages.

[0011] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the first aspect, in a third possible im-
plementation manner,
[0012] if N RAR resources are configured by using sig-
naling or preset by the system, and the N RAR resources
correspond to N random access preambles, where N is
a positive integer greater than 1, the correspondence be-
tween the preamble information and the RAR resource
information includes:

each random access preamble corresponds to one
RAR resource or RAR resource index, and RAR re-
sources or RAR resource indices corresponding to
different random access preambles are different; or,
each random access preamble index corresponds
to one RAR resource or RAR resource index, and
RAR resources or RAR resource indices corre-
sponding to different random access preamble indi-
ces are different.

[0013] With reference to the third possible implemen-
tation manner of the first aspect, in a fourth possible im-
plementation manner, the method includes:

if one RAR resource corresponds to only one random
access preamble, an RAR message included in a
media access control MAC packet data unit PDU
transmitted on the RAR resource does not include
an identifier for indicating the random access pre-
amble or a random access preamble index.

[0014] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the first aspect, in a fifth possible imple-
mentation manner, if N RAR resources are configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, and the N
RAR resources correspond to M random access pream-
bles, where N and M are positive integers greater than
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1, and M>N, the correspondence between the preamble
information and the RAR resource information includes:

each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble, and
there is at least one RAR resource or RAR resource
index that corresponds to multiple random access
preambles; or,
each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble in-
dex, and there is at least one RAR resource or RAR
resource index that corresponds to multiple random
access preamble indices.

[0015] With reference to the fifth possible implemen-
tation manner of the first aspect, in a sixth possible im-
plementation manner,
[0016] if one RAR resource corresponds to multiple
random access preambles, an RAR message included
in a MAC PDU transmitted on the RAR resource includes
an identifier for indicating the random access preambles
or random access preamble indices, and a length of the
identifier is equal to k bits, where k=ceil(log2(a quantity
of random access preambles corresponding to the RAR
resource)), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding up,
and log denotes a logarithmic function; or,
[0017] if at least one RAR resource of RAR resources
corresponds to multiple random access preambles, an
RAR message included in a MAC PDU transmitted on
each RAR resource includes an identifier for indicating
the random access preambles or random access pream-
ble indices, and a length of the identifier is less than or
equal to h bits, where h= ceil(log2(max(a quantity of ran-
dom access preambles corresponding to a first RAR re-
source, a quantity of random access preambles corre-
sponding to a second RAR resource, ..., a quantity of
random access preambles corresponding to an Nth RAR
resource))), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding
up, and log denotes a logarithmic function, max is a max-
imum value function, and N is a positive integer greater
than 1.
[0018] With reference to the fifth possible implemen-
tation manner of the first aspect, in a seventh possible
implementation manner, if the N RAR resources are con-
figured by using signaling or preset by the system, and
N=2k:

a preamble index of a random access preamble is
indicated by s bits, where k bits of the s bits are de-
termined according to k bits corresponding to an
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble, and the rest (s-k) bits of the s bits
are determined by using an identifier for indicating
the random access preamble or a random access
preamble index.

[0019] With reference to the first aspect, in an eighth
possible implementation manner,

the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information is a functional rela-
tionship, a table relationship or a specified relationship;
and
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system, where the signaling
includes broadcast or multicast signaling, and the corre-
spondence, configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information includes:

a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource index; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource index.

[0020] With reference to the eighth possible implemen-
tation manner of the first aspect, in a ninth possible im-
plementation manner, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
includes:

the RAR resource index corresponding to the ran-
dom access preamble = the random access pream-
ble index mod a quantity of RAR resources config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system,
where herein mod denotes a modulo operation.

[0021] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the first aspect, in a tenth possible im-
plementation manner, random access preambles corre-
sponding to different RAR resources of the RAR resourc-
es configured by using signaling or preset by the system
are completely not same, or partially same, or completely
different.
[0022] With reference to the first aspect, in an eleventh
possible implementation manner, the method further in-
cludes:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a specified parameter and a random access
preamble, the random access preamble correspond-
ing to the specified parameter; and
determining, according to the random access pre-
amble corresponding to the specified parameter, a
quantity of bits of an identifier, for indicating the ran-
dom access preamble or a random access preamble
index, in an RAR message included in a MAC PDU.

[0023] With reference to the eleventh possible imple-
mentation manner of the first aspect, in a twelfth possible
implementation manner,
the correspondence between the specified parameter
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and the random access preamble is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system, and the random access
preamble and the quantity of bits of the identifier for in-
dicating the random access preamble or the random ac-
cess preamble index are configured by using signaling
or preset by the system; and
the specified parameter includes: a path loss value or
range, a reference signal receive power value or range,
a reference signal receive quality value or range, a chan-
nel quality information value or range, a service type of
the user equipment, a power saving type of the user
equipment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mo-
bility type of the user equipment.
[0024] With reference to the first aspect, in a thirteenth
possible implementation manner,
the RAR message corresponding to the random access
preamble does not include a bit or a field for indicating a
temporary identifier, and the temporary identifier includes
a cell radio network temporary identifier, or a temporary
cell radio network temporary identifier; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the random access
preamble does not include uplink scheduling/grant infor-
mation; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the random access
preamble includes: a predefined timing advance com-
mand, where an adjustment granularity of the predefined
timing advance command is greater than a specified ad-
justment granularity; and/or
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information further includes one
or more cell common parameters, and the cell common
parameter includes: a cell identity, a subframe number,
a frame number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index; and/or
a preset timing relationship or a preset time offset exists
between a start moment of the time resource occupied
in transmitting the RAR message and a start moment of
the time resource occupied in transmitting the random
access preamble by the user equipment; or, a preset
timing relationship or a preset time offset exists between
an ending moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message and an ending moment of the
time resource occupied in transmitting the random ac-
cess preamble by the user equipment.
[0025] With reference to the first aspect, in a fourteenth
possible implementation manner, the method further in-
cludes:

receiving an RAR reply message sent by the user
equipment, where the RAR reply message includes
a radio resource control (Radio Resource Control,
RRC) connection request, where
the RRC connection request includes a bit or a field
for indicating a first user identity, and the first user
identity is used for distinguishing the user equipment
in contention conflict resolution of random access,
where a quantity of bits included in the bit or the field
for indicating the first user identity is less than a first

specified bit quantity.

[0026] With reference to the fourteenth possible imple-
mentation manner of the first aspect, in a fifteenth pos-
sible implementation manner, the RRC connection re-
quest further includes a predefined establishment cause,
and a quantity of bits for indicating the predefined estab-
lishment cause is greater than a second specified bit
quantity.
[0027] With reference to the fourteenth or fifteenth pos-
sible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a six-
teenth possible implementation manner, a resource used
for transmitting the RAR reply message is configured by
using signaling or preset by the system, and the resource
that is configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem and that is used for transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR reply message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR reply
message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different RAR reply messages and/or a
frequency interval between frequency resources oc-
cupied in transmitting different RAR reply messages;
and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR reply messages and a quantity
of frequency resources that are contained in one pre-
specified frequency range and that are occupied in
transmitting RAR reply messages.

[0028] With reference to the fourteenth or fifteenth pos-
sible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a sev-
enteenth possible implementation manner, the method
further includes:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information, a re-
source for receiving the RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information and a
cell common parameter, a resource for receiving the
RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the RAR resource information,
a resource for receiving the RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
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tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the RAR resource information
and a cell common parameter, a resource for receiv-
ing the RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and a specified parameter, a re-
source for receiving the RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and a specified parameter and a cell
common parameter, a resource for receiving the
RAR reply message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a path loss range, a reference signal re-
ceive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0029] With reference to the seventeenth possible im-
plementation manner of the first aspect, in an eighteenth
possible implementation manner,
the correspondence between the resource index of the
RAR reply message and the preamble information in-
cludes:
the resource index of the RAR reply message corre-
sponding to the random access preamble = the random
access preamble index mod a quantity of resources, of
RAR reply messages, configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, where mod denotes a modulo op-
eration; or
the resource index of the RAR reply message = the RAR
resource index corresponding to the random access pre-
amble.
[0030] With reference to the fourteenth possible imple-
mentation manner of the first aspect, in a nineteenth pos-
sible implementation manner, a preset timing relation-
ship or a preset time offset exists between a start moment
of a time resource occupied in transmitting the RAR reply
message and a start moment of a time resource occupied
in transmitting the RAR message; or, a preset timing re-
lationship or a preset time offset exists between an end-
ing moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting
the RAR reply message and an ending moment of a time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR message.
[0031] With reference to the first aspect, in a twentieth
possible implementation manner, the method further in-
cludes:

sending a contention resolution message to the user
equipment, where
the contention resolution message includes a bit or
a field for indicating a second user identity, and the
second user identity is used for distinguishing user
equipment in contention conflict resolution of ran-
dom access, where a quantity of bits included in the
bit or the field for indicating the second user identity
is less than a third specified bit quantity.

[0032] With reference to the twentieth possible imple-
mentation manner of the first aspect, in a twenty-first pos-
sible implementation manner, the contention resolution
message further includes: a bit or a field for indicating a
temporary identifier, and the temporary identifier includes
a cell radio network temporary identifier, or a temporary
cell radio network temporary identifier.
[0033] With reference to the twentieth or twenty-first
possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a
twenty-second possible implementation manner, a re-
source used for transmitting the contention resolution
message is configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, and the resource that is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system and that is used for
transmitting the contention resolution message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the con-
tention resolution message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the contention resolution message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the contention res-
olution message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different contention resolution messag-
es and/or a frequency interval between frequency
resources occupied in transmitting different conten-
tion resolution messages; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting contention resolution messages and
a quantity of frequency resources that are contained
in one prespecified frequency range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting contention resolution messag-
es.

[0034] With reference to the twentieth or twenty-first
possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a
twenty-third possible implementation manner, the meth-
od further includes:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the conten-
tion resolution message and the preamble informa-
tion, a resource for sending the contention resolution
message; or
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determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the conten-
tion resolution message and the preamble informa-
tion and a cell common parameter, a resource for
sending the contention resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the conten-
tion resolution message and the RAR resource in-
formation, a resource for sending the contention res-
olution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the conten-
tion resolution message and the RAR resource in-
formation and a cell common parameter, a resource
for sending the contention resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the conten-
tion resolution message and a specified parameter,
a resource for sending the contention resolution
message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the conten-
tion resolution message and a specified parameter
and a cell common parameter, a resource for send-
ing the contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply message, a path loss range, a reference signal
receive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0035] With reference to the twentieth possible imple-
mentation manner of the first aspect, in a twenty-fourth
possible implementation manner, a preset timing rela-
tionship or a preset time offset exists between a start
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
contention resolution message and a start moment of a
time resource occupied in transmitting an RAR reply
message; or, a preset timing relationship or a preset time
offset exists between an ending moment of a time re-
source occupied in transmitting the contention resolution
message and an ending moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting an RAR reply message.
[0036] With reference to the first aspect, in a twenty-
fifth possible implementation manner, the method further
includes:

receiving an RAR reply message retransmitted by
the user equipment; and/or
sending a retransmitted contention resolution mes-
sage to the user equipment.

[0037] With reference to the twenty-fifth possible im-
plementation manner of the first aspect, in a twenty-sixth
possible implementation manner, a size of a time re-
source and a frequency resource occupied in retransmit-
ting the RAR reply message, and/or a start location or a
location of a time resource and a frequency resource
occupied in retransmitting the RAR reply message,
and/or an interval between time resources and/or an in-
terval between frequency resources occupied in retrans-
mitting specific two RAR reply messages in the system,
and/or quantities of time resources and frequency re-
sources occupied in retransmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage are configured by using signaling or preset by the
system; and

a size of a time resource and a frequency resource
occupied in retransmitting the contention resolution
message, and/or a start location or a location of a
time resource and a frequency resource occupied in
retransmitting the contention resolution message,
and/or an interval between time resources and/or an
interval between frequency resources occupied in
retransmitting specific two contention resolution
messages in the system, and/or quantities of time
resources and frequency resources occupied in re-
transmitting the contention resolution message are
configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem.

[0038] With reference to the twenty-fifth possible im-
plementation manner of the first aspect, in a twenty-sev-
enth possible implementation manner, the method fur-
ther includes:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted RAR reply message and the preamble infor-
mation and a preset time offset, a resource for re-
ceiving the retransmitted RAR reply information; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted RAR reply message and the preamble infor-
mation, a preset time offset, and a cell common pa-
rameter, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted RAR reply message and the RAR resource
information and a preset time offset, a resource for
receiving the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted RAR reply message and the RAR resource
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information, a preset time offset, and a cell common
parameter, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted RAR reply message and a specified param-
eter and a preset time offset, a resource for receiving
the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted RAR reply message and a specified param-
eter, a preset time offset, and a cell common param-
eter, a resource for receiving the retransmitted RAR
reply message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0039] With reference to the twenty-fifth possible im-
plementation manner of the first aspect, in a twenty-
eighth possible implementation manner, the method fur-
ther includes:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message and the pre-
amble information and a preset time offset, a re-
source for sending the retransmitted contention res-
olution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message and the pre-
amble information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for sending the re-
transmitted contention resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message and the RAR
resource information and a preset time offset, a re-
source for sending the retransmitted contention res-
olution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message and the RAR
resource information, a preset time offset, and a cell

common parameter, a resource for sending the re-
transmitted contention resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message and a speci-
fied parameter and a preset time offset, a resource
for sending the retransmitted contention resolution
message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message and a speci-
fied parameter, a preset time offset, and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for sending the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0040] With reference to any one of the twenty-fifth to
twenty-eighth possible implementation manners of the
first aspect, in a twenty-ninth possible implementation
manner,
resources used for the RAR reply message correspond
to a quantity of times of transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage, and resources used in different quantities of times
of transmitting the RAR reply message are orthogonal in
time, and/or frequency, and/or codeword;
resources used for the contention resolution message
correspond to a quantity of times of transmitting the con-
tention resolution message, and resources used in dif-
ferent quantities of times of transmitting the contention
resolution message are orthogonal in time, and/or fre-
quency, and/or codeword; and
transmission of a first message is performed by using a
predefined first message configuration, where the first
information is an RAR message, or an RAR reply mes-
sage, or a contention resolution message, or a retrans-
mitted RAR reply message, or a retransmitted contention
resolution message, and the first message configuration
includes one or more of the following: a modulation and
coding scheme, a size of a transmission block, a power
setting.
[0041] With reference to the twenty-ninth possible im-
plementation manner of the first aspect, in a thirtieth pos-
sible implementation manner, if the resource used for
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transmitting the first information is configured by using
signaling, the method further includes:

sending configuration signaling to the user equip-
ment, where the configuration signaling is used for
notifying the user equipment of a resource configu-
ration used for transmitting the first information.

[0042] According to a second aspect, a method for pre-
determining a resource in random access is provided,
where the method includes:

determining a random access preamble, and send-
ing the determined first random access preamble to
a base station;
determining preamble information according to the
first random access preamble, where the preamble
information includes one or more of the following:
the random access preamble, a random access pre-
amble index, an index of a time resource used for
transmitting the random access preamble, an index
of a frequency resource used for transmitting the ran-
dom access preamble, a start time resource in the
time resource used for transmitting the random ac-
cess preamble, and a start frequency resource used
for transmitting the random access preamble;
determining an RAR resource corresponding to the
first random access preamble according to a corre-
spondence between the preamble information and
random access response RAR resource information,
where the RAR resource information includes one
or more of the following: the RAR resource, an RAR
resource index, an index of a time resource used for
transmitting an RAR message, an index of a frequen-
cy resource used for transmitting the RAR message,
a start time resource in the time resource used for
transmitting the RAR message, and a start frequency
resource used for transmitting the RAR message,
and the correspondence between the preamble in-
formation and the RAR resource information is con-
figured by using signaling or preset by a system; and
receiving, on the RAR resource corresponding to the
first random access preamble, a media access con-
trol MAC packet data unit PDU sent by the base sta-
tion, and determining whether the MAC PDU in-
cludes the RAR message corresponding to the first
random access preamble.

[0043] With reference to the second aspect, in a first
possible implementation manner,
the RAR resource is configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system, and each RAR resource of RAR re-
sources configured by using signaling or preset by the
system corresponds to one or more random access pre-
ambles.
[0044] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the second aspect, in a second possible
implementation manner, the AR resource the RAR re-

source configured by using signaling or preset by the
system includes:

a location of the time resource and/or a location of
the frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message; and/or,
a start location of the time resource and/or a start
location of the frequency resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message; and/or,
a size of the time resource and/or a size of the fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the RAR
message; and/or,
a time interval and/or a frequency interval between
time resources occupied in transmitting different
RARs; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR messages and a quantity of fre-
quency resources that are contained in one prespec-
ified frequency range and that are occupied in trans-
mitting RAR messages.

[0045] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the second aspect, in a third possible
implementation manner,
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the N RAR resources corre-
spond to N random access preambles, where N is a pos-
itive integer greater than 1, the correspondence between
the preamble information and the RAR resource infor-
mation includes:
each random access preamble corresponds to one RAR
resource or RAR resource index, and RAR resources or
RAR resource indices corresponding to different random
access preambles are different; or,
each random access preamble index corresponds to one
RAR resource or RAR resource index, and RAR resourc-
es or RAR resource indices corresponding to different
random access preamble indices are different.
[0046] With reference to the third possible implemen-
tation manner of the second aspect, in a fourth possible
implementation manner, the method includes:

if one RAR resource corresponds to only one random
access preamble, the RAR message included in the
media access control MAC packet data unit PDU
transmitted on the RAR resource does not include
an identifier for indicating the random access pre-
amble or a random access preamble index.

[0047] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the second aspect, in a fifth possible
implementation manner, if N RAR resources are config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system, and the
N RAR resources correspond to M random access pre-
ambles, where N and M are positive integers greater than
1, and M>N, the correspondence between the preamble
information and the RAR resource information includes:
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each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble, and
there is at least one RAR resource or RAR resource
index that corresponds to multiple random access
preambles; or,
each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble in-
dex, and there is at least one RAR resource or RAR
resource index that corresponds to multiple random
access preamble indices.

[0048] With reference to the fifth possible implemen-
tation manner of the second aspect, in a sixth possible
implementation manner,
if one RAR resource corresponds to multiple random ac-
cess preambles, an RAR message included in the MAC
PDU transmitted on the RAR resource includes an iden-
tifier for indicating the random access preambles or ran-
dom access preamble indices, and a length of the iden-
tifier is equal to k bits, where k=ceil(log2(a quantity of
random access preambles corresponding to the RAR re-
source)), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding up,
and log denotes a logarithmic function; or,
if at least one RAR resource of RAR resources corre-
sponds to multiple random access preambles, an RAR
message included in a MAC PDU transmitted on each
RAR resource includes an identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preambles or random access preamble in-
dices, and a length of the identifier is less than or equal
to h bits, where h= ceil(log2(max(a quantity of random
access preambles corresponding to a first RAR resource,
a quantity of random access preambles corresponding
to a second RAR resource, ..., a quantity of random ac-
cess preambles corresponding to an Nth RAR re-
source))), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding up,
and log denotes a logarithmic function, max is a maxi-
mum value function, and N is a positive integer greater
than 1.
[0049] With reference to the sixth possible implemen-
tation manner of the second aspect, in a seventh possible
implementation manner, the determining whether the
MAC PDU includes the RAR message corresponding to
the first random access preamble includes:

if bits corresponding to an RAR resource or an RAR
resource index where the RAR message is located
are the same as the random access preamble and
the first random access preamble, where the random
access preamble is indicated by the identifier for in-
dicating the random access preambles or the ran-
dom access preamble indices and the identifier is
included in the RAR message included in the MAC
PDU, determining that the MAC PDU includes the
RAR message corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble; or,
if bits corresponding to an RAR resource or an RAR
resource index where the RAR message is located
are the same as the random access preamble index

and a first random access preamble index deter-
mined by user equipment, where the random access
preamble index is indicated by the identifier for indi-
cating the random access preambles or the random
access preamble indices and the identifier is includ-
ed in the RAR message included in the MAC PDU,
determining that the MAC PDU includes the RAR
message corresponding to the first random access
preamble; or
if a state of an identifier, for indicating a random ac-
cess preamble or a random access preamble index,
included in an RAR message included in the MAC
PDU received on the RAR resource corresponding
to the first random access preamble is the same as
a state of a bits of bits corresponding to the first ran-
dom access preamble or a first random access pre-
amble index, determining that the MAC PDU in-
cludes the RAR message corresponding to the first
random access preamble, where a is equal to a
quantity of bits of the identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preamble or the random access pream-
ble index.

[0050] With reference to the fifth possible implemen-
tation manner of the second aspect, in an eighth possible
implementation manner, if the N RAR resources are con-
figured by using signaling or preset by the system, and
N=2k:

a preamble index of a random access preamble is
indicated by s bits, where k bits of the s bits are de-
termined according to k bits corresponding to an
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble, and the rest (s-k) bits of the s bits
are determined by using an identifier for indicating
the random access preamble or a random access
preamble index.

[0051] With reference to the eighth possible implemen-
tation manner of the second aspect, in a ninth possible
implementation manner, the determining whether the
MAC PDU includes the RAR message corresponding to
the first random access preamble includes:

determining a bit value corresponding to the RAR
resource index corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble, where the bit value corresponding
to the RAR resource index is preset;
determining a bit value corresponding to the identifier
in the MAC PDU;
combining the bit value corresponding to the RAR
resource index corresponding to the random access
preamble and the bit value corresponding to the
identifier in the MAC PDU to obtain the s bits;
determining the random access preamble indicated
by the s bits; and
determining whether the first random access pream-
ble is the same as the random access preamble in-
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dicated by the s bits, and if the first random access
preamble is the same as the random access pream-
ble indicated by the s bits, determining that the MAC
PDU includes the RAR message corresponding to
the first random access preamble, or if the first ran-
dom access preamble is different from the random
access preamble indicated by the s bits, determining
that the MAC PDU does not include the RAR mes-
sage corresponding to the first random access pre-
amble.

[0052] With reference to the second aspect, in a tenth
possible implementation manner, the correspondence
between the preamble information and the RAR resource
information is a functional relationship, a table relation-
ship or a specified relationship; and
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system, where the correspond-
ence, configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem, between the preamble information and the RAR re-
source information includes:

a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource index; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource index.

[0053] With reference to the tenth possible implemen-
tation manner of the second aspect, in an eleventh pos-
sible implementation manner, the correspondence be-
tween the preamble information and the RAR resource
information includes:

the RAR resource index corresponding to the ran-
dom access preamble = the random access pream-
ble index mod a quantity of RAR resources config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system,
where herein mod denotes a modulo operation.

[0054] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the second aspect, in a twelfth possible
implementation manner, random access preambles cor-
responding to different RAR resources of the RAR re-
sources configured by using signaling or preset by the
system are completely not same, or partially same, or
completely different.
[0055] With reference to the second aspect, in a thir-
teenth possible implementation manner, a quantity of bits
of an identifier, for indicating a random access preamble
or a random access preamble index, in the RAR message
included in the MAC PDU is determined by the base sta-
tion according to a correspondence between a specified
parameter and a random access preamble.

[0056] With reference to the thirteenth possible imple-
mentation manner of the sixth aspect, in a fourteenth
possible implementation manner,
the correspondence between the specified parameter
and the random access preamble is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system, and the quantity of bits
of the identifier for indicating the random access pream-
ble or the random access preamble index is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system; and
the specified parameter includes: a path loss value or
range, a reference signal receive power value or range,
a reference signal receive quality value or range, a chan-
nel quality information value or range, a service type of
user equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment.
[0057] With reference to the second aspect, in a fif-
teenth possible implementation manner, the RAR mes-
sage corresponding to the first random access preamble
does not include a bit or a field for indicating a temporary
identifier, and the temporary identifier includes a cell ra-
dio network temporary identifier, or a temporary cell radio
network temporary identifier; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble does not include uplink scheduling/grant
information; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble includes: a predefined timing advance
command, where an adjustment granularity of the pre-
defined timing advance command is greater than a spec-
ified adjustment granularity; and/or
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information further includes one
or more cell common parameters, and the cell common
parameter includes: a cell identity, a subframe number,
a frame number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index; and/or
a preset timing relationship or a preset time offset exists
between a start moment of the time resource occupied
in transmitting the RAR message and a start moment of
the time resource occupied in transmitting the random
access preamble by user equipment; or, a preset timing
relationship or a preset time offset exists between an
ending moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message and an ending moment of the
time resource occupied in transmitting the random ac-
cess preamble by the user equipment.
[0058] With reference to the second aspect, in a six-
teenth possible implementation manner, the method fur-
ther includes:

sending an RAR reply message to the base station,
where the RAR reply message includes a radio re-
source control RRC connection request, where
the RRC connection request includes a bit or a field
for indicating a first user identity, and the first user
identity is used for distinguishing user equipment in
contention conflict resolution of random access,
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where a quantity of bits included in the bit or the field
for indicating the first user identity is less than a first
specified bit quantity.

[0059] With reference to the sixteenth possible imple-
mentation manner of the second aspect, in a seventeenth
possible implementation manner, the RRC connection
request further includes a predefined establishment
cause, and a quantity of bits for indicating the predefined
establishment cause is greater than a second specified
bit quantity.
[0060] With reference to the sixteenth or seventeenth
possible implementation manner of the second aspect,
in an eighteenth possible implementation manner, a re-
source used for transmitting the RAR reply message is
configured by using signaling or preset by the system,
and the resource that is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system and that is used for transmitting the
RAR reply message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR reply message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR reply
message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different RAR reply messages and/or a
frequency interval between frequency resources oc-
cupied in transmitting different RAR reply messages;
and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR reply messages and a quantity
of frequency resources that are contained in one pre-
specified frequency range and that are occupied in
transmitting RAR reply messages.

[0061] With reference to the sixteenth or seventeenth
possible implementation manner of the second aspect,
in a nineteenth possible implementation manner, the
method further includes:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information, a re-
source for sending the RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information and a
cell common parameter, a resource for sending the
RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the RAR resource information,

a resource for sending the RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the RAR resource information
and a cell common parameter, a resource for send-
ing the RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and a specified parameter, a re-
source for sending the RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and a specified parameter and a cell
common parameter, a resource for sending the RAR
message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a path loss range, a reference signal re-
ceive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0062] With reference to the eighteenth possible im-
plementation manner of the second aspect, in a twentieth
possible implementation manner, the correspondence
between the resource index of the RAR reply message
and the preamble information includes:

the resource index of the RAR reply message cor-
responding to the random access preamble = the
random access preamble index mod a quantity of
resources, of RAR reply messages, configured by
using signaling or preset by the system, where mod
denotes a modulo operation; or
the resource index of the RAR reply message = the
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble.

[0063] With reference to the sixteenth possible imple-
mentation manner of the second aspect, in a twenty-first
possible implementation manner, a preset timing rela-
tionship or a preset time offset exists between a start
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message and a start moment of a time re-
source occupied in transmitting the RAR message; or, a
preset timing relationship or a preset time offset exists
between an ending moment of a time resource occupied
in transmitting the RAR reply message and an ending
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
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RAR message.
[0064] With reference to the second aspect, in a twen-
ty-second possible implementation manner, the method
further includes:

receiving a contention resolution message sent by
the base station, where
the contention resolution message includes a bit or
a field for indicating a second user identity, and the
second user identity is used for distinguishing user
equipment in contention conflict resolution of ran-
dom access, where a quantity of bits included in the
bit or the field for indicating the second user identity
is less than a third specified bit quantity.

[0065] With reference to the twenty-second possible
implementation manner of the second aspect, in a twen-
ty-third possible implementation manner, the contention
resolution message further includes: a bit or a field for
indicating a temporary identifier, and the temporary iden-
tifier includes a cell radio network temporary identifier, or
a temporary cell radio network temporary identifier.
[0066] With reference to the twenty-second or twenty-
third possible implementation manner of the second as-
pect, in a twenty-fourth possible implementation manner,
a resource used for transmitting the contention resolution
message is configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, and the resource that is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system and that is used for
transmitting the contention resolution message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the con-
tention resolution message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the contention resolution message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the contention res-
olution message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different contention resolution messag-
es and/or a frequency interval between frequency
resources occupied in transmitting different conten-
tion resolution messages; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting contention resolution messages and
a quantity of frequency resources that are contained
in one prespecified frequency range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting contention resolution messag-
es.

[0067] With reference to the twenty-second or twenty-
third possible implementation manner of the second as-
pect, in a twenty-fifth possible implementation manner,
the method further includes:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the conten-
tion resolution message and the preamble informa-
tion, a resource for receiving the contention resolu-
tion message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the conten-
tion resolution message and the preamble informa-
tion and a cell common parameter, a resource for
receiving the contention resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the conten-
tion resolution message and the RAR resource in-
formation, a resource for receiving the contention
resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the conten-
tion resolution message and the RAR resource in-
formation and a cell common parameter, a resource
for receiving the contention resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the conten-
tion resolution message and a specified parameter,
a resource for receiving the contention resolution
message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the conten-
tion resolution message and a specified parameter
and a cell common parameter, a resource for receiv-
ing the contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0068] With reference to the twenty-second possible
implementation manner of the second aspect, in a twen-
ty-sixth possible implementation manner, a preset timing
relationship or a preset time offset exists between a start
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
contention resolution message and a start moment of a
time resource occupied in transmitting an RAR reply
message; or, a preset timing relationship or a preset time
offset exists between an ending moment of a time re-
source occupied in transmitting the contention resolution
message and an ending moment of a time resource oc-
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cupied in transmitting an RAR reply message.
[0069] With reference to the second aspect, in a twen-
ty-seventh possible implementation manner, the method
further includes:

sending a retransmitted RAR reply message to the
base station; and/or
receiving a contention resolution message retrans-
mitted by the base station.

[0070] With reference to the twenty-seventh possible
implementation manner of the second aspect, in a twen-
ty-eighth possible implementation manner,

a size of a time resource and a frequency resource
occupied in retransmitting the RAR reply message,
and/or a start location or a location of a time resource
and a frequency resource occupied in retransmitting
the RAR reply message, and/or an interval between
time resources and/or an interval between frequency
resources occupied in retransmitting specific two
RAR reply messages in the system, and/or quantities
of time resources and frequency resources occupied
in retransmitting the RAR reply message are config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system; and
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource
occupied in retransmitting the contention resolution
message, and/or a start location or a location of a
time resource and a frequency resource occupied in
retransmitting the contention resolution message,
and/or an interval between time resources and/or an
interval between frequency resources occupied in
retransmitting specific two contention resolution
messages in the system, and/or quantities of time
resources and frequency resources occupied in re-
transmitting the contention resolution message are
configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem.

[0071] With reference to the twenty-seventh possible
implementation manner of the second aspect, in a twen-
ty-ninth possible implementation manner, the method
further includes:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted RAR reply message and the preamble infor-
mation and a preset time offset, a resource for send-
ing the retransmitted RAR reply information; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted RAR reply message and the preamble infor-
mation, a preset time offset, and a cell common pa-
rameter, a resource for sending the retransmitted
RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted RAR reply message and the RAR resource

information and a preset time offset, a resource for
sending the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted RAR reply message and the RAR resource
information, a preset time offset, and a cell common
parameter, a resource for sending the retransmitted
RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted RAR reply message and a specified param-
eter and a preset time offset, a resource for sending
the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted RAR reply message and a specified param-
eter, a preset time offset, and a cell common param-
eter, a resource for sending the retransmitted RAR
reply message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0072] With reference to the twenty-seventh possible
implementation manner of the second aspect, in a thirti-
eth possible implementation manner, and before the re-
ceiving a contention resolution message retransmitted
by the base station, the method further includes:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message and the pre-
amble information and a preset time offset, a re-
source for receiving the retransmitted contention
resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message and the pre-
amble information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for receiving the re-
transmitted contention resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message and the RAR
resource information and a preset time offset, a re-
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source for receiving the retransmitted contention
resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message and the RAR
resource information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for receiving the re-
transmitted contention resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message and a speci-
fied parameter and a preset time offset, a resource
for receiving the retransmitted contention resolution
message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message and a speci-
fied parameter, a preset time offset, and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for receiving the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0073] With reference to any one of the twenty-seventh
to thirtieth possible implementation manners of the sec-
ond aspect, in a thirty-first possible implementation man-
ner,
resources used for the RAR reply message correspond
to a quantity of times of transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage, and resources used in different quantities of times
of transmitting the RAR reply message are orthogonal in
time, and/or frequency, and/or codeword;
resources used for the contention resolution message
correspond to a quantity of times of transmitting the con-
tention resolution message, and resources used in dif-
ferent quantities of times of transmitting the contention
resolution message are orthogonal in time, and/or fre-
quency, and/or codeword; and
transmission of a first message is performed by using a
predefined first message configuration, where the first
information is an RAR message, or an RAR reply mes-
sage, or a contention resolution message, or a retrans-
mitted RAR reply message, or a retransmitted contention
resolution message, and the first message configuration

includes one or more of the following: a modulation and
coding scheme, a size of a transmission block, a power
setting.
[0074] According to a third aspect, a base station is
provided, where the base station includes:

a receiving unit, configured to receive a random ac-
cess preamble sent by user equipment, and send
the received random access preamble to an infor-
mation determining unit;
the information determining unit, configured to re-
ceive the random access preamble from the receiv-
ing unit, determine preamble information according
to the received random access preamble, and send
the determined preamble information to a resource
determining unit, where the preamble information in-
cludes one or more of the following: the random ac-
cess preamble, a random access preamble index,
an index of a time resource used for transmitting the
random access preamble, an index of a frequency
resource used for transmitting the random access
preamble, a start time resource in the time resource
used for transmitting the random access preamble,
and a start frequency resource used for transmitting
the random access preamble;
the resource determining unit, configured to receive
the preamble information from the information deter-
mining unit, determine an RAR resource corre-
sponding to the random access preamble according
to a correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and random access response RAR resource in-
formation, and send the RAR resource correspond-
ing to the random access preamble to the receiving
unit, where the RAR resource information includes
one or more of the following: the RAR resource, an
RAR resource index, an index of a time resource
used for transmitting an RAR message, an index of
a frequency resource used for transmitting the RAR
message, a start time resource in the time resource
used for transmitting the RAR message, and a start
frequency resource used for transmitting the RAR
message, and the correspondence between the pre-
amble information and the RAR resource information
is configured by using signaling or preset by a sys-
tem; and
the receiving unit, configured to receive, from the
resource determining unit, the RAR resource corre-
sponding to the random access preamble, and send
the RAR message corresponding to the random ac-
cess preamble to the user equipment on the RAR
resource corresponding to the random access pre-
amble.

[0075] With reference to the third aspect, in a first pos-
sible implementation manner,
the RAR resource is configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system, and each RAR resource of RAR re-
sources configured by using signaling or preset by the
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system corresponds to one or more random access pre-
ambles.
[0076] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the third aspect, in a second possible
implementation manner, the RAR resource configured
by using signaling or preset by the system includes:

a location of the time resource and/or a location of
the frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message; and/or,
a start location of the time resource and/or a start
location of the frequency resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message; and/or,
a size of the time resource and/or a size of the fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the RAR
message; and/or,
a time interval and/or a frequency interval between
time resources occupied in transmitting different
RARs; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR messages and a quantity of fre-
quency resources that are contained in one prespec-
ified frequency range and that are occupied in trans-
mitting RAR messages.

[0077] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the third aspect, in a third possible im-
plementation manner,
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the N RAR resources corre-
spond to N random access preambles, where N is a pos-
itive integer greater than 1, the correspondence between
the preamble information and the RAR resource infor-
mation includes:

each random access preamble corresponds to one
RAR resource or RAR resource index, and RAR re-
sources or RAR resource indices corresponding to
different random access preambles are different; or,
each random access preamble index corresponds
to one RAR resource or RAR resource index, and
RAR resources or RAR resource indices corre-
sponding to different random access preamble indi-
ces are different.

[0078] With reference to the third possible implemen-
tation manner of the third aspect, in a fourth possible
implementation manner, if one RAR resource corre-
sponds to only one random access preamble, an RAR
message included in a media access control MAC packet
data unit PDU transmitted on the RAR resource does not
include an identifier for indicating the random access pre-
amble or a random access preamble index.
[0079] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the third aspect, in a fifth possible im-
plementation manner,
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling or

preset by the system, and the N RAR resources corre-
spond to M random access preambles, where N and M
are positive integers greater than 1, and M>N, the cor-
respondence between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information includes:

each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble, and
there is at least one RAR resource or RAR resource
index that corresponds to multiple random access
preambles; or,
each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble in-
dex, and there is at least one RAR resource or RAR
resource index that corresponds to multiple random
access preamble indices.

[0080] With reference to the fifth possible implemen-
tation manner of the third aspect, in a sixth possible im-
plementation manner,
if one RAR resource corresponds to multiple random ac-
cess preambles, an RAR message included in a MAC
PDU transmitted on the RAR resource includes an iden-
tifier for indicating the random access preambles or ran-
dom access preamble indices, and a length of the iden-
tifier is equal to k bits, where k=ceil(log2(a quantity of
random access preambles corresponding to the RAR re-
source)), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding up,
and log denotes a logarithmic function; or,
if at least one RAR resource of RAR resources corre-
sponds to multiple random access preambles, an RAR
message included in a MAC PDU transmitted on each
RAR resource includes an identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preambles or random access preamble in-
dices, and a length of the identifier is less than or equal
to h bits, where h= ceil(log2(max(a quantity of random
access preambles corresponding to a first RAR resource,
a quantity of random access preambles corresponding
to a second RAR resource, ..., a quantity of random ac-
cess preambles corresponding to an Nth RAR re-
source))), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding up,
and log denotes a logarithmic function, max is a maxi-
mum value function, and N is a positive integer greater
than 1.
[0081] With reference to the fifth possible implemen-
tation manner of the third aspect, in a seventh possible
implementation manner, if the N RAR resources are con-
figured by using signaling or preset by the system, and
N=2k:

a preamble index of a random access preamble is
indicated by s bits, where k bits of the s bits are de-
termined according to k bits corresponding to an
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble, and the rest (s-k) bits of the s bits
are determined by using an identifier for indicating
the random access preamble or a random access
preamble index.
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[0082] With reference to the third aspect, in an eighth
possible implementation manner,
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information is a functional rela-
tionship, a table relationship or a specified relationship;
and
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system, where the signaling
includes broadcast or multicast signaling, and the corre-
spondence, configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information includes:

a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource index; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource index.

[0083] With reference to the eighth possible implemen-
tation manner of the third aspect, in a ninth possible im-
plementation manner, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
includes:

the RAR resource index corresponding to the ran-
dom access preamble = the random access pream-
ble index mod a quantity of RAR resources config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system,
where herein mod denotes a modulo operation.

[0084] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the third aspect, in a tenth possible im-
plementation manner, random access preambles corre-
sponding to different RAR resources of the RAR resourc-
es configured by using signaling or preset by the system
are completely not same, or partially same, or completely
different.
[0085] With reference to the third aspect, in an eleventh
possible implementation manner, the base station further
includes:

an identity control unit, configured to determine, ac-
cording to a correspondence between a specified
parameter and a random access preamble, the ran-
dom access preamble corresponding to the speci-
fied parameter; and
determine, according to the random access pream-
ble corresponding to the specified parameter, a
quantity of bits of an identifier, for indicating the ran-
dom access preamble or a random access preamble
index, in an RAR message included in a MAC PDU.

[0086] With reference to the eleventh possible imple-

mentation manner of the third aspect, in a twelfth possible
implementation manner,
the correspondence between the specified parameter
and the random access preamble is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system, and the random access
preamble and the quantity of bits of the identifier for in-
dicating the random access preamble or the random ac-
cess preamble index are configured by using signaling
or preset by the system; and
the specified parameter includes: a path loss value or
range, a reference signal receive power value or range,
a reference signal receive quality value or range, a chan-
nel quality information value or range, a service type of
the user equipment, a power saving type of the user
equipment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mo-
bility type of the user equipment.
[0087] With reference to the third aspect, in a thirteenth
possible implementation manner, the RAR message cor-
responding to the random access preamble does not in-
clude a bit or a field for indicating a temporary identifier,
and the temporary identifier includes a cell radio network
temporary identifier, or a temporary cell radio network
temporary identifier; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the random access
preamble does not include uplink scheduling/grant infor-
mation; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the random access
preamble includes: a predefined timing advance com-
mand, where an adjustment granularity of the predefined
timing advance command is greater than a specified ad-
justment granularity; and/or
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information further includes one
or more cell common parameters, and the cell common
parameter includes: a cell identity, a subframe number,
a frame number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index; and/or
a preset timing relationship or a preset time offset exists
between a start moment of the time resource occupied
in transmitting the RAR message and a start moment of
the time resource occupied in transmitting the random
access preamble by the user equipment; or, a preset
timing relationship or a preset time offset exists between
an ending moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message and an ending moment of the
time resource occupied in transmitting the random ac-
cess preamble by the user equipment.
[0088] With reference to the third aspect, in a four-
teenth possible implementation manner, the receiving
unit is further configured to receive an RAR reply mes-
sage sent by the user equipment, where the RAR reply
message includes a radio resource control RRC connec-
tion request, where
the RRC connection request includes a bit or a field for
indicating a first user identity, and the first user identity
is used for distinguishing the user equipment in conten-
tion conflict resolution of random access, where a quan-
tity of bits included in the bit or the field for indicating the
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first user identity is less than a first specified bit quantity.
[0089] With reference to the fourteenth possible imple-
mentation manner of the third aspect, in a fifteenth pos-
sible implementation manner, the RRC connection re-
quest further includes a predefined establishment cause,
and a quantity of bits for indicating the predefined estab-
lishment cause is greater than a second specified bit
quantity.
[0090] With reference to the thirteenth or fourteenth
possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a
sixteenth possible implementation manner, a resource
used for transmitting the RAR reply message is config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system, and the
resource that is configured by using signaling or preset
by the system and that is used for transmitting the RAR
reply message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR reply message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR reply
message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different RAR reply messages and/or a
frequency interval between frequency resources oc-
cupied in transmitting different RAR reply messages;
and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR reply messages and a quantity
of frequency resources that are contained in one pre-
specified frequency range and that are occupied in
transmitting RAR reply messages.

[0091] With reference to the thirteenth or fourteenth
possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a
seventeenth possible implementation manner, the re-
source determining unit is further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information, a resource for
receiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for receiving the RAR
reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the RAR resource information, a resource
for receiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-

sage and the RAR resource information and a cell
common parameter, a resource for receiving the
RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter, a resource for re-
ceiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter and a cell common
parameter, a resource for receiving the RAR reply
message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a path loss range, a reference signal re-
ceive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0092] With reference to the seventeenth possible im-
plementation manner of the third aspect, in an eighteenth
possible implementation manner, the correspondence
between the resource index of the RAR reply message
and the preamble information includes:

the resource index of the RAR reply message cor-
responding to the random access preamble = the
random access preamble index mod a quantity of
resources, of RAR reply messages, configured by
using signaling or preset by the system, where mod
denotes a modulo operation; or
the resource index of the RAR reply message = the
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble.

[0093] With reference to the fourteenth possible imple-
mentation manner of the third aspect, in a nineteenth
possible implementation manner, a preset timing rela-
tionship or a preset time offset exists between a start
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message and a start moment of a time re-
source occupied in transmitting the RAR message; or, a
preset timing relationship or a preset time offset exists
between an ending moment of a time resource occupied
in transmitting the RAR reply message and an ending
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message.
[0094] With reference to the third aspect, in a twentieth
possible implementation manner, the sending unit is fur-
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ther configured to send a contention resolution message
to the user equipment, where
the contention resolution message includes a bit or a field
for indicating a second user identity, and the second user
identity is used for distinguishing user equipment in con-
tention conflict resolution of random access, where a
quantity of bits included in the bit or the field for indicating
the second user identity is less than a third specified bit
quantity.
[0095] With reference to the twentieth possible imple-
mentation manner of the third aspect, in a twenty-first
possible implementation manner, the contention resolu-
tion message further includes: a bit or a field for indicating
a temporary identifier, and the temporary identifier in-
cludes a cell radio network temporary identifier, or a tem-
porary cell radio network temporary identifier.
[0096] With reference to the twentieth or twenty-first
possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a
twenty-second possible implementation manner, a re-
source used for transmitting the contention resolution
message is configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, and the resource that is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system and that is used for
transmitting the contention resolution message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the con-
tention resolution message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the contention resolution message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the contention res-
olution message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different contention resolution messag-
es and/or a frequency interval between frequency
resources occupied in transmitting different conten-
tion resolution messages; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting contention resolution messages and
a quantity of frequency resources that are contained
in one prespecified frequency range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting contention resolution messag-
es.

[0097] With reference to the twentieth or twenty-first
possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a
twenty-third possible implementation manner, the re-
source determining unit is further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the preamble information, a re-
source for sending the contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between

a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the preamble information and
a cell common parameter, a resource for sending
the contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the RAR resource information,
a resource for sending the contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the RAR resource information
and a cell common parameter, a resource for send-
ing the contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and a specified parameter, a re-
source for sending the contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and a specified parameter and a
cell common parameter, a resource for sending the
contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply message, a path loss range, a reference signal
receive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0098] With reference to the twentieth possible imple-
mentation manner of the third aspect, in a twenty-fourth
possible implementation manner, a preset timing rela-
tionship or a preset time offset exists between a start
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
contention resolution message and a start moment of a
time resource occupied in transmitting an RAR reply
message; or, a preset timing relationship or a preset time
offset exists between an ending moment of a time re-
source occupied in transmitting the contention resolution
message and an ending moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting an RAR reply message.
[0099] With reference to the third aspect, in a twenty-
fifth possible implementation manner,
the receiving unit is further configured to receive an RAR
reply message retransmitted by the user equipment;
and/or
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the sending unit is further configured to send a retrans-
mitted contention resolution message to the user equip-
ment.
[0100] With reference to the twenty-fifth possible im-
plementation manner of the third aspect, in a twenty-sixth
possible implementation manner,
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource oc-
cupied in retransmitting the RAR reply message, and/or
a start location or a location of a time resource and a
frequency resource occupied in retransmitting the RAR
reply message, and/or an interval between time resourc-
es and/or an interval between frequency resources oc-
cupied in retransmitting specific two RAR reply messag-
es in the system, and/or quantities of time resources and
frequency resources occupied in retransmitting the RAR
reply message are configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system; and
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource oc-
cupied in retransmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage, and/or a start location or a location of a time re-
source and a frequency resource occupied in retransmit-
ting the contention resolution message, and/or an interval
between time resources and/or an interval between fre-
quency resources occupied in retransmitting specific two
contention resolution messages in the system, and/or
quantities of time resources and frequency resources oc-
cupied in retransmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage are configured by using signaling or preset by the
system.
[0101] With reference to the twenty-fifth possible im-
plementation manner of the third aspect, in a twenty-sev-
enth possible implementation manner, the resource de-
termining unit is further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the preamble information
and a preset time offset, a resource for receiving the
retransmitted RAR reply information; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the preamble information,
a preset time offset, and a cell common parameter,
a resource for receiving the retransmitted RAR reply
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion and a preset time offset, a resource for receiving
the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion, a preset time offset, and a cell common param-
eter, a resource for receiving the retransmitted RAR
reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted

RAR reply message and a specified parameter and
a preset time offset, a resource for receiving the re-
transmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and a specified parameter, a
preset time offset, and a cell common parameter, a
resource for receiving the retransmitted RAR reply
message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0102] With reference to the twenty-fifth or twenty-sixth
possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a
twenty-eighth possible implementation manner, the re-
source determining unit is further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the preamble in-
formation and a preset time offset, a resource for
sending the retransmitted contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the preamble in-
formation, a preset time offset, and a cell common
parameter, a resource for sending the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information and a preset time offset, a re-
source for sending the retransmitted contention res-
olution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for sending the re-
transmitted contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and a specified pa-
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rameter and a preset time offset, a resource for send-
ing the retransmitted contention resolution message;
or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter, a preset time offset, and a cell common
parameter, a resource for sending the retransmitted
contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0103] With reference to any one of the twenty-fifth to
twenty-ninth possible implementation manners of the
third aspect, in a thirtieth possible implementation man-
ner,
resources used for the RAR reply message correspond
to a quantity of times of transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage, and resources used in different quantities of times
of transmitting the RAR reply message are orthogonal in
time, and/or frequency, and/or codeword;
resources used for the contention resolution message
correspond to a quantity of times of transmitting the con-
tention resolution message, and resources used in dif-
ferent quantities of times of transmitting the contention
resolution message are orthogonal in time, and/or fre-
quency, and/or codeword; and
transmission of a first message is performed by using a
predefined first message configuration, where the first
information is an RAR message, or an RAR reply mes-
sage, or a contention resolution message, or a retrans-
mitted RAR reply message, or a retransmitted contention
resolution message, and the first message configuration
includes one or more of the following: a modulation and
coding scheme, a size of a transmission block, a power
setting.
[0104] With reference to the thirtieth possible imple-
mentation manner of the third aspect, in a thirty-first pos-
sible implementation manner, if the resource used for
transmitting the first information is configured by using
signaling, the sending unit is further configured to:

send configuration signaling to the user equipment,
where the configuration signaling is used for notifying

the user equipment of a resource configuration used
for transmitting the first information.

[0105] According to a fourth aspect, user equipment is
provided, where the user equipment includes:

a preamble determining unit, configured to deter-
mine a random access preamble, and send the de-
termined first random access preamble to a sending
unit;
the sending unit, configured to receive the first ran-
dom access preamble from the preamble determin-
ing unit, and send the first random access preamble
to a base station;
an information determining unit, configured to deter-
mine preamble information according to the first ran-
dom access preamble, and send the preamble infor-
mation to a resource determining unit, where the pre-
amble information includes one or more of the fol-
lowing: the random access preamble, a random ac-
cess preamble index, an index of a time resource
used for transmitting the random access preamble,
an index of a frequency resource used for transmit-
ting the random access preamble, a start time re-
source in the time resource used for transmitting the
random access preamble, and a start frequency re-
source used for transmitting the random access pre-
amble;
the resource determining unit, configured to receive
the preamble information from the information deter-
mining unit, determine an RAR resource corre-
sponding to the first random access preamble ac-
cording to a correspondence between the preamble
information and random access response RAR re-
source information, and send the RAR resource cor-
responding to the first random access preamble to
a receiving unit, where the RAR resource information
includes one or more of the following: the RAR re-
source, an RAR resource index, an index of a time
resource used for transmitting an RAR message, an
index of a frequency resource used for transmitting
the RAR message, a start time resource in the time
resource used for transmitting the RAR message,
and a start frequency resource used for transmitting
the RAR message, and the correspondence be-
tween the preamble information and the RAR re-
source information is configured by using signaling
or preset by a system;
the receiving unit, configured to receive the RAR re-
source corresponding to the first random access pre-
amble from the resource determining unit, and re-
ceive, on the RAR resource corresponding to the
first random access preamble, a media access con-
trol MAC packet data unit PDU sent by the base sta-
tion; and
a message determining unit, configured to determine
whether the MAC PDU includes the RAR message
corresponding to the first random access preamble.
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[0106] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a first
possible implementation manner,
the RAR resource is configured by using signaling, where
the signaling is sent after the base station or a system
presets the RAR resource, and each RAR resource of
preset RAR resources corresponds to one or more ran-
dom access preambles.
[0107] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the fourth aspect, in a second possible
implementation manner, the RAR resource configured
by using signaling includes:

a location of the time resource and/or a location of
the frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message; and/or,
a start location of the time resource and/or a start
location of the frequency resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message; and/or,
a size of the time resource and/or a size of the fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the RAR
message; and/or,
a time interval and/or a frequency interval between
time resources occupied in transmitting different
RARs; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR messages and a quantity of fre-
quency resources that are contained in one prespec-
ified frequency range and that are occupied in trans-
mitting RAR messages.

[0108] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the fourth aspect, in a third possible
implementation manner,
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the N RAR resources corre-
spond to N random access preambles, where N is a pos-
itive integer greater than 1, the correspondence between
the preamble information and the RAR resource infor-
mation includes:

each random access preamble corresponds to one
RAR resource or RAR resource index, and RAR re-
sources or RAR resource indices corresponding to
different random access preambles are different; or,
each random access preamble index corresponds
to one RAR resource or RAR resource index, and
RAR resources or RAR resource indices corre-
sponding to different random access preamble indi-
ces are different.

[0109] With reference to the third possible implemen-
tation manner of the fourth aspect, in a fourth possible
implementation manner,
if one RAR resource corresponds to only one random
access preamble, an RAR message included in the me-
dia access control MAC packet data unit PDU transmitted
on the RAR resource does not include an identifier for

indicating the random access preamble or a random ac-
cess preamble index.
[0110] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the fourth aspect, in a fifth possible im-
plementation manner,
[0111] if N RAR resources are configured by using sig-
naling or preset by the system, and the N RAR resources
correspond to M random access preambles, where N
and M are positive integers greater than 1, and M>N, the
correspondence between the preamble information and
the RAR resource information includes:

each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble, and
there is at least one RAR resource or RAR resource
index that corresponds to multiple random access
preambles; or,
each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble in-
dex, and there is at least one RAR resource or RAR
resource index that corresponds to multiple random
access preamble indices.

[0112] With reference to the fifth possible implemen-
tation manner of the fourth aspect, in a sixth possible
implementation manner,
if one RAR resource corresponds to multiple random ac-
cess preambles, an RAR message included in the MAC
PDU transmitted on the RAR resource includes an iden-
tifier for indicating the random access preambles or ran-
dom access preamble indices, and a length of the iden-
tifier is equal to k bits, where k=ceil(log2(a quantity of
random access preambles corresponding to the RAR re-
source)), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding up,
and log denotes a logarithmic function; or,
if at least one RAR resource of RAR resources corre-
sponds to multiple random access preambles, an RAR
message included in a MAC PDU transmitted on each
RAR resource includes an identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preambles or random access preamble in-
dices, and a length of the identifier is less than or equal
to h bits, where h= ceil(log2(max(a quantity of random
access preambles corresponding to a first RAR resource,
a quantity of random access preambles corresponding
to a second RAR resource, ..., a quantity of random ac-
cess preambles corresponding to an Nth RAR re-
source))), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding up,
and log denotes a logarithmic function, max is a maxi-
mum value function, and N is a positive integer greater
than 1.
[0113] With reference to the sixth possible implemen-
tation manner of the fourth aspect, in a seventh possible
implementation manner, the message determining unit
is specifically configured to:

if bits corresponding to an RAR resource or an RAR
resource index where the RAR message is located
are the same as the random access preamble and
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the first random access preamble, where the random
access preamble is indicated by the identifier for in-
dicating the random access preambles or the ran-
dom access preamble indices and the identifier is
included in the RAR message included in the MAC
PDU, determine that the MAC PDU includes the RAR
message corresponding to the first random access
preamble; or,
if bits corresponding to an RAR resource or an RAR
resource index where the RAR message is located
are the same as the random access preamble index
and a first random access preamble index deter-
mined by user equipment, where the random access
preamble index is indicated by the identifier for indi-
cating the random access preambles or the random
access preamble indices and the identifier is includ-
ed in the RAR message included in the MAC PDU,
determine that the MAC PDU includes the RAR mes-
sage corresponding to the first random access pre-
amble; or
if a state of an identifier, for indicating a random ac-
cess preamble or a random access preamble index,
included in an RAR message included in the MAC
PDU received on the RAR resource corresponding
to the first random access preamble is the same as
a state of a bits of bits corresponding to the first ran-
dom access preamble, determine that the MAC PDU
includes the RAR message corresponding to the first
random access preamble, where a is equal to a
quantity of bits of the identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preamble or the random access pream-
ble index, and locations of the a bits in bits corre-
sponding to the first random access preamble index
are prespecified.

[0114] With reference to the fifth possible implemen-
tation manner of the third aspect, in an eighth possible
implementation manner, if the N RAR resources are con-
figured by using signaling or preset by the system, and
N=2k:

a preamble index of a random access preamble is
indicated by s bits, where k bits of the s bits are de-
termined according to k bits corresponding to an
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble, and the rest (s-k) bits of the s bits
are determined by using an identifier for indicating
the random access preamble or a random access
preamble index.

[0115] With reference to the eighth possible implemen-
tation manner of the third aspect, in a ninth possible im-
plementation manner, the message determining unit is
further specifically configured to:

determine a bit value corresponding to the RAR re-
source index corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble, where the bit value corresponding

to the RAR resource index is preset;
determine a bit value corresponding to the identifier
in the MAC PDU;
combine the bit value corresponding to the RAR re-
source index corresponding to the random access
preamble and the bit value corresponding to the
identifier in the MAC PDU to obtain the s bits;
determine the random access preamble indicated
by the s bits; and
determine whether the first random access preamble
is the same as the random access preamble indicat-
ed by the s bits, and if the first random access pre-
amble is the same as the random access preamble
indicated by the s bits, determine that the MAC PDU
includes the RAR message corresponding to the first
random access preamble, or if the first random ac-
cess preamble is different from the random access
preamble indicated by the s bits, determine that the
MAC PDU does not include the RAR message cor-
responding to the first random access preamble.

[0116] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a tenth
possible implementation manner, the correspondence
between the preamble information and the RAR resource
information is a functional relationship, a table relation-
ship or a specified relationship; and
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system, where the correspond-
ence, configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem, between the preamble information and the RAR re-
source information includes:

a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource index; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource index.

[0117] With reference to the tenth possible implemen-
tation manner of the fourth aspect, in an eleventh possible
implementation manner, the correspondence between
the preamble information and the RAR resource infor-
mation includes:

the RAR resource index corresponding to the ran-
dom access preamble = the random access pream-
ble index mod a quantity of RAR resources config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system,
where herein mod denotes a modulo operation.

[0118] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the fourth aspect, in a twelfth possible
implementation manner, random access preambles cor-
responding to different RAR resources of the RAR re-
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sources configured by using signaling are completely not
same, or partially same, or completely different.
[0119] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a thir-
teenth possible implementation manner, a quantity of bits
of an identifier, for indicating a random access preamble
or a random access preamble index, in the RAR message
included in the MAC PDU is determined by the base sta-
tion according to a correspondence between a specified
parameter and a random access preamble.
[0120] With reference to the thirteenth possible imple-
mentation manner of the fourth aspect, in a fourteenth
possible implementation manner, the correspondence
between the specified parameter and the random access
preamble is configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, and the quantity of bits of the identifier for
indicating the random access preamble or the random
access preamble index is configured by using signaling
or preset by the system; and
the specified parameter includes: a path loss value or
range, a reference signal receive power value or range,
a reference signal receive quality value or range, a chan-
nel quality information value or range, a service type of
the user equipment, a power saving type of the user
equipment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mo-
bility type of the user equipment.
[0121] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a fifteenth
possible implementation manner,
the RAR message corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble does not include a bit or a field for indi-
cating a temporary identifier, and the temporary identifier
includes a cell radio network temporary identifier, or a
temporary cell radio network temporary identifier; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble does not include uplink scheduling/grant
information; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble includes: a predefined timing advance
command, where an adjustment granularity of the pre-
defined timing advance command is greater than a spec-
ified adjustment granularity; and/or
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information further includes one
or more cell common parameters, and the cell common
parameter includes: a cell identity, a subframe number,
a frame number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index; and/or
a preset timing relationship or a preset time offset exists
between a start moment of the time resource occupied
in transmitting the RAR message and a start moment of
the time resource occupied in transmitting the random
access preamble by the user equipment; or, a preset
timing relationship or a preset time offset exists between
an ending moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message and an ending moment of the
time resource occupied in transmitting the random ac-
cess preamble by the user equipment.
[0122] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a six-
teenth possible implementation manner, the sending unit

is further configured to send an RAR reply message to
the base station, where the RAR reply message includes
a radio resource control RRC connection request, where
the RRC connection request includes a bit or a field for
indicating a first user identity, and the first user identity
is used for distinguishing the user equipment in conten-
tion conflict resolution of random access, where a quan-
tity of bits included in the bit or the field for indicating the
first user identity is less than a first specified bit quantity.
[0123] With reference to the sixteenth possible imple-
mentation manner of the fourth aspect, in a seventeenth
possible implementation manner, the RRC connection
request further includes a predefined establishment
cause, and a quantity of bits for indicating the predefined
establishment cause is greater than a second specified
bit quantity.
[0124] With reference to the sixteenth or seventeenth
possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in
an eighteenth possible implementation manner, a re-
source used for transmitting the RAR reply message is
configured by using signaling or preset by the system,
and the resource that is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system and that is used for transmitting the
RAR reply message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR reply message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR reply
message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different RAR reply messages and/or a
frequency interval between frequency resources oc-
cupied in transmitting different RAR reply messages;
and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR reply messages and a quantity
of frequency resources that are contained in one pre-
specified frequency range and that are occupied in
transmitting RAR reply messages.

[0125] With reference to the sixteenth or seventeenth
possible implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in
a nineteenth possible implementation manner, the re-
source determining unit is further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information, a resource for
sending the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information and a cell com-
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mon parameter, a resource for sending the RAR re-
ply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the RAR resource information, a resource
for sending the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the RAR resource information and a cell
common parameter, a resource for sending the RAR
reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter, a resource for send-
ing the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter and a cell common
parameter, a resource for sending the RAR mes-
sage,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a path loss range, a reference signal re-
ceive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0126] With reference to the nineteenth possible im-
plementation manner of the fourth aspect, in a twentieth
possible implementation manner, the correspondence
between the resource index of the RAR reply message
and the preamble information includes:

the resource index of the RAR reply message cor-
responding to the random access preamble = the
random access preamble index mod a quantity of
resources, of RAR reply messages, configured by
using signaling or preset by the system, where mod
denotes a modulo operation; or
the resource index of the RAR reply message = the
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble.

[0127] With reference to the sixteenth possible imple-
mentation manner of the fourth aspect, in a twenty-first
possible implementation manner, a preset timing rela-
tionship or a preset time offset exists between a start
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message and a start moment of a time re-

source occupied in transmitting the RAR message; or, a
preset timing relationship or a preset time offset exists
between an ending moment of a time resource occupied
in transmitting the RAR reply message and an ending
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message.
[0128] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a twenty-
second possible implementation manner, the receiving
unit is further configured to receive a contention resolu-
tion message sent by the base station, where
the contention resolution message includes a bit or a field
for indicating a second user identity, and the second user
identity is used for distinguishing user equipment in con-
tention conflict resolution of random access, where a
quantity of bits included in the bit or the field for indicating
the second user identity is less than a third specified bit
quantity.
[0129] With reference to the twenty-second possible
implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in a twenty-
third possible implementation manner, the contention
resolution message further includes: a bit or a field for
indicating a temporary identifier, and the temporary iden-
tifier includes a cell radio network temporary identifier, or
a temporary cell radio network temporary identifier.
[0130] With reference to the twenty-second or twenty-
third possible implementation manner of the fourth as-
pect, in a twenty-fourth possible implementation manner,
a resource used for transmitting the contention resolution
message is configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, and the resource that is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system and that is used for
transmitting the contention resolution message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the con-
tention resolution message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the contention resolution message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the contention res-
olution message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different contention resolution messag-
es and/or a frequency interval between frequency
resources occupied in transmitting different conten-
tion resolution messages; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting contention resolution messages and
a quantity of frequency resources that are contained
in one prespecified frequency range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting contention resolution messag-
es.

[0131] With reference to the twenty-second or twenty-
third possible implementation manner of the fourth as-
pect, in a twenty-fifth possible implementation manner,
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the resource determining unit is further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the preamble information, a re-
source for receiving the contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the preamble information and
a cell common parameter, a resource for receiving
the contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the RAR resource information,
a resource for receiving the contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the RAR resource information
and a cell common parameter, a resource for receiv-
ing the contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and a specified parameter, a re-
source for receiving the contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and a specified parameter and a
cell common parameter, a resource for receiving the
contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0132] With reference to the twenty-second possible
implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in a twenty-
sixth possible implementation manner, a preset timing
relationship or a preset time offset exists between a start
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
contention resolution message and a start moment of a
time resource occupied in transmitting an RAR reply
message; or, a preset timing relationship or a preset time
offset exists between an ending moment of a time re-

source occupied in transmitting the contention resolution
message and an ending moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting an RAR reply message.
[0133] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a twenty-
seventh possible implementation manner,
the sending unit is further configured to send a retrans-
mitted RAR reply message to the base station;
and/or, the receiving unit is further configured to receive
a contention resolution message retransmitted by the
base station.
[0134] With reference to the twenty-seventh possible
implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in a twenty-
eighth possible implementation manner,
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource oc-
cupied in retransmitting the RAR reply message, and/or
a start location or a location of a time resource and a
frequency resource occupied in retransmitting the RAR
reply message, and/or an interval between time resourc-
es and/or an interval between frequency resources oc-
cupied in retransmitting specific two RAR reply messag-
es in the system, and/or quantities of time resources and
frequency resources occupied in retransmitting the RAR
reply message are configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system; and
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource oc-
cupied in retransmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage, and/or a start location or a location of a time re-
source and a frequency resource occupied in retransmit-
ting the contention resolution message, and/or an interval
between time resources and/or an interval between fre-
quency resources occupied in retransmitting specific two
contention resolution messages in the system, and/or
quantities of time resources and frequency resources oc-
cupied in retransmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage are configured by using signaling or preset by the
system.
[0135] With reference to the twenty-seventh possible
implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in a twenty-
ninth possible implementation manner, the resource de-
termining unit is further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the preamble information
and a preset time offset, a resource for sending the
retransmitted RAR reply information; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the preamble information,
a preset time offset, and a cell common parameter,
a resource for sending the retransmitted RAR reply
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion and a preset time offset, a resource for sending
the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
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a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion, a preset time offset, and a cell common param-
eter, a resource for sending the retransmitted RAR
reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and a specified parameter and
a preset time offset, a resource for sending the re-
transmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and a specified parameter, a
preset time offset, and a cell common parameter, a
resource for sending the retransmitted RAR reply
message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, and the specified param-
eter includes: a resource index used for sending an
RAR reply, a path loss range, a reference signal re-
ceive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment.

[0136] With reference to the twenty-seventh possible
implementation manner of the fourth aspect, in a thirtieth
possible implementation manner, the resource determin-
ing unit is further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the preamble in-
formation and a preset time offset, a resource for
receiving the retransmitted contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the preamble in-
formation, a preset time offset, and a cell common
parameter, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information and a preset time offset, a re-
source for receiving the retransmitted contention
resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for receiving the re-
transmitted contention resolution message; or

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter and a preset time offset, a resource for re-
ceiving the retransmitted contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter, a preset time offset, and a cell common
parameter, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0137] With reference to any one of the twenty-seventh
to thirtieth possible implementation manners of the fourth
aspect, in a thirty-first possible implementation manner,
resources used for the RAR reply message correspond
to a quantity of times of transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage, and resources used in different quantities of times
of transmitting the RAR reply message are orthogonal in
time, and/or frequency, and/or codeword;
resources used for the contention resolution message
correspond to a quantity of times of transmitting the con-
tention resolution message, and resources used in dif-
ferent quantities of times of transmitting the contention
resolution message are orthogonal in time, and/or fre-
quency, and/or codeword; and
transmission of a first message is performed by using a
predefined first message configuration, where the first
information is an RAR message, or an RAR reply mes-
sage, or a contention resolution message, or a retrans-
mitted RAR reply message, or a retransmitted contention
resolution message, and the first message configuration
includes one or more of the following: a modulation and
coding scheme, a size of a transmission block, a power
setting.
[0138] According to a fifth aspect, a base station is pro-
vided, where the base station includes:

a bus, and a processor, a memory, and an interface
connected to the bus, where the memory is config-
ured to store an instruction;
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the interface is configured to receive a random ac-
cess preamble sent by user equipment;
the processor executes the instruction to:

determine preamble information according to
the received random access preamble, where
the preamble information includes one or more
of the following: the random access preamble,
a random access preamble index, an index of a
time resource used for transmitting the random
access preamble, an index of a frequency re-
source used for transmitting the random access
preamble, a start time resource in the time re-
source used for transmitting the random access
preamble, and a start frequency resource used
for transmitting the random access preamble;
determine an RAR resource corresponding to
the random access preamble according to a cor-
respondence between the preamble information
and random access response RAR resource in-
formation, where the RAR resource information
includes one or more of the following: the RAR
resource, an RAR resource index, an index of a
time resource used for transmitting an RAR
message, an index of a frequency resource used
for transmitting the RAR message, a start time
resource in the time resource used for transmit-
ting the RAR message, and a start frequency
resource used for transmitting the RAR mes-
sage, and the correspondence between the pre-
amble information and the RAR resource infor-
mation is configured by using signaling or preset
by a system; and
the interface is further configured to send the
RAR message corresponding to the random ac-
cess preamble to the user equipment on the
RAR resource corresponding to the random ac-
cess preamble.

[0139] With reference to the fifth aspect, in a first pos-
sible implementation manner,
the RAR resource is configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system, and each RAR resource of RAR re-
sources configured by using signaling or preset by the
system corresponds to one or more random access pre-
ambles.
[0140] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the fifth aspect, in a second possible
implementation manner, the RAR resource configured
by using signaling or preset by the system includes:

a location of the time resource and/or a location of
the frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message; and/or,
a start location of the time resource and/or a start
location of the frequency resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message; and/or,
a size of the time resource and/or a size of the fre-

quency resource occupied in transmitting the RAR
message; and/or,
a time interval and/or a frequency interval between
time resources occupied in transmitting different
RARs; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR messages and a quantity of fre-
quency resources that are contained in one prespec-
ified frequency range and that are occupied in trans-
mitting RAR messages.

[0141] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the fifth aspect, in a third possible im-
plementation manner,
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the N RAR resources corre-
spond to N random access preambles, where N is a pos-
itive integer greater than 1, the correspondence between
the preamble information and the RAR resource infor-
mation includes:

each random access preamble corresponds to one
RAR resource or RAR resource index, and RAR re-
sources or RAR resource indices corresponding to
different random access preambles are different; or,
each random access preamble index corresponds
to one RAR resource or RAR resource index, and
RAR resources or RAR resource indices corre-
sponding to different random access preamble indi-
ces are different.

[0142] With reference to the third possible implemen-
tation manner of the fifth aspect, in a fourth possible im-
plementation manner, if one RAR resource corresponds
to only one random access preamble, an RAR message
included in a media access control MAC packet data unit
PDU transmitted on the RAR resource does not include
an identifier for indicating the random access preamble
or a random access preamble index.
[0143] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the fifth aspect, in a fifth possible imple-
mentation manner,
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the N RAR resources corre-
spond to M random access preambles, where N and M
are positive integers greater than 1, and M>N, the cor-
respondence between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information includes:

each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble, and
there is at least one RAR resource or RAR resource
index that corresponds to multiple random access
preambles; or,
each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble in-
dex, and there is at least one RAR resource or RAR
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resource index that corresponds to multiple random
access preamble indices.

[0144] With reference to the fifth possible implemen-
tation manner of the fifth aspect, in a sixth possible im-
plementation manner,
if one RAR resource corresponds to multiple random ac-
cess preambles, an RAR message included in a MAC
PDU transmitted on the RAR resource includes an iden-
tifier for indicating the random access preambles or ran-
dom access preamble indices, and a length of the iden-
tifier is equal to k bits, where k=ceil(log2(a quantity of
random access preambles corresponding to the RAR re-
source)), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding up,
and log denotes a logarithmic function; or,
if at least one RAR resource of RAR resources corre-
sponds to multiple random access preambles, an RAR
message included in a MAC PDU transmitted on each
RAR resource includes an identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preambles or random access preamble in-
dices, and a length of the identifier is less than or equal
to h bits, where h= ceil(log2(max(a quantity of random
access preambles corresponding to a first RAR resource,
a quantity of random access preambles corresponding
to a second RAR resource, ..., a quantity of random ac-
cess preambles corresponding to an Nth RAR re-
source))), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding up,
and log denotes a logarithmic function, max is a maxi-
mum value function, and N is a positive integer greater
than 1.
[0145] With reference to the fifth possible implemen-
tation manner of the fifth aspect, in a seventh possible
implementation manner, if the N RAR resources are con-
figured by using signaling or preset by the system, and
N=2k:

a preamble index of a random access preamble is
indicated by s bits, where k bits of the s bits are de-
termined according to k bits corresponding to an
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble, and the rest (s-k) bits of the s bits
are determined by using an identifier for indicating
the random access preamble or a random access
preamble index.

[0146] With reference to the fifth aspect, in an eighth
possible implementation manner,
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information is a functional rela-
tionship, a table relationship or a specified relationship;
and
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system, where the signaling
includes broadcast or multicast signaling, and the corre-
spondence, configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information includes:

a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource index; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource index.

[0147] With reference to the eighth possible implemen-
tation manner of the fifth aspect, in a ninth possible im-
plementation manner, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
includes:

the RAR resource index corresponding to the ran-
dom access preamble = the random access pream-
ble index mod a quantity of RAR resources config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system,
where herein mod denotes a modulo operation.

[0148] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the fifth aspect, in a tenth possible im-
plementation manner, random access preambles corre-
sponding to different RAR resources of the RAR resourc-
es configured by using signaling or preset by the system
are completely not same, or partially same, or completely
different.
[0149] With reference to the fifth aspect, in an eleventh
possible implementation manner, the processor exe-
cutes the instruction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a specified parameter and a random access pream-
ble, the random access preamble corresponding to
the specified parameter; and
determine, according to the random access pream-
ble corresponding to the specified parameter, a
quantity of bits of an identifier, for indicating the ran-
dom access preamble or a random access preamble
index, in an RAR message included in a MAC PDU.

[0150] With reference to the eleventh possible imple-
mentation manner of the fifth aspect, in a twelfth possible
implementation manner,
the correspondence between the specified parameter
and the random access preamble is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system, and the random access
preamble and the quantity of bits of the identifier for in-
dicating the random access preamble or the random ac-
cess preamble index are configured by using signaling
or preset by the system; and
the specified parameter includes: a path loss value or
range, a reference signal receive power value or range,
a reference signal receive quality value or range, a chan-
nel quality information value or range, a service type of
the user equipment, a power saving type of the user
equipment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mo-
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bility type of the user equipment.
[0151] With reference to the fifth aspect, in a thirteenth
possible implementation manner,
the RAR message corresponding to the random access
preamble does not include a bit or a field for indicating a
temporary identifier, and the temporary identifier includes
a cell radio network temporary identifier, or a temporary
cell radio network temporary identifier; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the random access
preamble does not include uplink scheduling/grant infor-
mation; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the random access
preamble includes: a predefined timing advance com-
mand, where an adjustment granularity of the predefined
timing advance command is greater than a specified ad-
justment granularity; and/or
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information further includes one
or more cell common parameters, and the cell common
parameter includes: a cell identity, a subframe number,
a frame number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index; and/or
a preset timing relationship or a preset time offset exists
between a start moment of the time resource occupied
in transmitting the RAR message and a start moment of
the time resource occupied in transmitting the random
access preamble by the user equipment; or, a preset
timing relationship or a preset time offset exists between
an ending moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message and an ending moment of the
time resource occupied in transmitting the random ac-
cess preamble by the user equipment.
[0152] With reference to the fifth aspect, in a fourteenth
possible implementation manner, the interface is further
configured to receive an RAR reply message sent by the
user equipment, where the RAR reply message includes
a radio resource control RRC connection request, where
the RRC connection request includes a bit or a field for
indicating a first user identity, and the first user identity
is used for distinguishing the user equipment in conten-
tion conflict resolution of random access, where a quan-
tity of bits included in the bit or the field for indicating the
first user identity is less than a first specified bit quantity.
[0153] With reference to the fourteenth possible imple-
mentation manner of the fifth aspect, in a fifteenth pos-
sible implementation manner, the RRC connection re-
quest further includes a predefined establishment cause,
and a quantity of bits for indicating the predefined estab-
lishment cause is greater than a second specified bit
quantity.
[0154] With reference to the thirteenth or fourteenth
possible implementation manner of the fifth aspect, in a
sixteenth possible implementation manner, a resource
used for transmitting the RAR reply message is config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system, and the
resource that is configured by using signaling or preset
by the system and that is used for transmitting the RAR
reply message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR reply message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR reply
message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different RAR reply messages and/or a
frequency interval between frequency resources oc-
cupied in transmitting different RAR reply messages;
and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR reply messages and a quantity
of frequency resources that are contained in one pre-
specified frequency range and that are occupied in
transmitting RAR reply messages.

[0155] With reference to the thirteenth or fourteenth
possible implementation manner of the fifth aspect, in a
seventeenth possible implementation manner, the proc-
essor executes the instruction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information, a resource for
receiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for receiving the RAR
reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the RAR resource information, a resource
for receiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the RAR resource information and a cell
common parameter, a resource for receiving the
RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter, a resource for re-
ceiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter and a cell common
parameter, a resource for receiving the RAR reply
message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a path loss range, a reference signal re-
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ceive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0156] With reference to the seventeenth possible im-
plementation manner of the fifth aspect, in an eighteenth
possible implementation manner, the correspondence
between the resource index of the RAR reply message
and the preamble information includes:

the resource index of the RAR reply message cor-
responding to the random access preamble = the
random access preamble index mod a quantity of
resources, of RAR reply messages, configured by
using signaling or preset by the system, where mod
denotes a modulo operation; or
the resource index of the RAR reply message = the
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble.

[0157] With reference to the fourteenth possible imple-
mentation manner of the fifth aspect, in a nineteenth pos-
sible implementation manner, a preset timing relation-
ship or a preset time offset exists between a start moment
of a time resource occupied in transmitting the RAR reply
message and a start moment of a time resource occupied
in transmitting the RAR message; or, a preset timing re-
lationship or a preset time offset exists between an end-
ing moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting
the RAR reply message and an ending moment of a time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR message.
[0158] With reference to the fifth aspect, in a twentieth
possible implementation manner, the interface is further
configured to:

send a contention resolution message to the user
equipment, where
the contention resolution message includes a bit or
a field for indicating a second user identity, and the
second user identity is used for distinguishing user
equipment in contention conflict resolution of ran-
dom access, where a quantity of bits included in the
bit or the field for indicating the second user identity
is less than a third specified bit quantity.

[0159] With reference to the twentieth possible imple-
mentation manner of the fifth aspect, in a twenty-first pos-
sible implementation manner, the contention resolution
message further includes: a bit or a field for indicating a
temporary identifier, and the temporary identifier includes
a cell radio network temporary identifier, or a temporary

cell radio network temporary identifier.
[0160] With reference to the twentieth or twenty-first
possible implementation manner of the fifth aspect, in a
twenty-second possible implementation manner, a re-
source used for transmitting the contention resolution
message is configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, and the resource that is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system and that is used for
transmitting the contention resolution message includes
includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the con-
tention resolution message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the contention resolution message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the contention res-
olution message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different contention resolution messag-
es and/or a frequency interval between frequency
resources occupied in transmitting different conten-
tion resolution messages; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting contention resolution messages and
a quantity of frequency resources that are contained
in one prespecified frequency range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting contention resolution messag-
es.

[0161] With reference to the twentieth or twenty-first
possible implementation manner of the fifth aspect, in a
twenty-third possible implementation manner, the proc-
essor executes the instruction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the preamble information, a re-
source for sending the contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the preamble information and
a cell common parameter, a resource for sending
the contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the RAR resource information,
a resource for sending the contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the RAR resource information
and a cell common parameter, a resource for send-
ing the contention resolution message; or
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determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and a specified parameter, a re-
source for sending the contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and a specified parameter and a
cell common parameter, a resource for sending the
contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply message, a path loss range, a reference signal
receive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0162] With reference to the twentieth possible imple-
mentation manner of the fifth aspect, in a twenty-fourth
possible implementation manner, a preset timing rela-
tionship or a preset time offset exists between a start
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
contention resolution message and a start moment of a
time resource occupied in transmitting an RAR reply
message; or, a preset timing relationship or a preset time
offset exists between an ending moment of a time re-
source occupied in transmitting the contention resolution
message and an ending moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting an RAR reply message.
[0163] With reference to the fifth aspect, in a twenty-
fifth possible implementation manner, the interface is fur-
ther configured to:

receive an RAR reply message retransmitted by the
user equipment; and/or
send a retransmitted contention resolution message
to the user equipment.

[0164] With reference to the twenty-fifth possible im-
plementation manner of the fifth aspect, in a twenty-sixth
possible implementation manner,
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource oc-
cupied in retransmitting the RAR reply message, and/or
a start location or a location of a time resource and a
frequency resource occupied in retransmitting the RAR
reply message, and/or an interval between time resourc-
es and/or an interval between frequency resources oc-
cupied in retransmitting specific two RAR reply messag-

es in the system, and/or quantities of time resources and
frequency resources occupied in retransmitting the RAR
reply message are configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system; and
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource oc-
cupied in retransmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage, and/or a start location or a location of a time re-
source and a frequency resource occupied in retransmit-
ting the contention resolution message, and/or an interval
between time resources and/or an interval between fre-
quency resources occupied in retransmitting specific two
contention resolution messages in the system, and/or
quantities of time resources and frequency resources oc-
cupied in retransmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage are configured by using signaling or preset by the
system.
[0165] With reference to the twenty-fifth possible im-
plementation manner of the fifth aspect, in a twenty-sev-
enth possible implementation manner, the processor ex-
ecutes the instruction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the preamble information
and a preset time offset, a resource for receiving the
retransmitted RAR reply information; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the preamble information,
a preset time offset, and a cell common parameter,
a resource for receiving the retransmitted RAR reply
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion and a preset time offset, a resource for receiving
the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion, a preset time offset, and a cell common param-
eter, a resource for receiving the retransmitted RAR
reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and a specified parameter and
a preset time offset, a resource for receiving the re-
transmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and a specified parameter, a
preset time offset, and a cell common parameter, a
resource for receiving the retransmitted RAR reply
message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
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includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0166] With reference to the twenty-fifth or twenty-sixth
possible implementation manner of the fifth aspect, in a
twenty-eighth possible implementation manner, the proc-
essor executes the instruction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the preamble in-
formation and a preset time offset, a resource for
sending the retransmitted contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the preamble in-
formation, a preset time offset, and a cell common
parameter, a resource for sending the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information and a preset time offset, a re-
source for sending the retransmitted contention res-
olution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for sending the re-
transmitted contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter and a preset time offset, a resource for send-
ing the retransmitted contention resolution message;
or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter, a preset time offset, and a cell common
parameter, a resource for sending the retransmitted
contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter

includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0167] With reference to any one of the twenty-fifth to
twenty-ninth possible implementation manners of the fifth
aspect, in a thirtieth possible implementation manner,
resources used for the RAR reply message correspond
to a quantity of times of transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage, and resources used in different quantities of times
of transmitting the RAR reply message are orthogonal in
time, and/or frequency, and/or codeword;
resources used for the contention resolution message
correspond to a quantity of times of transmitting the con-
tention resolution message, and resources used in dif-
ferent quantities of times of transmitting the contention
resolution message are orthogonal in time, and/or fre-
quency, and/or codeword; and
transmission of a first message is performed by using a
predefined first message configuration, where the first
information is an RAR message, or an RAR reply mes-
sage, or a contention resolution message, or a retrans-
mitted RAR reply message, or a retransmitted contention
resolution message, and the first message configuration
includes one or more of the following: a modulation and
coding scheme, a size of a transmission block, a power
setting.
[0168] With reference to the thirtieth possible imple-
mentation manner of the fifth aspect, in a thirty-first pos-
sible implementation manner, if the resource used for
transmitting the first information is configured by using
signaling, the interface is further configured to:

send configuration signaling to the user equipment,
where the configuration signaling is used for notifying
the user equipment of a resource used in transmis-
sion of the first information.

[0169] According to a sixth aspect, user equipment is
provided, where the user equipment includes: a bus, and
a processor, a memory, and an interface connected to
the bus, where the memory is configured to store an in-
struction;

the processor executes the instruction to determine
a random access preamble;
the interface is configured to send the first random
access preamble to a base station;
the processor executes the instruction to further:
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determine preamble information according to
the first random access preamble, where the
preamble information includes one or more of
the following: the random access preamble, a
random access preamble index, an index of a
time resource used for transmitting the random
access preamble, an index of a frequency re-
source used for transmitting the random access
preamble, a start time resource in the time re-
source used for transmitting the random access
preamble, and a start frequency resource used
for transmitting the random access preamble;
and
determine an RAR resource corresponding to
the first random access preamble according to
a correspondence between the preamble infor-
mation and random access response RAR re-
source information, where the RAR resource in-
formation includes one or more of the following:
the RAR resource, an RAR resource index, an
index of a time resource used for transmitting
an RAR message, an index of a frequency re-
source used for transmitting the RAR message,
a start time resource in the time resource used
for transmitting the RAR message, and a start
frequency resource used for transmitting the
RAR message, and the correspondence be-
tween the preamble information and the RAR
resource information is configured by using sig-
naling or preset by a system;
the interface is further configured to receive, on
the RAR resource corresponding to the first ran-
dom access preamble, a media access control
MAC packet data unit PDU sent by the base
station; and
the processor executes the instruction to further
determine whether the MAC PDU includes the
RAR message corresponding to the first random
access preamble.

[0170] With reference to the sixth aspect, in a first pos-
sible implementation manner,
the RAR resource is configured by using signaling, where
the signaling is sent after the base station or a system
presets the RAR resource, and each RAR resource of
preset RAR resources corresponds to one or more ran-
dom access preambles.
[0171] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the sixth aspect, in a second possible
implementation manner, the RAR resource configured
by using signaling includes:

a location of the time resource and/or a location of
the frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message; and/or,
a start location of the time resource and/or a start
location of the frequency resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message; and/or,

a size of the time resource and/or a size of the fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the RAR
message; and/or,
a time interval and/or a frequency interval between
time resources occupied in transmitting different
RARs; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR messages and a quantity of fre-
quency resources that are contained in one prespec-
ified frequency range and that are occupied in trans-
mitting RAR messages.

[0172] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the sixth aspect, in a third possible im-
plementation manner,
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the N RAR resources corre-
spond to N random access preambles, where N is a pos-
itive integer greater than 1, the correspondence between
the preamble information and the RAR resource infor-
mation includes:

each random access preamble corresponds to one
RAR resource or RAR resource index, and RAR re-
sources or RAR resource indices corresponding to
different random access preambles are different; or,
each random access preamble index corresponds
to one RAR resource or RAR resource index, and
RAR resources or RAR resource indices corre-
sponding to different random access preamble indi-
ces are different.

[0173] With reference to the third possible implemen-
tation manner of the sixth aspect, in a fourth possible
implementation manner,
if one RAR resource corresponds to only one random
access preamble, an RAR message included in the me-
dia access control MAC packet data unit PDU transmitted
on the RAR resource does not include an identifier for
indicating the random access preamble or a random ac-
cess preamble index.
[0174] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the sixth aspect, in a fifth possible im-
plementation manner,
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the N RAR resources corre-
spond to M random access preambles, where N and M
are positive integers greater than 1, and M>N, the cor-
respondence between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information includes:

each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble, and
there is at least one RAR resource or RAR resource
index that corresponds to multiple random access
preambles; or,
each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
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sponds to at least one random access preamble in-
dex, and there is at least one RAR resource or RAR
resource index that corresponds to multiple random
access preamble indices.

[0175] With reference to the fifth possible implemen-
tation manner of the sixth aspect, in a sixth possible im-
plementation manner,
if one RAR resource corresponds to multiple random ac-
cess preambles, an RAR message included in the MAC
PDU transmitted on the RAR resource includes an iden-
tifier for indicating the random access preambles or ran-
dom access preamble indices, and a length of the iden-
tifier is equal to k bits, where k=ceil(log2(a quantity of
random access preambles corresponding to the RAR re-
source)), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding up,
and log denotes a logarithmic function; or,
if at least one RAR resource of RAR resources corre-
sponds to multiple random access preambles, an RAR
message included in a MAC PDU transmitted on each
RAR resource includes an identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preambles or random access preamble in-
dices, and a length of the identifier is less than or equal
to h bits, where h= ceil(log2(max(a quantity of random
access preambles corresponding to a first RAR resource,
a quantity of random access preambles corresponding
to a second RAR resource, ..., a quantity of random ac-
cess preambles corresponding to an Nth RAR re-
source))), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding up,
and log denotes a logarithmic function, max is a maxi-
mum value function, and N is a positive integer greater
than 1.
[0176] With reference to the sixth possible implemen-
tation manner of the sixth aspect, in a seventh possible
implementation manner, the processor executes the in-
struction to further:

if bits corresponding to an RAR resource or an RAR
resource index where the RAR message is located
are the same as the random access preamble and
the first random access preamble, where the random
access preamble is indicated by the identifier for in-
dicating the random access preambles or the ran-
dom access preamble indices and the identifier is
included in the RAR message included in the MAC
PDU, determine that the MAC PDU includes the RAR
message corresponding to the first random access
preamble; or,
if bits corresponding to an RAR resource or an RAR
resource index where the RAR message is located
are the same as the random access preamble index
and a first random access preamble index deter-
mined by user equipment, where the random access
preamble index is indicated by the identifier for indi-
cating the random access preambles or the random
access preamble indices and the identifier is includ-
ed in the RAR message included in the MAC PDU,
determine that the MAC PDU includes the RAR mes-

sage corresponding to the first random access pre-
amble; or
if a state of an identifier, for indicating a random ac-
cess preamble or a random access preamble index,
included in an RAR message included in the MAC
PDU received on the RAR resource corresponding
to the first random access preamble is the same as
a state of a bits of bits corresponding to the first ran-
dom access preamble, determine that the MAC PDU
includes the RAR message corresponding to the first
random access preamble, where a is equal to a
quantity of bits of the identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preamble or the random access pream-
ble index, and locations of the a bits in bits corre-
sponding to the first random access preamble index
are prespecified.

[0177] With reference to the fifth possible implemen-
tation manner of the sixth aspect, in an eighth possible
implementation manner,
if the N RAR resources are configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and N=2k:

a preamble index of a random access preamble is
indicated by s bits, where k bits of the s bits are de-
termined according to k bits corresponding to an
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble, and the rest (s-k) bits of the s bits
are determined by using an identifier for indicating
the random access preamble or a random access
preamble index.

[0178] With reference to the eighth possible implemen-
tation manner of the sixth aspect, in a ninth possible im-
plementation manner, the processor executes the in-
struction to further:

determine a bit value corresponding to the RAR re-
source index corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble, where the bit value corresponding
to the RAR resource index is preset;
determine a bit value corresponding to the identifier
in the MAC PDU;
combine the bit value corresponding to the RAR re-
source index corresponding to the random access
preamble and the bit value corresponding to the
identifier in the MAC PDU to obtain the s bits;
determine the random access preamble indicated
by the s bits; and
determine whether the first random access preamble
is the same as the random access preamble indicat-
ed by the s bits, and if the first random access pre-
amble is the same as the random access preamble
indicated by the s bits, determine that the MAC PDU
includes the RAR message corresponding to the first
random access preamble, or if the first random ac-
cess preamble is different from the random access
preamble indicated by the s bits, determine that the
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MAC PDU does not include the RAR message cor-
responding to the first random access preamble.

[0179] With reference to the sixth aspect, in a tenth
possible implementation manner, the correspondence
between the preamble information and the RAR resource
information is a functional relationship, a table relation-
ship or a specified relationship; and
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system, and the correspond-
ence, configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem, between the preamble information and the RAR re-
source information includes:

a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource index; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource index.

[0180] With reference to the tenth possible implemen-
tation manner of the sixth aspect, in an eleventh possible
implementation manner, the correspondence between
the preamble information and the RAR resource infor-
mation includes:

the RAR resource index corresponding to the ran-
dom access preamble = the random access pream-
ble index mod a quantity of RAR resources config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system,
where herein mod denotes a modulo operation.

[0181] With reference to the first possible implemen-
tation manner of the sixth aspect, in a twelfth possible
implementation manner, random access preambles cor-
responding to different RAR resources of the RAR re-
sources configured by using signaling are completely not
same, or partially same, or completely different.
[0182] With reference to the sixth aspect, in a thirteenth
possible implementation manner, a quantity of bits of an
identifier, for indicating a random access preamble or a
random access preamble index, in the RAR message
included in the MAC PDU is determined by the base sta-
tion according to a correspondence between a specified
parameter and a random access preamble.
[0183] With reference to the thirteenth possible imple-
mentation manner of the sixth aspect, in a fourteenth
possible implementation manner,
the correspondence between the specified parameter
and the random access preamble is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system, and the quantity of bits
of the identifier for indicating the random access pream-
ble or the random access preamble index is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system; and

the specified parameter includes: a path loss value or
range, a reference signal receive power value or range,
a reference signal receive quality value or range, a chan-
nel quality information value or range, a service type of
the user equipment, a power saving type of the user
equipment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mo-
bility type of the user equipment.
[0184] With reference to the sixth aspect, in a fifteenth
possible implementation manner,
the RAR message corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble does not include a bit or a field for indi-
cating a temporary identifier, and the temporary identifier
includes a cell radio network temporary identifier, or a
temporary cell radio network temporary identifier; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble does not include uplink scheduling/grant
information; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble includes: a predefined timing advance
command, where an adjustment granularity of the pre-
defined timing advance command is greater than a spec-
ified adjustment granularity; and/or
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information further includes one
or more cell common parameters, and the cell common
parameter includes: a cell identity, a subframe number,
a frame number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index; and/or
a preset timing relationship or a preset time offset exists
between a start moment of the time resource occupied
in transmitting the RAR message and a start moment of
the time resource occupied in transmitting the random
access preamble by the user equipment; or, a preset
timing relationship or a preset time offset exists between
an ending moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message and an ending moment of the
time resource occupied in transmitting the random ac-
cess preamble by the user equipment.
[0185] With reference to the sixth aspect, in a sixteenth
possible implementation manner, the interface is further
configured to:

send an RAR reply message to the base station,
where the RAR reply message includes a radio re-
source control RRC connection request, where
the RRC connection request includes a bit or a field
for indicating a first user identity, and the first user
identity is used for distinguishing the user equipment
in contention conflict resolution of random access,
where a quantity of bits included in the bit or the field
for indicating the first user identity is less than a first
specified bit quantity.

[0186] With reference to the sixteenth possible imple-
mentation manner of the sixth aspect, in a seventeenth
possible implementation manner, the RRC connection
request further includes a predefined establishment
cause, and a quantity of bits for indicating the predefined
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establishment cause is greater than a second specified
bit quantity.
[0187] With reference to the sixteenth or seventeenth
possible implementation manner of the sixth aspect, in
an eighteenth possible implementation manner, a re-
source used for transmitting the RAR reply message is
configured by using signaling or preset by the system,
and the resource that is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system and that is used for transmitting the
RAR reply message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR reply message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR reply
message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different RAR reply messages and/or a
frequency interval between frequency resources oc-
cupied in transmitting different RAR reply messages;
and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR reply messages and a quantity
of frequency resources that are contained in one pre-
specified frequency range and that are occupied in
transmitting RAR reply messages.

[0188] With reference to the sixteenth or seventeenth
possible implementation manner of the sixth aspect, in
a nineteenth possible implementation manner, the proc-
essor executes the instruction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information, a resource for
sending the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for sending the RAR re-
ply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the RAR resource information, a resource
for sending the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the RAR resource information and a cell
common parameter, a resource for sending the RAR
reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter, a resource for send-

ing the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter and a cell common
parameter, a resource for sending the RAR mes-
sage,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a path loss range, a reference signal re-
ceive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0189] With reference to the nineteenth possible im-
plementation manner of the sixth aspect, in a twentieth
possible implementation manner, the correspondence
between the resource index of the RAR reply message
and the preamble information includes:

the resource index of the RAR reply message cor-
responding to the random access preamble = the
random access preamble index mod a quantity of
resources, of RAR reply messages, configured by
using signaling or preset by the system, where mod
denotes a modulo operation; or
the resource index of the RAR reply message = the
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble.

[0190] With reference to the sixteenth possible imple-
mentation manner of the sixth aspect, in a twenty-first
possible implementation manner, a preset timing rela-
tionship or a preset time offset exists between a start
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message and a start moment of a time re-
source occupied in transmitting the RAR message; or, a
preset timing relationship or a preset time offset exists
between an ending moment of a time resource occupied
in transmitting the RAR reply message and an ending
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message.
[0191] With reference to the sixth aspect, in a twenty-
second possible implementation manner, the interface
is further configured to:

receive a contention resolution message sent by the
base station, where
the contention resolution message includes a bit or
a field for indicating a second user identity, and the
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second user identity is used for distinguishing user
equipment in contention conflict resolution of ran-
dom access, where a quantity of bits included in the
bit or the field for indicating the second user identity
is less than a third specified bit quantity.

[0192] With reference to the twenty-second possible
implementation manner of the sixth aspect, in a twenty-
third possible implementation manner, the contention
resolution message further includes: a bit or a field for
indicating a temporary identifier, and the temporary iden-
tifier includes a cell radio network temporary identifier, or
a temporary cell radio network temporary identifier.
[0193] With reference to the twenty-second or twenty-
third possible implementation manner of the sixth aspect,
in a twenty-fourth possible implementation manner, a re-
source used for transmitting the contention resolution
message is configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, and the resource that is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system and that is used for
transmitting the contention resolution message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the con-
tention resolution message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the contention resolution message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the contention res-
olution message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different contention resolution messag-
es and/or a frequency interval between frequency
resources occupied in transmitting different conten-
tion resolution messages; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting contention resolution messages and
a quantity of frequency resources that are contained
in one prespecified frequency range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting contention resolution messag-
es.

[0194] With reference to the twenty-second or twenty-
third possible implementation manner of the sixth aspect,
in a twenty-fifth possible implementation manner, the
processor executes the instruction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the preamble information, a re-
source for receiving the contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the preamble information and
a cell common parameter, a resource for receiving

the contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the RAR resource information,
a resource for receiving the contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the RAR resource information
and a cell common parameter, a resource for receiv-
ing the contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and a specified parameter, a re-
source for receiving the contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and a specified parameter and a
cell common parameter, a resource for receiving the
contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0195] With reference to the twenty-second possible
implementation manner of the sixth aspect, in a twenty-
sixth possible implementation manner, a preset timing
relationship or a preset time offset exists between a start
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
contention resolution message and a start moment of a
time resource occupied in transmitting an RAR reply
message; or, a preset timing relationship or a preset time
offset exists between an ending moment of a time re-
source occupied in transmitting the contention resolution
message and an ending moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting an RAR reply message.
[0196] With reference to the sixth aspect, in a twenty-
seventh possible implementation manner, the interface
is further configured to:

send a retransmitted RAR reply message to the base
station; and/or
receive a contention resolution message retransmit-
ted by the base station.
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[0197] With reference to the twenty-seventh possible
implementation manner of the sixth aspect, in a twenty-
eighth possible implementation manner,
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource oc-
cupied in retransmitting the RAR reply message, and/or
a start location or a location of a time resource and a
frequency resource occupied in retransmitting the RAR
reply message, and/or an interval between time resourc-
es and/or an interval between frequency resources oc-
cupied in retransmitting specific two RAR reply messag-
es in the system, and/or quantities of time resources and
frequency resources occupied in retransmitting the RAR
reply message are configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system; and
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource oc-
cupied in retransmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage, and/or a start location or a location of a time re-
source and a frequency resource occupied in retransmit-
ting the contention resolution message, and/or an interval
between time resources and/or an interval between fre-
quency resources occupied in retransmitting specific two
contention resolution messages in the system, and/or
quantities of time resources and frequency resources oc-
cupied in retransmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage are configured by using signaling or preset by the
system.
[0198] With reference to the twenty-seventh possible
implementation manner of the sixth aspect, in a twenty-
ninth possible implementation manner, the processor ex-
ecutes the instruction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the preamble information
and a preset time offset, a resource for sending the
retransmitted RAR reply information; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the preamble information,
a preset time offset, and a cell common parameter,
a resource for sending the retransmitted RAR reply
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion and a preset time offset, a resource for sending
the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion, a preset time offset, and a cell common param-
eter, a resource for sending the retransmitted RAR
reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and a specified parameter and
a preset time offset, a resource for sending the re-
transmitted RAR reply message; or

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and a specified parameter, a
preset time offset, and a cell common parameter, a
resource for sending the retransmitted RAR reply
message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, and the specified param-
eter includes: a resource index used for sending an
RAR reply, a path loss range, a reference signal re-
ceive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment.

[0199] With reference to the twenty-seventh possible
implementation manner of the sixth aspect, in a thirtieth
possible implementation manner, the processor exe-
cutes the instruction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the preamble in-
formation and a preset time offset, a resource for
receiving the retransmitted contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the preamble in-
formation, a preset time offset, and a cell common
parameter, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information and a preset time offset, a re-
source for receiving the retransmitted contention
resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for receiving the re-
transmitted contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter and a preset time offset, a resource for re-
ceiving the retransmitted contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter, a preset time offset, and a cell common
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parameter, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0200] With reference to any one of the twenty-seventh
to thirtieth possible implementation manners of the sixth
aspect, in a thirty-first possible implementation manner,
resources used for the RAR reply message correspond
to a quantity of times of transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage, and resources used in different quantities of times
of transmitting the RAR reply message are orthogonal in
time, and/or frequency, and/or codeword;
resources used for the contention resolution message
correspond to a quantity of times of transmitting the con-
tention resolution message, and resources used in dif-
ferent quantities of times of transmitting the contention
resolution message are orthogonal in time, and/or fre-
quency, and/or codeword; and
transmission of a first message is performed by using a
predefined first message configuration, where the first
information is an RAR message, or an RAR reply mes-
sage, or a contention resolution message, or a retrans-
mitted RAR reply message, or a retransmitted contention
resolution message, and the first message configuration
includes one or more of the following: a modulation and
coding scheme, a size of a transmission block, a power
setting.
[0201] By means of the method for predetermining a
resource in random access, the user equipment, and the
base station that are provided in the embodiments of the
present invention, an implicit manner is used to indicate
an identifier of a random access preamble index, and a
quantity of bits of the identifier of the random access pre-
amble index is reduced, so that an RAR message can
be simplified; or, a random access preamble may be set
according to a specified parameter, and a quantity of bits
of an identifier of a corresponding random access pre-
amble index is then set according to the set random ac-
cess preamble; or, it may be made that an RAR message
does not include a bit or a field for indicating a temporary
identifier; or, it may be made that an RAR message does
not include uplink scheduling/grant information; or, a tim-
ing advance command may be predefined, where an ad-

justment granularity of the predefined timing advance
command is greater than a specified adjustment granu-
larity, a message in a procedure of random access is
simplified, and at the same time resources used for trans-
mitting an RAR reply message, transmitting a contention
resolution message, retransmitting an RAR reply mes-
sage, and retransmitting a contention resolution mes-
sage are preset, so that it is no longer necessary to al-
locate a resource through scheduling, thereby simplifying
the process of random access, and improving reliability
of information transmission in the process of random ac-
cess.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0202] To describe the technical solutions in the em-
bodiments of the present invention or in the prior art more
clearly, the following briefly describes the accompanying
drawings required for describing the embodiments or the
prior art. Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the
following description show merely some embodiments
of the present invention, and a person of ordinary skill in
the art may still derive other drawings from these accom-
panying drawings without creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart of a method for pre-
determining a resource in random access according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of a method for pre-
determining a resource in random access according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic flowchart of a method for pre-
determining a resource in random access according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart of a method for pre-
determining a resource in random access according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic flowchart of a method for pre-
determining a resource in random access according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a base
station according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of a base
station according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram of user
equipment according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of another
base station according to an embodiment of the
present invention; and
FIG. 10 is a schematic structural diagram of another
user equipment according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
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DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0203] The following clearly and completely describes
the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present
invention with reference to the accompanying drawings
in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently,
the described embodiments are merely some but not all
of the embodiments of the present invention. All other
embodiments obtained by a person of ordinary skill in
the art based on the embodiments of the present inven-
tion without creative efforts shall fall within the protection
scope of the present invention.
[0204] A method for predetermining a resource in a
process of random access provided in the embodiments
of the present invention is applicable to a scenario of
machine-type communication, for example, applicable to
a procedure of random access of an LTE system. The
LTE system may include UE and a base station, where
the base station may be an eNB (evolved Node B,
evolved node B). In the following embodiments, the LTE
system is used as an example to describe in detail the
method for predetermining a resource in a process of
random access provided in the embodiments of the
present invention. For ease of description, in the embod-
iments below, the user equipment is referred to as UE in
short, and a random access response is referred to as
an RAR in short.
[0205] It should be noted that in the embodiments of
the present invention, user equipment may be a terminal
(Terminal), a mobile station (Mobile Station, MS), a mo-
bile terminal (Mobile Terminal), and the like. The user
equipment may communicate with one or more core net-
works by using a radio access network (Radio Access
Network, RAN). For example, the user equipment may
be a mobile phone (or referred to as a "cellular" phone),
or a computer with a mobile terminal; for example, the
user equipment may be a portable, pocket-sized, hand-
held, computer built-in, or in-vehicle mobile apparatus.
[0206] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a method for predetermining a resource in a proc-
ess of random access. As shown in FIG. 1, the method
includes:
[0207] 101: A base station receives a random access
preamble sent by UE, and determines preamble infor-
mation according to the received random access pream-
ble.
[0208] The preamble information includes one or more
of the following: the random access preamble, a random
access preamble index, an index of a time resource used
for transmitting the random access preamble, an index
of a frequency resource used for transmitting the random
access preamble, a start time resource in the time re-
source used for transmitting the random access pream-
ble, and a start frequency resource used for transmitting
the random access preamble.
[0209] 102: The base station determines an RAR re-
source corresponding to the random access preamble
according to a correspondence between the preamble

information and random access response RAR resource
information.
[0210] The RAR resource information includes one or
more of the following: the RAR resource, an RAR re-
source index, an index of a time resource used for trans-
mitting an RAR message, an index of a frequency re-
source used for transmitting the RAR message, a start
time resource in the time resource used for transmitting
the RAR message, and a start frequency resource used
for transmitting the RAR message, and the correspond-
ence between the preamble information and the RAR
resource information is configured by using signaling or
preset by a system.
[0211] 103: The base station sends the RAR message
corresponding to the random access preamble to the UE
on the RAR resource corresponding to the random ac-
cess preamble.
[0212] The foregoing method is a method based on a
base station side. A implementation example further pro-
vides a method for predetermining a resource in a proc-
ess of random access, where the method is based on a
UE side. As shown in FIG. 2, the method includes:

201: UE determines a random access preamble, and
sends the determined first random access preamble
to a base station.
202: The UE determines preamble information ac-
cording to the first random access preamble.

[0213] The preamble information includes one or more
of the following: the random access preamble, a random
access preamble index, an index of a time resource used
for transmitting the random access preamble, an index
of a frequency resource used for transmitting the random
access preamble, a start time resource in the time re-
source used for transmitting the random access pream-
ble, and a start frequency resource used for transmitting
the random access preamble.
[0214] 203: The UE determines an RAR resource cor-
responding to the first random access preamble accord-
ing to a correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and random access response RAR resource infor-
mation.
[0215] The RAR resource information includes one or
more of the following: the RAR resource, an RAR re-
source index, an index of a time resource used for trans-
mitting an RAR message, an index of a frequency re-
source used for transmitting the RAR message, a start
time resource in the time resource used for transmitting
the RAR message, and a start frequency resource used
for transmitting the RAR message, and the correspond-
ence between the preamble information and the RAR
resource information is configured by using signaling or
preset by a system.
[0216] It should be noted that in this embodiment of
the present invention, a resource being configured by
using signaling means that the resource is configured by
the base station. After configuring the resource, the base
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station notifies the user equipment of the configured re-
source by sending a signaling message to the user equip-
ment. A resource being preset by a system means that
the resource is preset by the system, and the preset re-
source may be saved in the base station and the user
equipment in a form of a protocol. Therefore, the preset
resource is known to both the base station and the user
equipment, where the resource in this embodiment of the
present invention includes an RAR resource, and a re-
source used for transmitting a message between the
base station and the user equipment.
[0217] 204: The UE receives, on the RAR resource
corresponding to the first random access preamble, a
media access control MAC packet data unit PDU sent
by the base station, and determines whether the MAC
PDU includes an RAR message corresponding to the
first random access preamble.
[0218] The "first" in the "first random access preamble"
mentioned in the present invention neither means a spe-
cific random access preamble, nor means an order of
random access preambles, and is only used for conven-
iently distinguishing a random access preamble sent by
the UE from another random access preamble.
[0219] By means of the method for predetermining a
resource in random access provided in this embodiment
of the present invention, an implicit manner is used to
indicate an identifier of a random access preamble index,
and a quantity of bits of the identifier of the random access
preamble index is reduced, so that an RAR message can
be simplified, thereby implementing simplification of a
process of random access, and improving reliability of
information transmission in the process of random ac-
cess.
[0220] To enable a person skilled in the art to under-
stand technical solutions provided in the embodiments
of the present invention more clearly, by means of spe-
cific embodiments below, a method for predetermining a
resource in random access provided in an embodiment
of the present invention is described in detail. As shown
in FIG. 3, the method includes:

301: UE sends a random access preamble to a base
station.

[0221] Exemplarily, when initiating a random access
process to the base station, the UE sends the random
access preamble to the base station. Exemplarily, the
random access process may be a contention-based ran-
dom access.
[0222] 302: The base station receives the random ac-
cess preamble sent by the UE, and determines preamble
information according to the received random access
preamble.
[0223] The preamble information may include one or
more of the following: the random access preamble, a
random access preamble index, an index of a time re-
source used for transmitting the random access pream-
ble, an index of a frequency resource used for transmit-

ting the random access preamble, a start time resource
in the time resource used for transmitting the random
access preamble, and a start frequency resource used
for transmitting the random access preamble. The start
time resource in the time resource used for transmitting
the random access preamble may be a start physical
resource block used for transmitting the random access
preamble, and the start frequency resource used for
transmitting the random access preamble may be a start
radio frame and/or subframe in the time resource used
for transmitting the random access preamble.
[0224] Exemplarily, it is assumed that in this embodi-
ment of the present invention, the preamble information
is the random access preamble index (Index). Each ran-
dom access preamble corresponds to one random ac-
cess preamble index, and the index may be understood
as a sequence number of the random access preamble.
Therefore, the corresponding random access preamble
index may be determined according to the random ac-
cess preamble.
[0225] 303: The base station determines an RAR re-
source corresponding to the random access preamble
according to a correspondence between the preamble
information and random access response RAR resource
information.
[0226] The RAR resource information includes one or
more of the following: the RAR resource, an RAR re-
source index, an index of a time resource used for trans-
mitting an RAR message, an index of a frequency re-
source used for transmitting the RAR message, a start
time resource in the time resource used for transmitting
the RAR message, and a start frequency resource used
for transmitting the RAR message. The correspondence
between the preamble information and the RAR resource
information may be a functional relationship, a table re-
lationship or a specified relationship.
[0227] Exemplarily, it is assumed that in this embodi-
ment of the present invention, the RAR resource infor-
mation is the RAR resource index. Each RAR resource
corresponds to one RAR resource index, and the index
may be understood as a sequence number of the RAR
resource. Therefore, a corresponding RAR resource in-
dex may be determined according to the RAR resource.
In this case, the correspondence between the preamble
information and the RAR resource information becomes
a correspondence between the random access preamble
index and the RAR resource index (the correspondence
between the random access preamble index and the
RAR resource index is used as an example hereinafter,
but is merely exemplary and constitutes no limitation to
the correspondence).
[0228] The RAR resource is configured by using sign-
aling or preset by a system. Configuration by using sig-
naling means that the RAR resource is configured by the
base station, and after configuration, a signaling mes-
sage is sent to notify the user equipment of the configured
RAR resource. Being preset by a system means being
preset by the system, and the RAR resource is known to
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the base station and the user equipment. The foregoing
signaling may be broadcast or multicast signaling, and
the RAR resource may specifically include: a location of
the time resource and/or a location of the frequency re-
source occupied in transmitting the RAR message;
and/or, a start location of the time resource and/or a start
location of the frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR message; and/or, a size of the time resource
and/or a size of the frequency resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message; and/or, a time interval and/or
a frequency interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different RARs; and/or, a quantity of time
resources that are contained in one prespecified time
range and that are occupied in transmitting RAR mes-
sages and a quantity of frequency resources that are
contained in one prespecified frequency range and that
are occupied in transmitting RAR messages.
[0229] The correspondence between the preamble in-
formation and the RAR resource information may also
be configured by using signaling or preset by the system,
and each RAR resource of preset RAR resources corre-
sponds to one or more random access preambles. A spe-
cific configuration method is the same as a method for
configuring an RAR resource, and details are no longer
described. The signaling may also be broadcast or mul-
ticast signaling, and exemplarily the broadcast or multi-
cast signaling may be: a master system information block
(Master Information Block, MIB), or a system information
block (System Information Block, SIB), or RRC signaling.
[0230] Exemplarily, if N RAR resources are configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, and the N
RAR resources correspond to N random access pream-
bles (where N is a positive integer greater than 1), each
random access preamble index corresponds to one RAR
resource index, and RAR resource indices correspond-
ing to different random access preamble indices are dif-
ferent.
[0231] In this case, because a one-to-one correspond-
ence exists between the RAR resource index and the
random access preamble index, after the random access
preamble sent by the UE is received, the RAR resource
corresponding to the random access preamble can be
directly determined. In this case, because a preset one-
to-one correspondence exists between the random ac-
cess preamble and the RAR resource, an RAR message
included in a media access control packet data unit (Me-
dia Access Control Package Data Unit, MAC PDU) trans-
mitted by the base station on the determined RAR re-
source does not include an identifier (Random Access
Preamble Identifier, RAPID) for indicating the random
access preamble or the random access preamble index.
In this way, a relationship between the random access
preamble and the RAR resource is indicated in an implicit
manner, thereby simplifying the RAR message.
[0232] If N RAR resources are configured by using sig-
naling or preset by the system, and the N RAR resources
correspond to M random access preambles (where N
and M are positive integers greater than 1, and M>N),

each RAR resource index corresponds to at least one
random access preamble index, and there is at least one
RAR resource index that corresponds to multiple random
access preamble indices. In this case, a quantity of bits
of the RAPID included in the RAR message may be de-
termined in a following manner:
[0233] If one RAR resource corresponds to multiple
random access preambles, a length of an RAPID includ-
ed in an RAR message included in a MAC PDU trans-
mitted on the RAR resource is equal to k bits, where
k=ceil(log2(a quantity of random access preambles cor-
responding to the RAR resource)), herein ceil denotes a
function of rounding up, and log denotes a logarithmic
function.
[0234] Alternatively, a length of an RAPID included in
an RAR message included in a MAC PDU transmitted
on the RAR resource is less than or equal to h bits, where
h= ceil(log2(max(a quantity of random access preambles
corresponding to a first RAR resource, a quantity of ran-
dom access preambles corresponding to a second RAR
resource, ..., a quantity of random access preambles cor-
responding to an Nth RAR resource))), herein ceil de-
notes a function of rounding up, and log denotes a log-
arithmic function, max is a maximum value function, and
N is a positive integer greater than 1.
[0235] In this case, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
may be set to be a following functional relationship:

the RAR resource index = the random access pre-
amble index mod a quantity of RAR resources con-
figured by using signaling or preset by the system,
where mod refers to a modulo operation.

[0236] Exemplarily, it is assumed that 64 random ac-
cess preambles (indices of the 64 random access pre-
ambles are 0 to 63) are configured, and four RAR re-
sources (indices of the four RAR resources are 0 to 3)
are correspondingly configured for the 64 random access
preambles.
[0237] The foregoing correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
may be written as:

the RAR resource index = the random access pre-
amble index mod 4,
and according to the foregoing functional relation-
ship, it may be obtained through calculation that:

preambles whose preamble indices are 0, 4, 8,
12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 44, 48, 52, 56,
and 60 correspond to a first RAR resource (that
is, correspond to an RAR resource whose index
is 0);
preambles whose preamble indices are 1, 5, 9,
13, 17, 21, 25, 29, 33, 37, 41, 45, 49, 53, 57,
and 61 correspond to a second RAR resource
(that is, correspond to an RAR resource whose
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index is 1);
preambles whose preamble indices are 2, 6, 10,
14, 18, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38, 42, 46, 50, 54, 58,
and 62 correspond to a third RAR resource (that
is, correspond to an RAR resource whose index
is 2); and
preambles whose preamble indices are 3, 7, 11,
15, 19, 23, 27, 31, 35, 39, 43, 47, 51, 55, 59,
and 63 correspond to a fourth RAR resource
(that is, correspond to an RAR resource whose
index is 3).

[0238] It is assumed that a random access preamble
index of the random access preamble that is sent by the
UE and that is received by the base station is 9, and it
may be determined according to the foregoing relation-
ship that a resource for sending an RAR to the UE is the
RAR resource whose index is 1. In this way, 64 random
access preamble indices are grouped into four groups,
and each group has 16 random access preamble indices.
In this way, after receiving the RAR message on the de-
termined RAR resource, the UE may determine, accord-
ing to an index number of the resource that transmits the
RAR, that the RAR resource corresponds to 16 pream-
bles. In this case, the RAPID included in the RAR mes-
sage needs only four bits to indicate the random access
preamble corresponding to the RAR message. Com-
pared with the prior art in which a 6-bit RAPID is required
for 64 random access preambles to indicate the random
access preamble corresponding to the RAR message
received by the UE, this method simplifies the RAR mes-
sage.
[0239] Certainly, random access preambles corre-
sponding to different RAR resources of preset RAR re-
sources may be completely not same, or partially same,
or completely different. If 61 random access preambles
(indices of the 61 random access preambles are 0 to 60)
are configured, and four RAR resources are correspond-
ingly configured for the 61 random access preambles. In
this case, one of the four groups obtained by grouping
the 61 random access preambles has only 16 random
access preambles, that is, the RAR resource whose in-
dex is 0 corresponds to 16 random access preambles,
and each of the RAR resources whose indices are 1 to
3 corresponds to 15 random access preambles. Accord-
ing to h= ceil(log2(max(a quantity of random access pre-
ambles corresponding to a first RAR resource, a quantity
of random access preambles corresponding to a second
RAR resource, ..., a quantity of random access pream-
bles corresponding to an Nth RAR resource))), in this
case, four bits are also needed to indicate the random
access preamble corresponding to the RAR message.
[0240] Alternatively, in another implementation man-
ner, M random access preambles of N RAR resources
are configured by using signaling or preset by the system,
where N<M, and N=2k. In this case, an index of the RAP-
ID is indicated by s bits, where k bits of the s bits are
determined according to k bits corresponding to an RAR

resource index corresponding to the RAPID, and the rest
(s-k) bits of the s bits are determined by using the RAPID.
[0241] Exemplarily, it is still assumed assumed that 64
random access preambles (indices of the 64 random ac-
cess preambles are 0 to 63) are configured, and four
RAR resources are correspondingly configured for the
64 random access preambles. The foregoing s bits are
six bits, where two bits (may are higher two bits or lower
two bits) may be determined according to a quantity of
bits corresponding to an RAR resource, and herein the
quantity of bits corresponding to the RAR resource is
preset, for example, may be shown in Table 1:

[0242] In indication of the 64 random access pream-
bles, originally six bits are needed to indicate the RAPID.
However, because two bits are already implicitly deter-
mined by the RAR resource, in this case, only four bits
are needed to indicate the RAPID included in the RAR
message.
[0243] It can be seen that according to the foregoing
method, an RAR message can be simplified without
sending an RAPID or reducing a quantity of bits of an
RAPID.
[0244] 304: The base station sends a MAC PDU to the
UE on the determined RAR resource, where the MAC
PDU includes an RAR message.
[0245] Exemplarily, if N RAR resources are configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, and the N
RAR resources correspond to N random access pream-
bles, the RAR message does not include the RAPID.
[0246] If N RAR resources are configured by using sig-
naling or preset by the system, and the N RAR resources
correspond to M random access preambles (where N
and M are positive integers greater than 1, and M>N),
the RAR message includes the RAPID (simplified RAP-
ID, and a simplified process is shown in 303).
[0247] 305: The UE receives the MAC PDU sent by
the base station, and determines whether the MAC PDU
includes an RAR message of the UE. The MAC PDU
includes one or more RAR messages.
[0248] Exemplarily, if N RAR resources are configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, and the N
RAR resources correspond to N random access pream-
bles, the RAR message received by the UE does not
include the RAPID. Because in this case, the correspond-
ence between the random access preamble index and
the RAR resource index is a one-to-one correspondence,
a corresponding random access preamble can be deter-

Table 1

2 bits of s bits Corresponding RAR resource

00 RAR resource whose index is 0

01 RAR resource whose index is 1

10 RAR resource whose index is 2

11 RAR resource whose index is 3
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mined according to the RAR resource for receiving the
RAR message, and the UE then determines whether the
random access preamble is the same as the random ac-
cess preamble sent to the base station in step 301. If the
random access preamble is the same as the random ac-
cess preamble sent to the base station in step 301, the
UE may determine that the RAR message is the RAR
message of the UE.
[0249] Alternatively, if N RAR resources are configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, and the N
RAR resources correspond to M random access pream-
bles (where N and M are positive integers greater than
1, and M>N), the RAR message received by the UE in-
cludes the RAPID. The setting of the N RAR resources
may be configured in terms of at least one dimension of
three dimensions: time, frequency, and codeword. In this
case, the UE may determine in a following manner wheth-
er a received RAR message is the RAR message of the
UE:
[0250] In an implementation manner, the UE may first
determine at least one random access preamble corre-
sponding to the RAR resource according to the RAR re-
source used for receiving an RAR message. When the
RAR resource corresponds to multiple random access
preambles, a specific RAPID is further determined ac-
cording to the RAPID in the RAR message received on
the RAR resource.
[0251] Exemplarily, it is still assumed assumed that 64
random access preambles (indices of the 64 random ac-
cess preambles are 0 to 63) are configured, and four
RAR resources are correspondingly configured for the
64 random access preambles.
[0252] It is assumed that an index of the random ac-
cess preamble sent by the UE to the base station in step
301 is 33, and it is assumed that an index of an RAR
resource used for an RAR message received by the UE
is 1, and the RAPID in the RAR message is 1001. The
UE first determines, according to that the index of the
RAR resource used for the received RAR message is 1,
that indices of random access preambles corresponding
to the RAR resource whose index is 1 are: 1, 5, 9, 13,
17, 21, 25, 29, 33, 37, 41, 45, 49, 53, 57, 61, and then
determines, according to the RAPID "1001", that the
RAPID indicates that the index of the random access
preamble is the ninth of the indices of the foregoing 16
preambles (herein, an arrangement in an ascending or-
der is used as an example, and the arrangement may be
specifically set according to a requirement), that is, 33.
Therefore, the UE determines that the random access
preamble indicated by the RAPID in the received RAR
message is the same as the random access preamble
sent to the base station, so as to determine that the re-
ceived RAR message is the RAR message of the UE.
[0253] Alternatively, preferably, in another implemen-
tation manner, the UE may determine whether the re-
ceived RAR message is the RAR message of the UE
according to whether a state of an identifier, for indicating
the random access preamble or a random access pre-

amble index, included in the RAR message received on
the RAR resource determined according to the random
access preamble sent by the UE to the base station is
the same as a state of a bits of bits corresponding to the
random access preamble sent by the UE to the base
station, where a is equal to a quantity of bits of the iden-
tifier for indicating the random access preamble or the
random access preamble index, and locations of the a
bits in bits corresponding to the first random access pre-
amble index are prespecified.
[0254] Exemplarily, it is still assumed that 64 random
access preambles (indices of the 64 random access pre-
ambles are 0 to 63) are configured, and four RAR re-
sources are correspondingly configured for the 64 ran-
dom access preambles; therefore, a=4. In addition, it is
assumed that an index of the random access preamble
sent by the UE to the base station in step 301 is 24, and
it is assumed that an index of the RAR resource used for
the RAR message received by the UE is 0, and the RAPID
in the RAR message is 0110.
[0255] Because there are 64 random access pream-
bles, in fact it is determined that one random access pre-
amble needs six bits (bit); however, because a preset
correspondence exists between an RAR resource (or an
RAR resource index) and the random access preamble
(or a preamble index), two bits in the six bits have been
implicitly determined by using bits corresponding to an
RAR resource (or an RAR resource index). It is assumed
that the foregoing two bits are lower two bits (or may be
higher two bits) of the random access preamble. Because
the UE receives the RAR message on the RAR resource
determined according to the random access preamble
previously sent to the base station, lower two bits of bits
corresponding to the random access preamble sent by
the UE to the base station should be the same as lower
two bits of bits corresponding to a random access pre-
amble indicated in an RAR resource where the received
RAR message is located. Therefore, after the RAR mes-
sage is received, the UE only needs to perform bit com-
parison between the four bits for indicating the RAPID
and higher four bits of bits corresponding to the random
access preamble, whose index is 24, sent to the base
station. If a result of bit comparison is same, it is deter-
mined that the received RAR message is the RAR mes-
sage of the UE. Otherwise, it is determined that the re-
ceived RAR message is not the RAR message of the UE.
Because the bits corresponding to the random access
preamble whose index is 24 is 011000, it can be learned
that higher four bits 0110 are the same as the bits for
indicating the RAPID, and it can be known that the re-
ceived RAR message is the RAR message of the UE.
[0256] Alternatively, in another implementation man-
ner, if the RAPID is indicated by s bits, it is assumed that
lower k bits of the s bits are determined according to the
k bits corresponding to the RAR resource index. It is as-
sumed that an index of the random access preamble sent
by the UE to the base station in step 301 is 24, and it is
assumed that an index of the RAR resource used for the
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RAR message received by the UE is 0, and the RAPID
in the RAR message is 0110. The UE first determines
that lower two bits of the RAPID in the RAR message is
00 according to that the index of the RAR resource used
for receiving the RAR message is 0, and combines 00
and 0110 to obtain 011000, so that it can be known that
011000 indicates 24. Therefore, the UE determines that
the random access preamble indicated by the received
RAPID in the RAR message is the same as the random
access preamble sent to the base station, so as to de-
termine that the received RAR message is the RAR mes-
sage of the UE.
[0257] It should be noted that the correspondence be-
tween the preamble information and the RAR resource
information may further include one or more cell common
parameters, and the cell common parameter includes: a
cell identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division mul-
tiplexing symbol index.
[0258] In conclusion, in the foregoing method, a cor-
respondence between preamble information and RAR
resource information is predefined, so that some or all
RAPIDs can be implicitly indicated according to a quantity
of random access preambles and a quantity of RAR re-
sources, thereby simplifying an RAR message.
[0259] It should be noted that in another implementa-
tion manner, an RAPID in an RAR message may be fur-
ther simplified in a following manner:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a specified parameter and a random access
preamble, the random access preamble correspond-
ing to the specified parameter, and determining, ac-
cording to the random access preamble correspond-
ing to the specified parameter, a quantity of bits of
an identifier, for indicating the random access pre-
amble or a random access preamble index, in the
RAR message included in the MAC PDU.

[0260] The correspondence between the specified pa-
rameter the specified parameter and the random access
preamble is configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, and the random access preamble and the
quantity of bits of the identifier for indicating the random
access preamble or the random access preamble index
are configured by using signaling or preset by the system.
[0261] The foregoing specified parameter includes: a
path loss value or range, a reference signal receive power
value or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or range, a
service type of the UE, a power saving type of the user
equipment, a delay type of the UE or a mobility type of
the UE.
[0262] Specifically, a path loss range is used as an
example, and three path loss ranges may be preset. Each
path loss range corresponds to different random access
preambles. For example: a quantity of available random
access preambles corresponding to a path loss range 1

is 64, and six bits may be used to indicate the RAPID; a
quantity of available random access preambles corre-
sponding to a path loss range 2 is 32, and five bits may
be used to indicate the RAPID; a quantity of available
random access preambles corresponding to a path loss
range 3 is 16, and four bits may be used to indicate the
RAPID. Compared with the prior art in which fixed six bits
are used to indicate the RAPID, in the foregoing method,
flexible adjustment may be performed according to a path
loss range. When a quantity of available random access
preambles is relatively small, a quantity of bits of an RAP-
ID is reduced, thereby simplifying an RAR message.
[0263] Optionally, the RAR message may not carry a
temporary cell radio network temporary identifier (Tem-
porary Cell Radio Network Temporary Identifier, TC-RN-
TI). Because an effect of the TC-RNTI is to transmit an
RAR reply message and a contention resolution mes-
sage, the RAR message may not include the TC-RNTI.
[0264] Optionally, the RAR message may not include
uplink scheduling/grant information (UL grant). Because
an effect of the UL grant is to transmit an RAR reply mes-
sage, the RAR message may not include the UL grant.
[0265] Optionally, a timing advance command (Timing
advance Command, TAC) may be predefined, where an
adjustment granularity of the predefined TAC is greater
than a specified adjustment granularity. That is, an ad-
justment granularity of the TAC is redefined. In an existing
system, a advance time = TA*16, where TA = 0, 1, 2,...,
1282, and therefore an adjustment range may be 0 to
1282*16, and 0 to 1282*16Ts in time, where Ts is a time
unit, and is not limited herein. In this case, 11 bits are
needed to indicate a value of TA. Also within a range of
0 to 1282*16Ts, if the adjustment granularity is increased
to 24 Ts, where TA = 0, 1, 2, ..., 855, in this case, 10 bits
may indicate the value of TA, and the TAC is simplified,
thereby simplifying an RAR message.
[0266] In addition, it should be noted that a preset tim-
ing relationship or a preset time offset exists between a
start moment of the time resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR message and a start moment of the time
resource occupied in transmitting the random access
preamble by the UE; or, a preset timing relationship or a
preset time offset exists between an ending moment of
the time resource occupied in transmitting the RAR mes-
sage and an ending moment of the time resource occu-
pied in transmitting the random access preamble by the
UE. That is, after the UE sends the random access pre-
amble to the base station, the UE knows when to receive
the RAR message, and the base station knows when to
receive the random access preamble, and knows when
to send the RAR message after receiving the random
access preamble.
[0267] The foregoing method is to simplify an RAR
message, and in addition, an RAR reply message and a
contention resolution message may be further simplified.
As shown in FIG. 4, the method further includes:

306: The UE sends an RAR reply message to the
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base station.

[0268] Specifically, after determining that the received
RAR message is of the UE, the UE sends the RAR reply
message to the base station, where the RAR reply mes-
sage includes a radio resource control RRC connection
request.
[0269] The RRC connection request includes a bit or
a field for indicating a user identity, where the user identity
is used for distinguishing the user equipment in conten-
tion conflict resolution of random access, where a quan-
tity of bits included in the bit or the field for indicating the
user identity is less than a first specified bit quantity. The
first specified bit herein refers to a quantity of bits included
in the bit or the field for indicating the user identity in an
existing protocol.
[0270] Exemplarily, an existing RRC connection re-
quest includes a bit or a field for indicating a user identity.
For example, a length of a ue-Identity is 40 bits, and the
40 bits may indicate 240 UEs. However, in an actual en-
vironment, there may be only 220 UEs; therefore, the
length of the ue-Identity may be reduced to 20 bits, there-
by simplifying an RAR reply message.
[0271] Optionally, after the RAR reply message is sim-
plified, an establishment cause in the RRC connection
request may be predefined, so that a quantity of bits for
indicating the predefined establishment cause is greater
than a second specified bit quantity. The second speci-
fied bit quantity herein is a quantity of bits of an estab-
lishment cause in an existing protocol.
[0272] Exemplarily, an existing RRC connection re-
quest includes an establishment cause of an RRC con-
nection. For example, a quantity of bits of the establish-
ment cause is three bits, and the quantity of bits of the
establishment cause may be increased to four bits, so
as to indicate one of the 16 establishment causes, for
example, a path loss value or range of the UE, a reference
signal receive power value or range, a reference signal
receive quality value or range, a channel quality informa-
tion value or range, a service type of the UE, a power
saving type of the user equipment, a delay type of the
UE, a category of the UE, a type of the UE, a coverage
enhancement level of the UE or a mobility type of the UE.
In this way, the RAR reply message may be optimized
on the basis of that the RAR reply message is simplified.
[0273] In addition, because the RAR message does
not include the UL grant, that is, does not have scheduling
information of a resource used for transmitting the RAR
reply message, the resource used for transmitting the
RAR reply message needs to be preset or configured by
using signaling. A specific configuration method is as fol-
lows:
[0274] First, various resources occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR reply message are configured by using sig-
naling or preset by the system. A specific configuration
method is the same as a method for configuring an RAR
resource, and details are no longer described. The var-
ious resources that are preset or configured by using

signaling and that are occupied in transmitting the RAR
reply message include:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or, a start location of a time
resource and/or a start location of a frequency re-
source occupied in transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage; and/or, a size of a time resource and/or a size
of a frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or, a time interval between
time resources occupied in transmitting different
RAR reply messages and/or a frequency interval be-
tween frequency resources occupied in transmitting
different RAR reply messages; and/or, a quantity of
time resources that are contained in one prespecified
time range and that are occupied in transmitting RAR
reply messages and a quantity of frequency resourc-
es that are contained in one prespecified frequency
range and that are occupied in transmitting RAR re-
ply messages.

[0275] Next, in the configured various resources occu-
pied in transmitting the RAR reply message, the UE de-
termines specific resources (for example, indices of the
resources) occupied to send the RAR reply message at
this time, which may be specifically as follows:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information, a re-
source for sending the RAR reply message; or, de-
termining, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for sending the RAR re-
ply message; or, determining, according to a corre-
spondence between a resource or a resource index
of the RAR reply message and the RAR resource
information, a resource for sending the RAR reply
message; or, determining, according to a corre-
spondence between a resource or a resource index
of the RAR reply message and the RAR resource
information and a cell common parameter, a re-
source for sending the RAR reply message; or, de-
termining, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter, a resource for send-
ing the RAR reply message; or, determining, accord-
ing to a correspondence between a resource or a
resource index of the RAR reply message and a
specified parameter and a cell common parameter,
a resource for sending the RAR message.

[0276] The cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a timeslot
number or an orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
symbol index, and the specified parameter includes: a
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path loss range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value or
range, a channel quality information value or range, a
service type of the user equipment, a power saving type
of the user equipment, a delay type of the user equipment
or a mobility type of the user equipment.
[0277] Correspondingly, when receiving the RAR reply
message, the base station also needs to determine, in
configured various resources, specific resources (for ex-
ample, indices of the resources) occupied to receive the
RAR reply message at this time, which may be specifi-
cally:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information, a re-
source for receiving the RAR reply message; or, de-
termining, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for receiving the RAR
reply message; or, determining, according to a cor-
respondence between a resource or a resource in-
dex of the RAR reply message and the RAR resource
information, a resource for receiving the RAR reply
message; or, determining, according to a corre-
spondence between a resource or a resource index
of the RAR reply message and the RAR resource
information and a cell common parameter, a re-
source for receiving the RAR reply message; or, de-
termining, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter, a resource for re-
ceiving the RAR reply message; or, determining, ac-
cording to a correspondence between a resource or
a resource index of the RAR reply message and a
specified parameter and a cell common parameter,
a resource for receiving the RAR reply message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, and the specified param-
eter includes: a path loss range, a reference signal
receive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment.

[0278] The resource used for sending the RAR reply
message by the UE is the same as the resource used
for receiving the RAR reply message by the base station.
[0279] In addition, the foregoing correspondence may
be a functional relationship, a table relationship or a spec-
ified relationship, and for example, the foregoing corre-
spondence between the resource index of the RAR reply
message and the preamble information includes:

the resource index of the RAR reply message cor-
responding to the random access preamble = the
random access preamble index mod a quantity of
resources, of RAR reply messages, configured by
using signaling or preset by the system, where mod
denotes a modulo operation; or
the resource index of the RAR reply message = the
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble.

[0280] In addition, it should be noted that a preset tim-
ing relationship or a preset time offset exists between a
start moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting
the RAR reply message and a start moment of a time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR message; or,
a preset timing relationship or a preset time offset exists
between an ending moment of a time resource occupied
in transmitting the RAR reply message and an ending
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message. That is, after receiving the RAR message
of the base station, the UE knows when to send the RAR
reply message to the base station, and after sending the
RAR message, the base station knows when to receive
the RAR reply message.
[0281] 307: After receiving an RAR response mes-
sage, the base station sends a contention resolution
message to the UE.
[0282] The contention resolution message sent by the
base station to the UE includes a bit or a field for indicating
a user identity, where the user identity is used for distin-
guishing the user equipment in contention conflict reso-
lution of random access. A quantity of bits included in the
bit or the field for indicating the user identity is less than
a third specified bit quantity. The third specified bit herein
refers to a quantity of bits included in the bit or the field
for indicating the user identity in an existing protocol.
[0283] Exemplarily, an existing contention resolution
message includes a bit or a field for indicating the user
identity. For example, a length of a ue-Identity is 40 bits.
The 40 bits may indicate 240 UEs. However, in an actual
environment, there may be only 220 UEs. Therefore, the
length of the ue-Identity may be reduced to 20 bits, there-
by simplifying the RAR reply message. It should be noted
that the ue-Identity in the contention resolution message
is the same as the ue-Identity in the received RAR reply
message.
[0284] After the contention resolution message is sim-
plified, a bit or a field may be added to the contention
resolution message. For example, 16 bits may be added
to indicate a temporary C-RNTI or TC-RNTI. This is be-
cause a simplified RAR message may not include a TC-
RNTI, and therefore a TC-RNTI needs to be added to
the contention resolution message.
[0285] In addition, a resource used for transmitting the
contention resolution message may be not based on
scheduling, and instead, a resource used for transmitting
the contention resolution message is preset or configured
by using signaling. A specific configuration method is as
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follows:
[0286] First, various resources occupied in transmit-
ting the contention resolution message are configured
by using signaling or preset by the system. A specific
configuration method is the same as a method for con-
figuring an RAR resource, and details are no longer de-
scribed. The resource that is configured by using signal-
ing or preset by the system and that is used for transmit-
ting the contention resolution message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the con-
tention resolution message; and/or, a start location
of a time resource and/or a start location of a fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the con-
tention resolution message; and/or, a size of a time
resource and/or a size of a frequency resource oc-
cupied in transmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage; and/or, a time interval between time resources
occupied in transmitting different contention resolu-
tion messages and/or a frequency interval between
frequency resources occupied in transmitting differ-
ent contention resolution messages; and/or, a quan-
tity of time resources that are contained in one pre-
specified time range and that are occupied in trans-
mitting contention resolution messages and a quan-
tity of frequency resources that are contained in one
prespecified frequency range and that are occupied
in transmitting contention resolution messages.

[0287] Next, in the configured various resources occu-
pied in transmitting a contention resolution message, the
base station determines specific resources (for example,
indices of the resources) occupied to send the contention
resolution message at this time, which may be specifi-
cally:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the conten-
tion resolution message and the preamble informa-
tion, a resource for sending the contention resolution
message; or, determining, according to a corre-
spondence between a resource or a resource index
of the contention resolution message and the pre-
amble information and a cell common parameter, a
resource for sending the contention resolution mes-
sage; or, determining, according to a correspond-
ence between a resource or a resource index of the
contention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information, a resource for sending the con-
tention resolution message; or, determining, accord-
ing to a correspondence between a resource or a
resource index of the contention resolution message
and the RAR resource information and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for sending the conten-
tion resolution message; or, determining, according
to a correspondence between a resource or a re-
source index of the contention resolution message

and a specified parameter, a resource for sending
the contention resolution message; or, determining,
according to a correspondence between a resource
or a resource index of the contention resolution mes-
sage and a specified parameter and a cell common
parameter, a resource for sending the contention
resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, and the specified param-
eter includes: a resource index used for sending an
RAR reply message, a path loss range, a reference
signal receive power value or range, a reference sig-
nal receive quality value or range, a channel quality
information value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment.

[0288] Correspondingly, when receiving the conten-
tion resolution message, the UE also needs to determine,
in various resources that are configured by using signal-
ing or preset by the system and that are occupied in trans-
mitting the contention resolution message, specific re-
sources (for example, indices of the resources) occupied
to receive the contention resolution message at this time,
which may be specifically:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the conten-
tion resolution message and the preamble informa-
tion, a resource for receiving the contention resolu-
tion message; or, determining, according to a corre-
spondence between a resource or a resource index
of the contention resolution message and the pre-
amble information and a cell common parameter, a
resource for receiving the contention resolution mes-
sage; or, determining, according to a correspond-
ence between a resource or a resource index of the
contention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information, a resource for receiving the con-
tention resolution message; or, determining, accord-
ing to a correspondence between a resource or a
resource index of the contention resolution message
and the RAR resource information and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for receiving the conten-
tion resolution message; or, determining, according
to a correspondence between a resource or a re-
source index of the contention resolution message
and a specified parameter, a resource for receiving
the contention resolution message; or, determining,
according to a correspondence between a resource
or a resource index of the contention resolution mes-
sage and a specified parameter and a cell common
parameter, a resource for receiving the contention
resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
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identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, and the specified param-
eter includes: a resource index used for sending an
RAR reply, a path loss range, a reference signal re-
ceive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment.

[0289] The resource used for sending the contention
resolution message by the UE is the same as the re-
source used for receiving the contention resolution by
the base station.
[0290] In addition, the foregoing correspondence may
be a functional relationship, a table relationship or a spec-
ified relationship. For example, the foregoing corre-
spondence between the resource index of the contention
resolution message and the preamble information in-
cludes:

the resource index of the contention resolution mes-
sage corresponding to the random access preamble
= the random access preamble index mod the quan-
tity of resources, of the contention resolution mes-
sage, configured by using signaling or preset by the
system, where mod denotes a modulo operation; or
the resource index of the contention resolution mes-
sage = the RAR resource index corresponding to the
random access preamble.

[0291] In addition, it should be noted that a preset tim-
ing relationship or a preset time offset exists between a
start moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting
the contention resolution message and a start moment
of a time resource occupied in transmitting an RAR reply
message; or, a preset timing relationship or a preset time
offset exists between an ending moment of a time re-
source occupied in transmitting the contention resolution
message and an ending moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting an RAR reply message. That is,
after sending the RAR reply message, the UE may know
when to receive the contention resolution message, and
after receiving the RAR reply message, the base station
knows when to send the contention resolution message.
[0292] Further, as shown in FIG. 5, the foregoing meth-
od may further include at least one of the following step
308 and step 309, and it needs to be determined accord-
ing to an actual requirement to specifically execute which
step or to execute both steps or to execute neither of the
steps.

308: The UE retransmits an RAR reply message to
the base station.
309: The base station sends a retransmitted conten-
tion resolution message to the UE.

[0293] In a current system, there is a retransmission
mechanism for an RAR reply message and a contention
resolution message, and an objective is to improve reli-
ability of transmitting the RAR reply message and the
contention resolution message. In the prior art, transmis-
sion of an RAR reply message and a contention resolu-
tion message is based on scheduling. The base station
may enable, by means of scheduling, resources used for
transmitting the RAR reply message and the contention
resolution message not to be overlapped. In this embod-
iment of the present invention, based on the considera-
tion of a coverage enhancement requirement, a mecha-
nism of scheduling transmission resources for an RAR
reply message and a contention resolution message is
not adopted.
[0294] Exemplarily, first, various resources used for re-
transmitting an RAR reply message and a contention res-
olution may be configured by using signaling or preset
by the system. A specific configuration method is the
same as a method for configuring an RAR resource, and
details are no longer described. Various resources used
for retransmitting an RAR reply message and a conten-
tion resolution configured by using signaling or preset by
the system include:

a size of a time resource and a frequency resource
occupied in retransmitting the RAR reply message,
and/or a start location or a location of a time resource
and a frequency resource occupied in retransmitting
the RAR reply message, and/or an interval between
time resources and/or an interval between frequency
resources occupied in retransmitting specific two
RAR reply messages in the system, and/or quantities
of time resources and frequency resources occupied
in retransmitting the RAR reply message; and
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource
occupied in retransmitting the contention resolution
message, and/or a start location or a location of a
time resource and a frequency resource occupied in
retransmitting the contention resolution message,
and/or an interval between time resources and/or an
interval between frequency resources occupied in
retransmitting specific two contention resolution
messages in the system, and/or quantities of time
resources and frequency resources occupied in re-
transmitting the contention resolution message.

[0295] Next, the UE determines, in various resources,
for retransmitting the RAR reply message, configured by
using signaling or preset by the system, specific resourc-
es occupied to send the retransmitted RAR reply mes-
sage at this time, which may be specifically:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted RAR reply message and the preamble infor-
mation and a preset time offset, a resource for send-
ing the retransmitted RAR reply information; or, de-
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termining, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the preamble information,
a preset time offset, and a cell common parameter,
a resource for sending the retransmitted RAR reply
message; or, determining, according to a corre-
spondence between a resource or a resource index
of the retransmitted RAR reply message and the
RAR resource information and a preset time offset,
a resource for sending the retransmitted RAR reply
message; or, determining, according to a corre-
spondence between a resource or a resource index
of the retransmitted RAR reply message and the
RAR resource information, a preset time offset, and
a cell common parameter, a resource for sending
the retransmitted RAR reply message; or, determin-
ing, according to a correspondence between a re-
source or a resource index of the retransmitted RAR
reply message and a specified parameter and a pre-
set time offset, a resource for sending the retrans-
mitted RAR reply message; or, determining, accord-
ing to a correspondence between a resource or a
resource index of the retransmitted RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter, a preset time offset,
and a cell common parameter, a resource for send-
ing the retransmitted RAR reply message; and/or
the UE determines, in various resources, for retrans-
mitting the contention resolution message, config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system, spe-
cific resources occupied to receive the retransmitted
contention resolution message at this time, which
may be specifically:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the preamble information and a preset time off-
set, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or, determining,
according to a correspondence between a re-
source or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the pream-
ble information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for receiving the
retransmitted contention resolution message;
or, determining, according to a correspondence
between a resource or a resource index of the
retransmitted contention resolution message
and the RAR resource information and a preset
time offset, a resource for receiving the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message; or, deter-
mining, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message and the
RAR resource information, a preset time offset,
and a cell common parameter, a resource for
receiving the retransmitted contention resolu-
tion message; or, determining, according to a

correspondence between a resource or a re-
source index of the retransmitted contention res-
olution message and a specified parameter and
a preset time offset, a resource for receiving the
retransmitted contention resolution message;
or, determining, according to a correspondence
between a resource or a resource index of the
retransmitted contention resolution message
and a specified parameter, a preset time offset,
and a cell common parameter, a resource for
receiving the retransmitted contention resolu-
tion message,
where the cell common parameter includes a
cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, and
the specified parameter includes: a resource in-
dex used for sending an RAR reply, a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment.

[0296] Correspondingly, the base station determines,
in various resources, for retransmitting the RAR reply
message, configured by using signaling or preset by the
system, specific resources occupied to receive the re-
transmitted RAR reply message at this time, which may
be specifically:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted RAR reply message and the preamble infor-
mation and a preset time offset, a resource for re-
ceiving the retransmitted RAR reply information; or,
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted RAR reply message and the preamble infor-
mation, a preset time offset, and a cell common pa-
rameter, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
RAR reply message; or, determining, according to a
correspondence between a resource or a resource
index of the retransmitted RAR reply message and
the RAR resource information and a preset time off-
set, a resource for receiving the retransmitted RAR
reply message; or, determining, according to a cor-
respondence between a resource or a resource in-
dex of the retransmitted RAR reply message and the
RAR resource information, a preset time offset, and
a cell common parameter, a resource for receiving
the retransmitted RAR reply message; or, determin-
ing, according to a correspondence between a re-
source or a resource index of the retransmitted RAR
reply message and a specified parameter and a pre-
set time offset, a resource for receiving the retrans-
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mitted RAR reply message; or, determining, accord-
ing to a correspondence between a resource or a
resource index of the retransmitted RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter, a preset time offset,
and a cell common parameter, a resource for receiv-
ing the retransmitted RAR reply message; and/or
the base station determines, in various resources,
used for retransmitting the contention resolution
message, configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, specific resources for sending the re-
transmitted contention resolution message at this
time, which may be specifically:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the preamble information and a preset time off-
set, a resource for sending the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or, determining,
according to a correspondence between a re-
source or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the pream-
ble information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for sending the
retransmitted contention resolution message;
or, determining, according to a correspondence
between a resource or a resource index of the
retransmitted contention resolution message
and the RAR resource information and a preset
time offset, a resource for sending the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message; or, deter-
mining, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retrans-
mitted contention resolution message and the
RAR resource information, a preset time offset,
and a cell common parameter, a resource for
sending the retransmitted contention resolution
message; or, determining, according to a corre-
spondence between a resource or a resource
index of the retransmitted contention resolution
message and a specified parameter and a pre-
set time offset, a resource for sending the re-
transmitted contention resolution message; or,
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
a specified parameter, a preset time offset, and
a cell common parameter, a resource for send-
ing the retransmitted contention resolution mes-
sage,
where a cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number,
a timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing symbol index, and the
specified parameter includes: a resource index
used for sending an RAR reply, a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value

or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment.

[0297] The resource used for sending the retransmit-
ted RAR reply message by the UE is the same as the
resource used for receiving the retransmitted RAR reply
message by the base station, and the resource used for
receiving the retransmitted contention resolution mes-
sage by the UE is the same as the resource used for
sending the retransmitted contention resolution message
by the base station.
[0298] In addition, the foregoing various correspond-
ences may be a functional relationship, a table relation-
ship or a specified relationship. Resources used for the
contention resolution message correspond to a quantity
of times of transmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage, and resources used in different quantities of times
of transmitting the contention resolution message are or-
thogonal in time, and/or frequency, and/or codeword. For
example, resources for transmitting Msg3 or Msg4 for an
nth time and resources for transmitting Msg3 or Msg4 for
an (n+1)th time are orthogonal in time, and/or frequency,
and/or codeword.
[0299] In addition, it should be noted that the RAR mes-
sage, or the RAR reply message, or the contention res-
olution message, or the retransmitted RAR reply mes-
sage, or the retransmitted contention resolution message
is transmitted by using a predefined message configura-
tion, where the message configuration includes one or
more of the following: a modulation and coding scheme,
a size of a transmission block, a power setting.
[0300] By means of the method for predetermining a
resource in random access provided in this embodiment
of the present invention, an implicit manner is used to
indicate an identifier of a random access preamble index,
and a quantity of bits of the identifier of the random access
preamble index is reduced, so that an RAR message can
be simplified; or, a random access preamble may be set
according to a specified parameter, and a quantity of bits
of an identifier of a corresponding random access pre-
amble index is then set according to the set random ac-
cess preamble; or, it may be made that an RAR message
does not include a bit or a field for indicating a temporary
identifier; or, it may be made that an RAR message does
not include uplink scheduling/grant information; or, a tim-
ing advance command may be predefined, where an ad-
justment granularity of the predefined timing advance
command is greater than a specified adjustment granu-
larity, a message in a procedure of random access is
simplified, and at the same time resources used for trans-
mitting an RAR reply message, transmitting a contention
resolution message, retransmitting an RAR reply mes-
sage, and retransmitting a contention resolution mes-
sage are preset, so that it is no longer necessary to al-
locate a resource through scheduling, thereby simplifying
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the process of random access, and improving reliability
of information transmission in the process of random ac-
cess.
[0301] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a base station 01. As shown in FIG. 6, the base
station 01 includes:

a receiving unit 011, configured to receive a random
access preamble sent by user equipment, and send
the received random access preamble to an infor-
mation determining unit 012;
the information determining unit 012, configured to
receive, from the receiving unit 011, the random ac-
cess preamble sent by the user equipment, deter-
mine preamble information according to the random
access preamble sent by the user equipment, and
send the determined preamble information to a re-
source determining unit 013, where the preamble
information includes one or more of the following:
the random access preamble, a random access pre-
amble index, an index of a time resource used for
transmitting the random access preamble, an index
of a frequency resource used for transmitting the ran-
dom access preamble, a start time resource in the
time resource used for transmitting the random ac-
cess preamble, and a start frequency resource used
for transmitting the random access preamble;
the resource determining unit 013, configured to re-
ceive the preamble information from the information
determining unit, determine, according to a corre-
spondence between the preamble information and
random access response RAR resource information,
an RAR resource corresponding to the random ac-
cess preamble sent by the user equipment, and
send, to the receiving unit 014, the RAR resource
corresponding to the random access preamble sent
by the user equipment, where the RAR resource in-
formation includes one or more of the following: the
RAR resource, an RAR resource index, an index of
a time resource used for transmitting an RAR mes-
sage, an index of a frequency resource used for
transmitting the RAR message, a start time resource
in the time resource used for transmitting the RAR
message, and a start frequency resource used for
transmitting the RAR message, and the correspond-
ence between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information is configured by using sig-
naling or preset by a system; and
a sending unit 014, configured to receive, from the
resource determining unit, the RAR resource corre-
sponding to the random access preamble sent by
the user equipment, and send the RAR message
corresponding to the random access preamble to
the user equipment on the RAR resource corre-
sponding to the random access preamble sent by
the user equipment.

[0302] Optionally, the RAR resource may be config-

ured by using signaling or preset by the system, and each
RAR resource of RAR resources configured by using sig-
naling or preset by a system corresponds to one or more
random access preambles.
[0303] The RAR resource configured by using signal-
ing or preset by the system includes:

a location of the time resource and/or a location of
the frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message; and/or,
a start location of the time resource and/or a start
location of the frequency resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message; and/or,
a size of the time resource and/or a size of the fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the RAR
message; and/or,
a time interval and/or a frequency interval between
time resources occupied in transmitting different
RARs; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR messages and a quantity of fre-
quency resources that are contained in one prespec-
ified frequency range and that are occupied in trans-
mitting RAR messages.

[0304] Specifically, in an implementation manner, if N
RAR resources are configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system, and the N RAR resources correspond
to N random access preambles, where N is a positive
integer greater than 1, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
includes:

each random access preamble corresponds to one
RAR resource or RAR resource index, and RAR re-
sources or RAR resource indices corresponding to
different random access preambles are different; or,
each random access preamble index corresponds
to one RAR resource or RAR resource index, and
RAR resources or RAR resource indices corre-
sponding to different random access preamble indi-
ces are different.

[0305] Optionally, if one RAR resource corresponds to
only one random access preamble, an RAR message
included in a media access control MAC packet data unit
PDU transmitted on the RAR resource does not include
an identifier for indicating the random access preamble
or a random access preamble index.
[0306] Specifically, in another implementation man-
ner, if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and the N RAR resources cor-
respond to M random access preambles, where N and
M are positive integers greater than 1, and M>N, the cor-
respondence between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information includes:
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each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble, and
there is at least one RAR resource or RAR resource
index that corresponds to multiple random access
preambles; or,
each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble in-
dex, and there is at least one RAR resource or RAR
resource index that corresponds to multiple random
access preamble indices.

[0307] Exemplarily, if one RAR resource corresponds
to multiple random access preambles, an RAR message
included in a MAC PDU transmitted on the RAR resource
includes an identifier for indicating the random access
preambles or random access preamble indices, and a
length of the identifier is equal to k bits, where
k=ceil(log2(a quantity of random access preambles cor-
responding to the RAR resource)), herein ceil denotes a
function of rounding up, and log denotes a logarithmic
function; or,
if at least one RAR resource of RAR resources corre-
sponds to multiple random access preambles, an RAR
message included in a MAC PDU transmitted on each
RAR resource includes an identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preambles or random access preamble in-
dices, and a length of the identifier is less than or equal
to h bits, where h= ceil(log2(max(a quantity of random
access preambles corresponding to a first RAR resource,
a quantity of random access preambles corresponding
to a second RAR resource, ..., a quantity of random ac-
cess preambles corresponding to an Nth RAR re-
source))), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding up,
and log denotes a logarithmic function, max is a maxi-
mum value function, and N is a positive integer greater
than 1.
[0308] Alternatively, exemplarily, if the N RAR resourc-
es are configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem, and N=2k:

a preamble index of a random access preamble is
indicated by s bits, where k bits of the s bits are de-
termined according to k bits corresponding to an
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble, and the rest (s-k) bits of the s bits
are determined by using an identifier for indicating
the random access preamble or a random access
preamble index.

[0309] The foregoing correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
is a functional relationship, a table relationship or a spec-
ified relationship; and
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system, where the signaling
includes broadcast or multicast signaling, and the corre-
spondence, configured by using signaling or preset by

the system, between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information includes:

a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource index; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource index.

[0310] Exemplarily, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
may include:

the RAR resource index corresponding to the ran-
dom access preamble = the random access pream-
ble index mod a quantity of RAR resources config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system,
where herein mod denotes a modulo operation.

[0311] In addition, random access preambles corre-
sponding to different RAR resources of the RAR resourc-
es configured by using signaling or preset by a system
may be completely not same, or partially same, or com-
pletely different.
[0312] Optionally, as shown in FIG. 7, the base station
01 may further include:

an identity control unit 015, configured to determine,
according to a correspondence between a specified
parameter and a random access preamble, the ran-
dom access preamble corresponding to the speci-
fied parameter; and
determine, according to the random access pream-
ble corresponding to the specified parameter, a
quantity of bits of an identifier, for indicating the ran-
dom access preamble or a random access preamble
index, in an RAR message included in a MAC PDU.

[0313] The correspondence between the specified pa-
rameter and the random access preamble is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, and the ran-
dom access preamble and the quantity of bits of the iden-
tifier for indicating the random access preamble or the
random access preamble index are configured by using
signaling or preset by the system; and
the specified parameter includes: a path loss value or
range, a reference signal receive power value or range,
a reference signal receive quality value or range, a chan-
nel quality information value or range, a service type of
the user equipment, a power saving type of the user
equipment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mo-
bility type of the user equipment.
[0314] Optionally, the RAR message corresponding to
the random access preamble may not include a bit or a
field for indicating a temporary identifier, and the tempo-
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rary identifier includes a cell radio network temporary
identifier, or a temporary cell radio network temporary
identifier.
[0315] Optionally, the RAR message corresponding to
the random access preamble does not include uplink
scheduling/grant information.
[0316] Optionally, the RAR message corresponding to
the random access preamble includes: a predefined tim-
ing advance command, where an adjustment granularity
of the predefined timing advance command is greater
than a specified adjustment granularity.
[0317] Optionally, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
further includes one or more cell common parameters,
and the cell common parameter includes: a cell identity,
a subframe number, a frame number, a timeslot number
or an orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing symbol
index.
[0318] Optionally, a preset timing relationship or a pre-
set time offset exists between a start moment of the time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR message and
a start moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the random access preamble by the user equip-
ment; or, a preset timing relationship or a preset time
offset exists between an ending moment of the time re-
source occupied in transmitting the RAR message and
an ending moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the random access preamble by the user equip-
ment.
[0319] Optionally, the receiving unit 011 may be further
configured to receive an RAR reply message sent by the
user equipment, where the RAR reply message includes
a radio resource control RRC connection request, where
the RRC connection request includes a bit or a field for
indicating a first user identity, and the first user identity
is used for distinguishing the user equipment in conten-
tion conflict resolution of random access, where a quan-
tity of bits included in the bit or the field for indicating the
first user identity is less than a first specified bit quantity.
[0320] Optionally, the RRC connection request further
includes a predefined establishment cause, and a quan-
tity of bits for indicating the predefined establishment
cause is greater than a second specified bit quantity.
[0321] A resource used for transmitting the RAR reply
message is configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, and the resource that is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system and that is used for
transmitting the RAR reply message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR reply message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR reply
message; and/or,

a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different RAR reply messages and/or a
frequency interval between frequency resources oc-
cupied in transmitting different RAR reply messages;
and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR reply messages and a quantity
of frequency resources that are contained in one pre-
specified frequency range and that are occupied in
transmitting RAR reply messages.

[0322] Optionally, the resource determining unit 013
may be further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information, a resource for
receiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for receiving the RAR
reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the RAR resource information, a resource
for receiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the RAR resource information and a cell
common parameter, a resource for receiving the
RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter, a resource for re-
ceiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter and a cell common
parameter, a resource for receiving the RAR reply
message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a path loss range, a reference signal re-
ceive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.
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[0323] For example, the correspondence between the
resource index of the RAR reply message and the pre-
amble information includes:

the resource index of the RAR reply message cor-
responding to the random access preamble = the
random access preamble index mod a quantity of
resources, of RAR reply messages, configured by
using signaling or preset by the system, where mod
denotes a modulo operation; or
the resource index of the RAR reply message = the
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble.

[0324] Optionally, a preset timing relationship or a pre-
set time offset exists between a start moment of a time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage and a start moment of a time resource occupied in
transmitting the RAR message; or, a preset timing rela-
tionship or a preset time offset exists between an ending
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message and an ending moment of a time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR message.
[0325] Optionally, the sending unit 014 may be further
configured to send a contention resolution message to
the user equipment, where
the contention resolution message includes a bit or a field
for indicating a second user identity, and the second user
identity is used for distinguishing user equipment in con-
tention conflict resolution of random access, where a
quantity of bits included in the bit or the field for indicating
the second user identity is less than a third specified bit
quantity.
[0326] The contention resolution message further in-
cludes: a bit or a field for indicating a temporary identifier,
and the temporary identifier includes a cell radio network
temporary identifier, or a temporary cell radio network
temporary identifier.
[0327] Optionally, a resource used for transmitting the
contention resolution message is configured by using sig-
naling or preset by the system, and the resource that is
configured by using signaling or preset by the system
and that is used for transmitting the contention resolution
message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the con-
tention resolution message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the contention resolution message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the contention res-
olution message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different contention resolution messag-
es and/or a frequency interval between frequency
resources occupied in transmitting different conten-

tion resolution messages; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting contention resolution messages and
a quantity of frequency resources that are contained
in one prespecified frequency range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting contention resolution messag-
es.

[0328] Optionally, the resource determining unit 013
may be further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the preamble information, a re-
source for sending the contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the preamble information and
a cell common parameter, a resource for sending
the contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the RAR resource information,
a resource for sending the contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the RAR resource information
and a cell common parameter, a resource for send-
ing the contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and a specified parameter, a re-
source for sending the contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and a specified parameter and a
cell common parameter, a resource for sending the
contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply message, a path loss range, a reference signal
receive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.
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[0329] Optionally, a preset timing relationship or a pre-
set time offset exists between a start moment of a time
resource occupied in transmitting the contention resolu-
tion message and a start moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting an RAR reply message; or, a preset
timing relationship or a preset time offset exists between
an ending moment of a time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the contention resolution message and an ending
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting an
RAR reply message.
[0330] Optionally,
the receiving unit 011 may be further configured to re-
ceive an RAR reply message retransmitted by the user
equipment; and/or
the sending unit 014 may be further configured to send
a retransmitted contention resolution message to the us-
er equipment.
[0331] A size of a time resource and a frequency re-
source occupied in retransmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage, and/or a start location or a location of a time re-
source and a frequency resource occupied in retransmit-
ting the RAR reply message, and/or an interval between
time resources and/or an interval between frequency re-
sources occupied in retransmitting specific two RAR re-
ply messages in the system, and/or quantities of time
resources and frequency resources occupied in retrans-
mitting the RAR reply message are configured by using
signaling or preset by the system; and
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource oc-
cupied in retransmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage, and/or a start location or a location of a time re-
source and a frequency resource occupied in retransmit-
ting the contention resolution message, and/or an interval
between time resources and/or an interval between fre-
quency resources occupied in retransmitting specific two
contention resolution messages in the system, and/or
quantities of time resources and frequency resources oc-
cupied in retransmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage are configured by using signaling or preset by the
system.
[0332] Optionally, the resource determining unit 013
may be further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the preamble information
and a preset time offset, a resource for receiving the
retransmitted RAR reply information; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the preamble information,
a preset time offset, and a cell common parameter,
a resource for receiving the retransmitted RAR reply
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion and a preset time offset, a resource for receiving

the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion, a preset time offset, and a cell common param-
eter, a resource for receiving the retransmitted RAR
reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and a specified parameter and
a preset time offset, a resource for receiving the re-
transmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and a specified parameter, a
preset time offset, and a cell common parameter, a
resource for receiving the retransmitted RAR reply
message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the foregoing correspondence is a functional rela-
tionship, a table relationship or a specified relation-
ship, and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

[0333] Optionally, the resource determining unit 013
may be further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the preamble in-
formation and a preset time offset, a resource for
sending the retransmitted contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the preamble in-
formation, a preset time offset, and a cell common
parameter, a resource for sending the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information and a preset time offset, a re-
source for sending the retransmitted contention res-
olution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
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contention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for sending the re-
transmitted contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter and a preset time offset, a resource for send-
ing the retransmitted contention resolution message;
or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter, a preset time offset, and a cell common
parameter, a resource for sending the retransmitted
contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the foregoing correspondence is a functional rela-
tionship, a table relationship or a specified relation-
ship, and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

[0334] In addition, it should be noted that resources
used for the RAR reply message correspond to a quantity
of times of transmitting the RAR reply message, and re-
sources used in different quantities of times of transmit-
ting the RAR reply message are orthogonal in time,
and/or frequency, and/or codeword;
resources used for the contention resolution message
correspond to a quantity of times of transmitting the con-
tention resolution message, and resources used in dif-
ferent quantities of times of transmitting the contention
resolution message are orthogonal in time, and/or fre-
quency, and/or codeword; and
transmission of a first message is performed by using a
predefined first message configuration, where the first
information is an RAR message, or an RAR reply mes-
sage, or a contention resolution message, or a retrans-
mitted RAR reply message, or a retransmitted contention
resolution message, and the first message configuration
includes one or more of the following: a modulation and
coding scheme, a size of a transmission block, a power
setting.
[0335] Optionally, if the foregoing first information used
for transmitting the resource is configured by using sig-
naling, the sending unit 104 may be further configured to:

send configuration signaling to the user equipment,
where the configuration signaling is used for notifying
the user equipment of a resource configuration used
for transmitting the first information.

[0336] By means of the base station provided in this
embodiment of the present invention, an implicit manner
is used to indicate an identifier of a random access pre-
amble index, and a quantity of bits of the identifier of the
random access preamble index is reduced, so that an
RAR message can be simplified; or, a random access
preamble may be set according to a specified parameter,
and a quantity of bits of an identifier of a corresponding
random access preamble index is then set according to
the set random access preamble; or, it may be made that
an RAR message does not include a bit or a field for
indicating a temporary identifier; or, it may be made that
an RAR message does not include uplink schedul-
ing/grant information; or, a timing advance command
may be predefined, where an adjustment granularity of
the predefined timing advance command is greater than
a specified adjustment granularity, a message in a pro-
cedure of random access is simplified, and at the same
time resources used for transmitting an RAR reply mes-
sage, transmitting a contention resolution message, re-
transmitting an RAR reply message, and retransmitting
a contention resolution message are preset, so that it is
no longer necessary to allocate a resource through
scheduling, thereby simplifying the process of random
access, and improving reliability of information transmis-
sion in the process of random access.
[0337] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides user equipment 02. As shown in FIG. 8, the user
equipment 02 includes:

a preamble determining unit 021, configured to de-
termine a random access preamble, and send the
determined first random access preamble to a send-
ing unit 022;
the sending unit 022, configured to receive a first
random access preamble from the preamble deter-
mining unit 021, and send the first random access
preamble to a base station;
an information determining unit 023, configured to
determine preamble information according to the
first random access preamble, and send the pream-
ble information to a resource determining unit 024,
where the preamble information includes one or
more of the following: the random access preamble,
a random access preamble index, an index of a time
resource used for transmitting the random access
preamble, an index of a frequency resource used for
transmitting the random access preamble, a start
time resource in the time resource used for transmit-
ting the random access preamble, and a start fre-
quency resource used for transmitting the random
access preamble;
the resource determining unit 024, configured to re-
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ceive the preamble information from the information
determining unit 023, determine an RAR resource
corresponding to the first random access preamble
according to a correspondence between the pream-
ble information and random access response RAR
resource information, and send the RAR resource
corresponding to the first random access preamble
to a receiving unit 025, where the RAR resource in-
formation includes one or more of the following: the
RAR resource, an RAR resource index, an index of
a time resource used for transmitting an RAR mes-
sage, an index of a frequency resource used for
transmitting the RAR message, a start time resource
in the time resource used for transmitting the RAR
message, and a start frequency resource used for
transmitting the RAR message, and the correspond-
ence between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information is configured by using sig-
naling or preset by a system;
the receiving unit 025, configured to receive the RAR
resource corresponding to the first random access
preamble from the resource determining unit, and
receive, on the RAR resource corresponding to the
first random access preamble, a media access con-
trol MAC packet data unit PDU sent by the base sta-
tion; and
a message determining unit, configured to determine
whether the MAC PDU includes the RAR message
corresponding to the first random access preamble.

[0338] The RAR resource is configured by using sign-
aling, where the signaling is sent after the base station
or a system presets the RAR resource, and each RAR
resource of preset RAR resources corresponds to one
or more random access preambles.
[0339] Optionally, the RAR resource configured by us-
ing signaling includes:

a location of the time resource and/or a location of
the frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message; and/or,
a start location of the time resource and/or a start
location of the frequency resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message; and/or,
a size of the time resource and/or a size of the fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the RAR
message; and/or,
a time interval and/or a frequency interval between
time resources occupied in transmitting different
RARs; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR messages and a quantity of fre-
quency resources that are contained in one prespec-
ified frequency range and that are occupied in trans-
mitting RAR messages.

[0340] Optionally, in an implementation manner, if N

RAR resources are configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system, and the N RAR resources correspond
to N random access preambles, where N is a positive
integer greater than 1, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
includes:

each random access preamble corresponds to one
RAR resource or RAR resource index, and RAR re-
sources or RAR resource indices corresponding to
different random access preambles are different; or,
each random access preamble index corresponds
to one RAR resource or RAR resource index, and
RAR resources or RAR resource indices corre-
sponding to different random access preamble indi-
ces are different.

[0341] Optionally, if one RAR resource corresponds to
only one random access preamble, the RAR message
included in the media access control MAC packet data
unit PDU transmitted on the RAR resource does not in-
clude an identifier for indicating the random access pre-
amble or a random access preamble index.
[0342] Optionally, in another implementation manner,
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the N RAR resources corre-
spond to M random access preambles, where N and M
are positive integers greater than 1, and M>N, the cor-
respondence between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information includes:

each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble, and
there is at least one RAR resource or RAR resource
index that corresponds to multiple random access
preambles; or,
each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble in-
dex, and there is at least one RAR resource or RAR
resource index that corresponds to multiple random
access preamble indices.

[0343] Exemplarily, if one RAR resource corresponds
to multiple random access preambles, the RAR message
included in the MAC PDU transmitted on the RAR re-
source includes an identifier for indicating the random
access preambles or random access preamble indices,
and a length of the identifier is equal to k bits, where
k=ceil(log2(a quantity of random access preambles cor-
responding to the RAR resource)), herein ceil denotes a
function of rounding up, and log denotes a logarithmic
function; or,
if at least one RAR resource of RAR resources corre-
sponds to multiple random access preambles, an RAR
message included in a MAC PDU transmitted on each
RAR resource includes an identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preambles or random access preamble in-
dices, and a length of the identifier is less than or equal
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to h bits, where h= ceil(log2(max(a quantity of random
access preambles corresponding to a first RAR resource,
a quantity of random access preambles corresponding
to a second RAR resource, ..., a quantity of random ac-
cess preambles corresponding to an Nth RAR re-
source))), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding up,
and log denotes a logarithmic function, max is a maxi-
mum value function, and N is a positive integer greater
than 1.
[0344] Optionally, the message determining unit 023
may be specifically configured to:

if bits corresponding to an RAR resource or an RAR
resource index where the RAR message is located
are the same as the random access preamble and
the first random access preamble, where the random
access preamble is indicated by the identifier for in-
dicating the random access preambles or the ran-
dom access preamble indices and the identifier is
included in the RAR message included in the MAC
PDU, determine that the MAC PDU includes the RAR
message corresponding to the first random access
preamble; or,
if bits corresponding to an RAR resource or an RAR
resource index where the RAR message is located
are the same as the random access preamble index
and a first random access preamble index deter-
mined by user equipment, where the random access
preamble index is indicated by the identifier for indi-
cating the random access preambles or the random
access preamble indices and the identifier is includ-
ed in the RAR message included in the MAC PDU,
determine that the MAC PDU includes the RAR mes-
sage corresponding to the first random access pre-
amble; or
if a state of an identifier, for indicating a random ac-
cess preamble or a random access preamble index,
included in an RAR message included in the MAC
PDU received on the RAR resource corresponding
to the first random access preamble is the same as
a state of a bits of bits corresponding to the first ran-
dom access preamble, determine that the MAC PDU
includes the RAR message corresponding to the first
random access preamble, where a is equal to a
quantity of bits of the identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preamble or the random access pream-
ble index, and locations of the a bits in bits corre-
sponding to the first random access preamble index
are prespecified.

[0345] Alternatively, exemplarily, if the N RAR resourc-
es are configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem, and N=2k:

a preamble index of a random access preamble is
indicated by s bits, where k bits of the s bits are de-
termined according to k bits corresponding to an
RAR resource index corresponding to the random

access preamble, and the rest (s-k) bits of the s bits
are determined by using an identifier for indicating
the random access preamble or a random access
preamble index.

[0346] Optionally, the message determining unit 023
may be further specifically configured to:

determine a bit value corresponding to the RAR re-
source index corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble, where the bit value corresponding
to the RAR resource index is preset;
determine a bit value corresponding to the identifier
in the MAC PDU;
combine the bit value corresponding to the RAR re-
source index corresponding to the random access
preamble and the bit value corresponding to the
identifier in the MAC PDU to obtain the s bits;
determine the random access preamble indicated
by the s bits; and
determine whether the first random access preamble
is the same as the random access preamble indicat-
ed by the s bits, and if the first random access pre-
amble is the same as the random access preamble
indicated by the s bits, determine that the MAC PDU
includes the RAR message corresponding to the first
random access preamble, or if the first random ac-
cess preamble is different from the random access
preamble indicated by the s bits, determine that the
MAC PDU does not include the RAR message cor-
responding to the first random access preamble.

[0347] Optionally, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
is a functional relationship, a table relationship or a spec-
ified relationship; and
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information is configured by using
signaling, where the signaling is sent after the base sta-
tion or a system presets the correspondence between
the preamble information and the RAR resource infor-
mation, and the correspondence, configured by using the
signaling, between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information includes:

a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource index; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource index.

[0348] For example, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
may include:
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the RAR resource index corresponding to the ran-
dom access preamble = the random access pream-
ble index mod a quantity of RAR resources config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system,
where herein mod denotes a modulo operation.

[0349] In addition, random access preambles corre-
sponding to different RAR resources of the RAR resourc-
es configured by using signaling may be completely not
same, or partially same, or completely different.
[0350] Optionally, a quantity of bits of an identifier, for
indicating a random access preamble or a random ac-
cess preamble index, in the RAR message included in
the MAC PDU is determined by the base station accord-
ing to a correspondence between a specified parameter
and a random access preamble.
[0351] The correspondence between the specified pa-
rameter and the random access preamble is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, and the quan-
tity of bits of the identifier for indicating the random access
preamble or the random access preamble index are con-
figured by using signaling or preset by the system; and
the specified parameter includes: a path loss value or
range, a reference signal receive power value or range,
a reference signal receive quality value or range, a chan-
nel quality information value or range, a service type of
the user equipment, a power saving type of the user
equipment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mo-
bility type of the user equipment.
[0352] Optionally, the RAR message corresponding to
the first random access preamble does not include a bit
or a field for indicating a temporary identifier, and the
temporary identifier includes a cell radio network tempo-
rary identifier, or a temporary cell radio network tempo-
rary identifier.
[0353] Optionally, the RAR message corresponding to
the first random access preamble does not include uplink
scheduling/grant information.
[0354] Optionally, the RAR message corresponding to
the first random access preamble includes: a predefined
timing advance command, where an adjustment granu-
larity of the predefined timing advance command is great-
er than a specified adjustment granularity.
[0355] Optionally, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
further includes one or more cell common parameters,
and the cell common parameter includes: a cell identity,
a subframe number, a frame number, a timeslot number
or an orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing symbol
index.
[0356] Optionally, a preset timing relationship or a pre-
set time offset exists between a start moment of the time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR message and
a start moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the random access preamble by the user equip-
ment; or, a preset timing relationship or a preset time
offset exists between an ending moment of the time re-
source occupied in transmitting the RAR message and

an ending moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the random access preamble by the user equip-
ment.
[0357] Optionally, the sending unit 022 may be further
configured to send an RAR reply message to the base
station, where the RAR reply message includes a radio
resource control RRC connection request, where
the RRC connection request includes a bit or a field for
indicating a first user identity, and the first user identity
is used for distinguishing the user equipment in conten-
tion conflict resolution of random access, where a quan-
tity of bits included in the bit or the field for indicating the
first user identity is less than a first specified bit quantity.
[0358] Optionally, the RRC connection request further
includes a predefined establishment cause, and a quan-
tity of bits for indicating the predefined establishment
cause is greater than a second specified bit quantity.
[0359] A resource used for transmitting the RAR reply
message is configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, and the resource that is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system and that is used for
transmitting the RAR reply message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR reply message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR reply
message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different RAR reply messages and/or a
frequency interval between frequency resources oc-
cupied in transmitting different RAR reply messages;
and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR reply messages and a quantity
of frequency resources that are contained in one pre-
specified frequency range and that are occupied in
transmitting RAR reply messages.

[0360] Optionally, the resource determining unit 024
may be further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information, a resource for
sending the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for sending the RAR re-
ply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
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sage and the RAR resource information, a resource
for sending the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the RAR resource information and a cell
common parameter, a resource for sending the RAR
reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter, a resource for send-
ing the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter and a cell common
parameter, a resource for sending the RAR mes-
sage,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a path loss range, a reference signal re-
ceive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment,
the foregoing correspondence is a functional rela-
tionship, a table relationship or a specified relation-
ship, and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

[0361] For example, the correspondence between the
resource index of the RAR reply message and the pre-
amble information may include:

the resource index of the RAR reply message cor-
responding to the random access preamble = the
random access preamble index mod a quantity of
resources, of RAR reply messages, configured by
using signaling or preset by the system, where mod
denotes a modulo operation; or
the resource index of the RAR reply message = the
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble.

[0362] Optionally, a preset timing relationship or a pre-
set time offset exists between a start moment of a time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage and a start moment of a time resource occupied in
transmitting the RAR message; or, a preset timing rela-
tionship or a preset time offset exists between an ending
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message and an ending moment of a time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR message.
[0363] Optionally, the receiving unit 025 is further con-
figured to receive a contention resolution message sent
by the base station, where

the contention resolution message includes a bit or a field
for indicating a second user identity, and the second user
identity is used for distinguishing user equipment in con-
tention conflict resolution of random access, where a
quantity of bits included in the bit or the field for indicating
the second user identity is less than a third specified bit
quantity.
[0364] The contention resolution message further in-
cludes: a bit or a field for indicating a temporary identifier,
and the temporary identifier includes a cell radio network
temporary identifier, or a temporary cell radio network
temporary identifier.
[0365] Optionally, a resource used for transmitting the
contention resolution message is configured by using sig-
naling or preset by the system, and the resource that is
configured by using signaling or preset by the system
and that is used for transmitting the contention resolution
message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the con-
tention resolution message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the contention resolution message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the contention res-
olution message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different contention resolution messag-
es and/or a frequency interval between frequency
resources occupied in transmitting different conten-
tion resolution messages; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting contention resolution messages and
a quantity of frequency resources that are contained
in one prespecified frequency range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting contention resolution messag-
es.

[0366] Optionally, the resource determining unit 024
may be further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the preamble information, a re-
source for receiving the contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the preamble information and
a cell common parameter, a resource for receiving
the contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the RAR resource information,
a resource for receiving the contention resolution
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message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the RAR resource information
and a cell common parameter, a resource for receiv-
ing the contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and a specified parameter, a re-
source for receiving the contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and a specified parameter and a
cell common parameter, a resource for receiving the
contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0367] Optionally, a preset timing relationship or a pre-
set time offset exists between a start moment of a time
resource occupied in transmitting the contention resolu-
tion message and a start moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting an RAR reply message; or, a preset
timing relationship or a preset time offset exists between
an ending moment of a time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the contention resolution message and an ending
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting an
RAR reply message.
[0368] Optionally, the sending unit 022 may be further
configured to send a retransmitted RAR reply message
to the base station;
and/or, the receiving unit 025 may be further configured
to receive a contention resolution message retransmitted
by the base station.
[0369] A size of a time resource and a frequency re-
source occupied in retransmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage, and/or a start location or a location of a time re-
source and a frequency resource occupied in retransmit-
ting the RAR reply message, and/or an interval between
time resources and/or an interval between frequency re-
sources occupied in retransmitting specific two RAR re-
ply messages in the system, and/or quantities of time
resources and frequency resources occupied in retrans-

mitting the RAR reply message are configured by using
signaling or preset by the system; and
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource oc-
cupied in retransmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage, and/or a start location or a location of a time re-
source and a frequency resource occupied in retransmit-
ting the contention resolution message, and/or an interval
between time resources and/or an interval between fre-
quency resources occupied in retransmitting specific two
contention resolution messages in the system, and/or
quantities of time resources and frequency resources oc-
cupied in retransmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage are configured by using signaling or preset by the
system.
[0370] Optionally, the resource determining unit 024
may be further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the preamble information
and a preset time offset, a resource for sending the
retransmitted RAR reply information; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the preamble information,
a preset time offset, and a cell common parameter,
a resource for sending the retransmitted RAR reply
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion and a preset time offset, a resource for sending
the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion, a preset time offset, and a cell common param-
eter, a resource for sending the retransmitted RAR
reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and a specified parameter and
a preset time offset, a resource for sending the re-
transmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and a specified parameter, a
preset time offset, and a cell common parameter, a
resource for sending the retransmitted RAR reply
message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, and the specified param-
eter includes: a resource index used for sending an
RAR reply, a path loss range, a reference signal re-
ceive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
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mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment.

[0371] Optionally, the resource determining unit 024
may be further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the preamble in-
formation and a preset time offset, a resource for
receiving the retransmitted contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the preamble in-
formation, a preset time offset, and a cell common
parameter, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information and a preset time offset, a re-
source for receiving the retransmitted contention
resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for receiving the re-
transmitted contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter and a preset time offset, a resource for re-
ceiving the retransmitted contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter, a preset time offset, and a cell common
parameter, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the foregoing correspondence is a functional rela-
tionship, a table relationship or a specified relation-

ship, and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

[0372] In addition, it should be noted that resources
used for the RAR reply message correspond to a quantity
of times of transmitting the RAR reply message, and re-
sources used in different quantities of times of transmit-
ting the RAR reply message are orthogonal in time,
and/or frequency, and/or codeword;
resources used for the contention resolution message
correspond to a quantity of times of transmitting the con-
tention resolution message, and resources used in dif-
ferent quantities of times of transmitting the contention
resolution message are orthogonal in time, and/or fre-
quency, and/or codeword; and
transmission of a first message is performed by using a
predefined first message configuration, where the first
information is an RAR message, or an RAR reply mes-
sage, or a contention resolution message, or a retrans-
mitted RAR reply message, or a retransmitted contention
resolution message, and the first message configuration
includes one or more of the following: a modulation and
coding scheme, a size of a transmission block, a power
setting.
[0373] The user equipment provided in this embodi-
ment of the present invention receives an implicit manner
is used to indicate an identifier of a random access pre-
amble index, and a quantity of bits of the identifier of the
random access preamble index is reduced, so that an
RAR message can be simplified; or, a random access
preamble may be set according to a specified parameter,
and a quantity of bits of an identifier of a corresponding
random access preamble index is then set according to
the set random access preamble; or, it may be made that
an RAR message does not include a bit or a field for
indicating a temporary identifier; or, it may be made that
an RAR message does not include uplink schedul-
ing/grant information; or, a timing advance command
may be predefined, where an adjustment granularity of
the predefined timing advance command is greater than
a specified adjustment granularity, a message in a pro-
cedure of random access is simplified, and at the same
time resources used for transmitting an RAR reply mes-
sage, transmitting a contention resolution message, re-
transmitting an RAR reply message, and retransmitting
a contention resolution message are preset, so that it is
no longer necessary to allocate a resource through
scheduling, thereby simplifying the process of random
access, and improving reliability of information transmis-
sion in the process of random access.
[0374] An embodiment of the present invention further
provides another base station 03. As shown in FIG. 9,
the base station 03 includes: a bus 031, and a processor
032, a memory 033, and an interface 034 connected to
the bus 031, where the memory is configured to store an
instruction;
the interface 034 is configured to receive a random ac-
cess preamble sent by user equipment;
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the processor 032 executes the instruction configured to:

determine preamble information according to the
random access preamble sent by the user equip-
ment, where the preamble information includes one
or more of the following: the random access pream-
ble, a random access preamble index, an index of a
time resource used for transmitting the random ac-
cess preamble, an index of a frequency resource
used for transmitting the random access preamble,
a start time resource in the time resource used for
transmitting the random access preamble, and a
start frequency resource used for transmitting the
random access preamble;
determine, according to a correspondence between
the preamble information and random access re-
sponse RAR resource information, an RAR resource
corresponding to the random access preamble sent
by the user equipment, where the RAR resource in-
formation includes one or more of the following: the
RAR resource, an RAR resource index, an index of
a time resource used for transmitting an RAR mes-
sage, an index of a frequency resource used for
transmitting the RAR message, a start time resource
in the time resource used for transmitting the RAR
message, and a start frequency resource used for
transmitting the RAR message, and the correspond-
ence between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information is configured by using sig-
naling or preset by a system; and
the interface 034 is further configured to send the
RAR message corresponding to the random access
preamble to the user equipment on the RAR re-
source corresponding to the random access pream-
ble sent by the user equipment.

[0375] The RAR resource is configured by using sign-
aling or preset by the system, and each RAR resource
of RAR resources configured by using signaling or preset
by the system corresponds to one or more random ac-
cess preambles.
[0376] Optionally, the RAR resource configured by us-
ing signaling or preset by the system includes:

a location of the time resource and/or a location of
the frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message; and/or,
a start location of the time resource and/or a start
location of the frequency resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message; and/or,
a size of the time resource and/or a size of the fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the RAR
message; and/or,
a time interval and/or a frequency interval between
time resources occupied in transmitting different
RARs; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied

in transmitting RAR messages and a quantity of fre-
quency resources that are contained in one prespec-
ified frequency range and that are occupied in trans-
mitting RAR messages.

[0377] Optionally, in an implementation manner, if N
RAR resources are configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system, and the N RAR resources correspond
to N random access preambles, where N is a positive
integer greater than 1, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
includes:

each random access preamble corresponds to one
RAR resource or RAR resource index, and RAR re-
sources or RAR resource indices corresponding to
different random access preambles are different; or,
each random access preamble index corresponds
to one RAR resource or RAR resource index, and
RAR resources or RAR resource indices corre-
sponding to different random access preamble indi-
ces are different.

[0378] Optionally, if one RAR resource corresponds to
only one random access preamble, an RAR message
included in a media access control MAC packet data unit
PDU transmitted by the base station on the RAR resource
does not include an identifier for indicating the random
access preamble or a random access preamble index.
[0379] Optionally, in another implementation manner,
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the N RAR resources corre-
spond to M random access preambles, where N and M
are positive integers greater than 1, and M>N, the cor-
respondence between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information includes:

each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble, and
there is at least one RAR resource or RAR resource
index that corresponds to multiple random access
preambles; or,
each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble in-
dex, and there is at least one RAR resource or RAR
resource index that corresponds to multiple random
access preamble indices.

[0380] Exemplarily, if one RAR resource corresponds
to multiple random access preambles, an RAR message
included in a MAC PDU transmitted by the base station
on the RAR resource includes an identifier for indicating
the random access preambles or random access pream-
ble indices, and a length of the identifier is equal to k bits,
where k=ceil(log2(a quantity of random access pream-
bles corresponding to the RAR resource)), herein ceil
denotes a function of rounding up, and log denotes a
logarithmic function; or,
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if at least one RAR resource of RAR resources corre-
sponds to multiple random access preambles, an RAR
message included in a MAC PDU transmitted on each
RAR resource includes an identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preambles or random access preamble in-
dices, and a length of the identifier is less than or equal
to h bits, where h= ceil(log2(max(a quantity of random
access preambles corresponding to a first RAR resource,
a quantity of random access preambles corresponding
to a second RAR resource, ..., a quantity of random ac-
cess preambles corresponding to an Nth RAR re-
source))), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding up,
and log denotes a logarithmic function, max is a maxi-
mum value function, and N is a positive integer greater
than 1.
[0381] Alternatively, exemplarily, if the N RAR resourc-
es are configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem, and N=2k:

a preamble index of a random access preamble is
indicated by s bits, where k bits of the s bits are de-
termined according to k bits corresponding to an
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble, and the rest (s-k) bits of the s bits
are determined by using an identifier for indicating
the random access preamble or a random access
preamble index.

[0382] Optionally, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
is a functional relationship, a table relationship or a spec-
ified relationship; and
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system, where the signaling
includes broadcast or multicast signaling, and the corre-
spondence, configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information includes:

a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource index; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource index.

[0383] For example, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
may include:

the RAR resource index corresponding to the ran-
dom access preamble = the random access pream-
ble index mod a quantity of RAR resources config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system,
where herein mod denotes a modulo operation.

[0384] Optionally, random access preambles corre-
sponding to different RAR resources of the RAR resourc-
es configured by using signaling or preset by a system
may be completely not same, or partially same, or com-
pletely different.
[0385] Optionally, the processor 032 executes the in-
struction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a specified parameter and a random access pream-
ble, the random access preamble corresponding to
the specified parameter; and
determine, according to the random access pream-
ble corresponding to the specified parameter, a
quantity of bits of an identifier, for indicating the ran-
dom access preamble or a random access preamble
index, in an RAR message included in a MAC PDU.

[0386] The correspondence between the specified pa-
rameter and the random access preamble is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, and the ran-
dom access preamble and the quantity of bits of the iden-
tifier for indicating the random access preamble or the
random access preamble index are configured by using
signaling or preset by the system; and
the specified parameter includes: a path loss value or
range, a reference signal receive power value or range,
a reference signal receive quality value or range, a chan-
nel quality information value or range, a service type of
the user equipment, a power saving type of the user
equipment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mo-
bility type of the user equipment.
[0387] Optionally, the RAR message corresponding to
the random access preamble does not include a bit or a
field for indicating a temporary identifier, and the tempo-
rary identifier includes a cell radio network temporary
identifier, or a temporary cell radio network temporary
identifier.
[0388] Optionally, the RAR message corresponding to
the random access preamble does not include uplink
scheduling/grant information.
[0389] Optionally, the RAR message corresponding to
the random access preamble includes: a predefined tim-
ing advance command, where an adjustment granularity
of the predefined timing advance command is greater
than a specified adjustment granularity.
[0390] Optionally, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
further includes one or more cell common parameters,
and the cell common parameter includes: a cell identity,
a subframe number, a frame number, a timeslot number
or an orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing symbol
index.
[0391] Optionally, a preset timing relationship or a pre-
set time offset exists between a start moment of the time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR message and
a start moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the random access preamble by the user equip-
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ment; or, a preset timing relationship or a preset time
offset exists between an ending moment of the time re-
source occupied in transmitting the RAR message and
an ending moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the random access preamble by the user equip-
ment.
[0392] Optionally, the interface 034 is further config-
ured to receive an RAR reply message sent by the user
equipment, where the RAR reply message includes a
radio resource control RRC connection request, where
the RRC connection request includes a bit or a field for
indicating a first user identity, and the first user identity
is used for distinguishing the user equipment in conten-
tion conflict resolution of random access, where a quan-
tity of bits included in the bit or the field for indicating the
first user identity is less than a first specified bit quantity.
[0393] Optionally, the RRC connection request further
includes a predefined establishment cause, and a quan-
tity of bits for indicating the predefined establishment
cause is greater than a second specified bit quantity.
[0394] Optionally, a resource used for transmitting the
RAR reply message is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the resource that is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system and that is
used for transmitting the RAR reply message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR reply message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR reply
message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different RAR reply messages and/or a
frequency interval between frequency resources oc-
cupied in transmitting different RAR reply messages;
and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR reply messages and a quantity
of frequency resources that are contained in one pre-
specified frequency range and that are occupied in
transmitting RAR reply messages.

[0395] Optionally, the processor 032 executes the in-
struction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information, a resource for
receiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for receiving the RAR

reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the RAR resource information, a resource
for receiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the RAR resource information and a cell
common parameter, a resource for receiving the
RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter, a resource for re-
ceiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter and a cell common
parameter, a resource for receiving the RAR reply
message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a path loss range, a reference signal re-
ceive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment,
the foregoing correspondence is a functional rela-
tionship, a table relationship or a specified relation-
ship, and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

[0396] For example, the correspondence between the
resource index of the RAR reply message and the pre-
amble information includes:

the resource index of the RAR reply message cor-
responding to the random access preamble = the
random access preamble index mod a quantity of
resources, of RAR reply messages, configured by
using signaling or preset by the system, where mod
denotes a modulo operation; or
the resource index of the RAR reply message = the
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble.

[0397] Optionally, a preset timing relationship or a pre-
set time offset exists between a start moment of a time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage and a start moment of a time resource occupied in
transmitting the RAR message; or, a preset timing rela-
tionship or a preset time offset exists between an ending
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message and an ending moment of a time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR message.
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[0398] Optionally, the interface 034 may be further con-
figured to:

send a contention resolution message to the user
equipment, where
the contention resolution message includes a bit or
a field for indicating a second user identity, and the
second user identity is used for distinguishing user
equipment in contention conflict resolution of ran-
dom access, where a quantity of bits included in the
bit or the field for indicating the second user identity
is less than a third specified bit quantity.

[0399] Optionally, the contention resolution message
may further include: a bit or a field for indicating a tem-
porary identifier, and the temporary identifier includes a
cell radio network temporary identifier, or a temporary
cell radio network temporary identifier.
[0400] A resource used for transmitting the contention
resolution message is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the resource that is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system and that is
used for transmitting the contention resolution message
includes includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the con-
tention resolution message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the contention resolution message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the contention res-
olution message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different contention resolution messag-
es and/or a frequency interval between frequency
resources occupied in transmitting different conten-
tion resolution messages; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting contention resolution messages and
a quantity of frequency resources that are contained
in one prespecified frequency range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting contention resolution messag-
es.

[0401] Optionally, the processor 032 executes the in-
struction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the preamble information, a re-
source for sending the contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the preamble information and

a cell common parameter, a resource for sending
the contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the RAR resource information,
a resource for sending the contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the RAR resource information
and a cell common parameter, a resource for send-
ing the contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and a specified parameter, a re-
source for sending the contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and a specified parameter and a
cell common parameter, a resource for sending the
contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply message, a path loss range, a reference signal
receive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0402] Optionally, a preset timing relationship or a pre-
set time offset exists between a start moment of a time
resource occupied in transmitting the contention resolu-
tion message and a start moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting an RAR reply message; or, a preset
timing relationship or a preset time offset exists between
an ending moment of a time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the contention resolution message and an ending
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting an
RAR reply message.
[0403] Optionally, the interface 034 may be further con-
figured to:

receive an RAR reply message retransmitted by the
user equipment; and/or
send a retransmitted contention resolution message
to the user equipment.

[0404] A size of a time resource and a frequency re-
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source occupied in retransmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage, and/or a start location or a location of a time re-
source and a frequency resource occupied in retransmit-
ting the RAR reply message, and/or an interval between
time resources and/or an interval between frequency re-
sources occupied in retransmitting specific two RAR re-
ply messages in the system, and/or quantities of time
resources and frequency resources occupied in retrans-
mitting the RAR reply message are configured by using
signaling or preset by the system; and
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource oc-
cupied in retransmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage, and/or a start location or a location of a time re-
source and a frequency resource occupied in retransmit-
ting the contention resolution message, and/or an interval
between time resources and/or an interval between fre-
quency resources occupied in retransmitting specific two
contention resolution messages in the system, and/or
quantities of time resources and frequency resources oc-
cupied in retransmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage are configured by using signaling or preset by the
system.
[0405] Optionally, the processor 032 executes the in-
struction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the preamble information
and a preset time offset, a resource for receiving the
retransmitted RAR reply information; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the preamble information,
a preset time offset, and a cell common parameter,
a resource for receiving the retransmitted RAR reply
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion and a preset time offset, a resource for receiving
the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion, a preset time offset, and a cell common param-
eter, a resource for receiving the retransmitted RAR
reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and a specified parameter and
a preset time offset, a resource for receiving the re-
transmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and a specified parameter, a
preset time offset, and a cell common parameter, a
resource for receiving the retransmitted RAR reply
message,

where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the foregoing correspondence is a functional rela-
tionship, a table relationship or a specified relation-
ship, and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

[0406] Optionally, the processor 032 executes the in-
struction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the preamble in-
formation and a preset time offset, a resource for
sending the retransmitted contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the preamble in-
formation, a preset time offset, and a cell common
parameter, a resource for sending the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information and a preset time offset, a re-
source for sending the retransmitted contention res-
olution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for sending the re-
transmitted contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter and a preset time offset, a resource for send-
ing the retransmitted contention resolution message;
or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter, a preset time offset, and a cell common
parameter, a resource for sending the retransmitted
contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
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timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

[0407] In addition, it should be noted that resources
used for the RAR reply message correspond to a quantity
of times of transmitting the RAR reply message, and re-
sources used in different quantities of times of transmit-
ting the RAR reply message are orthogonal in time,
and/or frequency, and/or codeword;
resources used for the contention resolution message
correspond to a quantity of times of transmitting the con-
tention resolution message, and resources used in dif-
ferent quantities of times of transmitting the contention
resolution message are orthogonal in time, and/or fre-
quency, and/or codeword; and
transmission of a first message is performed by using a
predefined first message configuration, where the first
information is an RAR message, or an RAR reply mes-
sage, or a contention resolution message, or a retrans-
mitted RAR reply message, or a retransmitted contention
resolution message, and the first message configuration
includes one or more of the following: a modulation and
coding scheme, a size of a transmission block, a power
setting.
[0408] Optionally, if the resource used for transmitting
the first information is configured by using signaling, the
processor 032 executes the instruction to further:

send configuration signaling to the user equipment,
where the configuration signaling is used for notifying
the user equipment of a resource used for transmit-
ting the first information.

[0409] By means of the base station provided in this
embodiment of the present invention, an implicit manner
is used to indicate an identifier of a random access pre-
amble index, and a quantity of bits of the identifier of the
random access preamble index is reduced, so that an
RAR message can be simplified; or, a random access
preamble may be set according to a specified parameter,
and a quantity of bits of an identifier of a corresponding
random access preamble index is then set according to
the set random access preamble; or, it may be made that
an RAR message does not include a bit or a field for
indicating a temporary identifier; or, it may be made that
an RAR message does not include uplink schedul-

ing/grant information; or, a timing advance command
may be predefined, where an adjustment granularity of
the predefined timing advance command is greater than
a specified adjustment granularity, a message in a pro-
cedure of random access is simplified, and at the same
time resources used for transmitting an RAR reply mes-
sage, transmitting a contention resolution message, re-
transmitting an RAR reply message, and retransmitting
a contention resolution message are preset, so that it is
no longer necessary to allocate a resource through
scheduling, thereby simplifying the process of random
access, and improving reliability of information transmis-
sion in the process of random access.
[0410] An embodiment of the present invention further
provides another user equipment 04. As shown in FIG.
10, the user equipment includes: a bus 041, and a proc-
essor 042, a memory 043, and an interface 044 connect-
ed to the bus 041. The memory 044 is configured to store
an instruction;

the processor 042 executes the instruction to deter-
mine a random access preamble;
the interface 034 is configured to to a base station
send the first random access preamble;
the processor 042 executes the instruction to further:
determine preamble information according to the
first random access preamble, where the preamble
information includes one or more of the following:
the random access preamble, a random access pre-
amble index, an index of a time resource used for
transmitting the random access preamble, an index
of a frequency resource used for transmitting the ran-
dom access preamble, a start time resource in the
time resource used for transmitting the random ac-
cess preamble, and a start frequency resource used
for transmitting the random access preamble; and
determine an RAR resource corresponding to the
first random access preamble according to a corre-
spondence between the preamble information and
random access response RAR resource information,
where the RAR resource information includes one
or more of the following: the RAR resource, an RAR
resource index, an index of a time resource used for
transmitting an RAR message, an index of a frequen-
cy resource used for transmitting the RAR message,
a start time resource in the time resource used for
transmitting the RAR message, and a start frequency
resource used for transmitting the RAR message,
and the correspondence between the preamble in-
formation and the RAR resource information is con-
figured by using signaling or preset by the system.

[0411] The interface 044 is further configured to re-
ceive, on the RAR resource corresponding to the first
random access preamble, a media access control MAC
packet data unit PDU sent by the base station; and
the processor 042 executes the instruction to further de-
termine whether the MAC PDU includes the RAR mes-
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sage corresponding to the first random access preamble.
[0412] The RAR resource is configured by using sign-
aling, where the signaling is sent after the base station
or a system presets the RAR resource, and each RAR
resource of preset RAR resources corresponds to one
or more random access preambles.
[0413] Optionally, the RAR resource configured by us-
ing signaling includes:

a location of the time resource and/or a location of
the frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message; and/or,
a start location of the time resource and/or a start
location of the frequency resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message; and/or,
a size of the time resource and/or a size of the fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the RAR
message; and/or,
a time interval and/or a frequency interval between
time resources occupied in transmitting different
RARs; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR messages and a quantity of fre-
quency resources that are contained in one prespec-
ified frequency range and that are occupied in trans-
mitting RAR messages.

[0414] Optionally, in an implementation manner, if N
RAR resources are configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system, and the N RAR resources correspond
to N random access preambles, where N is a positive
integer greater than 1, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
includes:

each random access preamble corresponds to one
RAR resource or RAR resource index, and RAR re-
sources or RAR resource indices corresponding to
different random access preambles are different; or,
each random access preamble index corresponds
to one RAR resource or RAR resource index, and
RAR resources or RAR resource indices corre-
sponding to different random access preamble indi-
ces are different.

[0415] Optionally, if one RAR resource corresponds to
only one random access preamble, the RAR message
included in the media access control MAC packet data
unit PDU transmitted on the RAR resource does not in-
clude an identifier for indicating the random access pre-
amble or a random access preamble index.
[0416] Optionally, in another implementation manner,
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the N RAR resources corre-
spond to M random access preambles, where N and M
are positive integers greater than 1, and M>N, the cor-
respondence between the preamble information and the

RAR resource information includes:

each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble, and
there is at least one RAR resource or RAR resource
index that corresponds to multiple random access
preambles; or,
each RAR resource or RAR resource index corre-
sponds to at least one random access preamble in-
dex, and there is at least one RAR resource or RAR
resource index that corresponds to multiple random
access preamble indices.

[0417] Exemplarily, if one RAR resource corresponds
to multiple random access preambles, the RAR message
included in the MAC PDU transmitted on the RAR re-
source includes an identifier for indicating the random
access preambles or random access preamble indices,
and a length of the identifier is equal to k bits, where
k=ceil(log2(a quantity of random access preambles cor-
responding to the RAR resource)), herein ceil denotes a
function of rounding up, and log denotes a logarithmic
function; or,
if at least one RAR resource of RAR resources corre-
sponds to multiple random access preambles, an RAR
message included in a MAC PDU transmitted on each
RAR resource includes an identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preambles or random access preamble in-
dices, and a length of the identifier is less than or equal
to h bits, where h= ceil(log2(max(a quantity of random
access preambles corresponding to a first RAR resource,
a quantity of random access preambles corresponding
to a second RAR resource, ..., a quantity of random ac-
cess preambles corresponding to an Nth RAR re-
source))), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding up,
and log denotes a logarithmic function, max is a maxi-
mum value function, and N is a positive integer greater
than 1.
[0418] Optionally, the processor 042 executes the in-
struction to further:

if bits corresponding to an RAR resource or an RAR
resource index where the RAR message is located
are the same as the random access preamble and
the first random access preamble, where the random
access preamble is indicated by the identifier for in-
dicating the random access preambles or the ran-
dom access preamble indices and the identifier is
included in the RAR message included in the MAC
PDU, determine that the MAC PDU includes the RAR
message corresponding to the first random access
preamble; or,
if bits corresponding to an RAR resource or an RAR
resource index where the RAR message is located
are the same as the random access preamble index
and a first random access preamble index deter-
mined by user equipment, where the random access
preamble index is indicated by the identifier for indi-
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cating the random access preambles or the random
access preamble indices and the identifier is includ-
ed in the RAR message included in the MAC PDU,
determine that the MAC PDU includes the RAR mes-
sage corresponding to the first random access pre-
amble; or
if a state of an identifier, for indicating a random ac-
cess preamble or a random access preamble index,
included in an RAR message included in the MAC
PDU received on the RAR resource corresponding
to the first random access preamble is the same as
a state of a bits of bits corresponding to the first ran-
dom access preamble, determine that the MAC PDU
includes the RAR message corresponding to the first
random access preamble, where a is equal to a
quantity of bits of the identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preamble or the random access pream-
ble index, and locations of the a bits in bits corre-
sponding to the first random access preamble index
are prespecified.

[0419] Alternatively, exemplarily, if the N RAR resourc-
es are configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem, and N=2k:

a preamble index of a random access preamble is
indicated by s bits, where k bits of the s bits are de-
termined according to k bits corresponding to an
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble, and the rest (s-k) bits of the s bits
are determined by using an identifier for indicating
the random access preamble or a random access
preamble index.

[0420] Optionally, the processor 042 executes the in-
struction to further:

determine a bit value corresponding to the RAR re-
source index corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble, where the bit value corresponding
to the RAR resource index is preset;
determine a bit value corresponding to the identifier
in the MAC PDU;
combine the bit value corresponding to the RAR re-
source index corresponding to the random access
preamble and the bit value corresponding to the
identifier in the MAC PDU to obtain the s bits;
determine the random access preamble indicated
by the s bits; and
determine whether the first random access preamble
is the same as the random access preamble indicat-
ed by the s bits, and if the first random access pre-
amble is the same as the random access preamble
indicated by the s bits, determine that the MAC PDU
includes the RAR message corresponding to the first
random access preamble, or if the first random ac-
cess preamble is different from the random access
preamble indicated by the s bits, determine that the

MAC PDU does not include the RAR message cor-
responding to the first random access preamble.

[0421] Optionally, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
is a functional relationship, a table relationship or a spec-
ified relationship; and
the correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system, where the correspond-
ence, configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem, between the preamble information and the RAR re-
source information includes:

a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble and the RAR resource index; or,
a correspondence between the random access pre-
amble index and the RAR resource index.

[0422] For example, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
may include:

the RAR resource index corresponding to the ran-
dom access preamble = the random access pream-
ble index mod a quantity of RAR resources config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system,
where herein mod denotes a modulo operation.

[0423] Optionally, random access preambles corre-
sponding to different RAR resources of the RAR resourc-
es configured by using signaling may be completely not
same, or partially same, or completely different.
[0424] Optionally, a quantity of bits of an identifier, for
indicating a random access preamble or a random ac-
cess preamble index, in the RAR message included in
the MAC PDU is determined by the base station accord-
ing to a correspondence between a specified parameter
and a random access preamble.
[0425] The correspondence between the specified pa-
rameter and the random access preamble is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, and a quantity
of bits of the identifier for indicating the random access
preamble or the random access preamble index is con-
figured by using signaling or preset by the system.
[0426] The specified parameter includes: a path loss
value or range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value or
range, a channel quality information value or range, a
service type of the user equipment, a power saving type
of the user equipment, a delay type of the user equipment
or a mobility type of the user equipment.
[0427] Optionally, the RAR message corresponding to
the first random access preamble does not include a bit
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or a field for indicating a temporary identifier, and the
temporary identifier include as cell radio network tempo-
rary identifier, or a temporary cell radio network tempo-
rary identifier.
[0428] Optionally, the RAR message corresponding to
the first random access preamble does not include uplink
scheduling/grant information.
[0429] Optionally, the RAR message corresponding to
the first random access preamble includes: a predefined
timing advance command, where an adjustment granu-
larity of the predefined timing advance command is great-
er than a specified adjustment granularity.
[0430] Optionally, the correspondence between the
preamble information and the RAR resource information
further includes one or more cell common parameters,
and the cell common parameter includes: a cell identity,
a subframe number, a frame number, a timeslot number
or an orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing symbol
index.
[0431] Optionally, a preset timing relationship or a pre-
set time offset exists between a start moment of the time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR message and
a start moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the random access preamble by the user equip-
ment; or, a preset timing relationship or a preset time
offset exists between an ending moment of the time re-
source occupied in transmitting the RAR message and
an ending moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the random access preamble by the user equip-
ment.
[0432] Optionally, the interface 044 may be further con-
figured to: send an RAR reply message to the base sta-
tion, where the RAR reply message includes a radio re-
source control RRC connection request, where
the RRC connection request includes a bit or a field for
indicating a first user identity, and the first user identity
is used for distinguishing the user equipment in conten-
tion conflict resolution of random access, where a quan-
tity of bits included in the bit or the field for indicating the
first user identity is less than a first specified bit quantity.
[0433] Optionally, the RRC connection request further
includes a predefined establishment cause, and a quan-
tity of bits for indicating the predefined establishment
cause is greater than a second specified bit quantity.
[0434] Optionally, a resource used for transmitting the
RAR reply message is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the resource that is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system and that is
used for transmitting the RAR reply message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR reply message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR reply

message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in
transmitting different RAR reply messages and/or a
frequency interval between frequency resources oc-
cupied in transmitting different RAR reply messages;
and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting RAR reply messages and a quantity
of frequency resources that are contained in one pre-
specified frequency range and that are occupied in
transmitting RAR reply messages.

[0435] Optionally, the processor 042 executes the in-
struction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information, a resource for
sending the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for sending the RAR re-
ply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the RAR resource information, a resource
for sending the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the RAR resource information and a cell
common parameter, a resource for sending the RAR
reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter, a resource for send-
ing the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and a specified parameter and a cell common
parameter, a resource for sending the RAR mes-
sage,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a path loss range, a reference signal re-
ceive power value or range, a reference signal re-
ceive quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user equip-
ment, a delay type of the user equipment or a mobility
type of the user equipment,
the foregoing correspondence is a functional rela-
tionship, a table relationship or a specified relation-
ship, and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.
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[0436] For example, the correspondence between the
resource index of the RAR reply message and the pre-
amble information may include:

the resource index of the RAR reply message cor-
responding to the random access preamble = the
random access preamble index mod a quantity of
resources, of RAR reply messages, configured by
using signaling or preset by the system, where mod
denotes a modulo operation; or
the resource index of the RAR reply message = the
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble.

[0437] Optionally, a preset timing relationship or a pre-
set time offset exists between a start moment of a time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage and a start moment of a time resource occupied in
transmitting the RAR message; or, a preset timing rela-
tionship or a preset time offset exists between an ending
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message and an ending moment of a time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR message.
[0438] Optionally, the interface 044 may be further con-
figured to:

receive a contention resolution message sent by the
base station, where
the contention resolution message includes a bit or
a field for indicating a second user identity, and the
second user identity is used for distinguishing user
equipment in contention conflict resolution of ran-
dom access, where a quantity of bits included in the
bit or the field for indicating the second user identity
is less than a third specified bit quantity.

[0439] Optionally, the contention resolution message
further includes: a bit or a field for indicating a temporary
identifier, and the temporary identifier includes a cell ra-
dio network temporary identifier, or a temporary cell radio
network temporary identifier.
[0440] Optionally, a resource used for transmitting the
contention resolution message is configured by using sig-
naling or preset by the system, and the resource that is
configured by using signaling or preset by the system
and that is used for transmitting the contention resolution
message includes:

a location of a time resource and/or a location of a
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the con-
tention resolution message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start lo-
cation of a frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the contention resolution message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a frequency
resource occupied in transmitting the contention res-
olution message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied in

transmitting different contention resolution messag-
es and/or a frequency interval between frequency
resources occupied in transmitting different conten-
tion resolution messages; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained in
one prespecified time range and that are occupied
in transmitting contention resolution messages and
a quantity of frequency resources that are contained
in one prespecified frequency range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting contention resolution messag-
es.

[0441] Optionally, the processor 042 executes the in-
struction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the preamble information, a re-
source for receiving the contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the preamble information and
a cell common parameter, a resource for receiving
the contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the RAR resource information,
a resource for receiving the contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and the RAR resource information
and a cell common parameter, a resource for receiv-
ing the contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and a specified parameter, a re-
source for receiving the contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the contention res-
olution message and a specified parameter and a
cell common parameter, a resource for receiving the
contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the foregoing correspondence is a functional rela-
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tionship, a table relationship or a specified relation-
ship, and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

[0442] Optionally, a preset timing relationship or a pre-
set time offset exists between a start moment of a time
resource occupied in transmitting the contention resolu-
tion message and a start moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting an RAR reply message; or, a preset
timing relationship or a preset time offset exists between
an ending moment of a time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the contention resolution message and an ending
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting an
RAR reply message.
[0443] Optionally, the interface 044 may be further con-
figured to:

send a retransmitted RAR reply message to the base
station; and/or
receive a contention resolution message retransmit-
ted by the base station.

[0444] A size of a time resource and a frequency re-
source occupied in retransmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage, and/or a start location or a location of a time re-
source and a frequency resource occupied in retransmit-
ting the RAR reply message, and/or an interval between
time resources and/or an interval between frequency re-
sources occupied in retransmitting specific two RAR re-
ply messages in the system, and/or quantities of time
resources and frequency resources occupied in retrans-
mitting the RAR reply message are configured by using
signaling or preset by the system; and
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource oc-
cupied in retransmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage, and/or a start location or a location of a time re-
source and a frequency resource occupied in retransmit-
ting the contention resolution message, and/or an interval
between time resources and/or an interval between fre-
quency resources occupied in retransmitting specific two
contention resolution messages in the system, and/or
quantities of time resources and frequency resources oc-
cupied in retransmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage are configured by using signaling or preset by the
system.
[0445] Optionally, the processor 042 executes the in-
struction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the preamble information
and a preset time offset, a resource for sending the
retransmitted RAR reply information; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the preamble information,
a preset time offset, and a cell common parameter,
a resource for sending the retransmitted RAR reply

message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion and a preset time offset, a resource for sending
the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion, a preset time offset, and a cell common param-
eter, a resource for sending the retransmitted RAR
reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and a specified parameter and
a preset time offset, a resource for sending the re-
transmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
RAR reply message and a specified parameter, a
preset time offset, and a cell common parameter, a
resource for sending the retransmitted RAR reply
message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the foregoing correspondence is a functional rela-
tionship, a table relationship or a specified relation-
ship, and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

[0446] Optionally, the processor 042 executes the in-
struction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the preamble in-
formation and a preset time offset, a resource for
receiving the retransmitted contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the preamble in-
formation, a preset time offset, and a cell common
parameter, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the RAR re-
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source information and a preset time offset, a re-
source for receiving the retransmitted contention
resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for receiving the re-
transmitted contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter and a preset time offset, a resource for re-
ceiving the retransmitted contention resolution mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence between
a resource or a resource index of the retransmitted
contention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter, a preset time offset, and a cell common
parameter, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
contention resolution message,
where the cell common parameter includes a cell
identity, a subframe number, a frame number, a
timeslot number or an orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing symbol index, the specified parameter
includes: a resource index used for sending an RAR
reply, a path loss range, a reference signal receive
power value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality information
value or range, a service type of the user equipment,
a power saving type of the user equipment, a delay
type of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the foregoing correspondence is a functional rela-
tionship, a table relationship or a specified relation-
ship, and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

[0447] In addition, it should be noted that resources
used for the RAR reply message correspond to a quantity
of times of transmitting the RAR reply message, and re-
sources used in different quantities of times of transmit-
ting the RAR reply message are orthogonal in time,
and/or frequency, and/or codeword;
resources used for the contention resolution message
correspond to a quantity of times of transmitting the con-
tention resolution message, and resources used in dif-
ferent quantities of times of transmitting the contention
resolution message are orthogonal in time, and/or fre-
quency, and/or codeword; and
transmission of a first message is performed by using a
predefined first message configuration, where the first
information is an RAR message, or an RAR reply mes-
sage, or a contention resolution message, or a retrans-
mitted RAR reply message, or a retransmitted contention
resolution message, and the first message configuration
includes one or more of the following: a modulation and
coding scheme, a size of a transmission block, a power

setting.
[0448] The user equipment provided in this embodi-
ment of the present invention receives an implicit manner
is used to indicate an identifier of a random access pre-
amble index, and a quantity of bits of the identifier of the
random access preamble index is reduced, so that an
RAR message can be simplified; or, a random access
preamble may be set according to a specified parameter,
and a quantity of bits of an identifier of a corresponding
random access preamble index is then set according to
the set random access preamble; or, it may be made that
an RAR message does not include a bit or a field for
indicating a temporary identifier; or, it may be made that
an RAR message does not include uplink schedul-
ing/grant information; or, a timing advance command
may be predefined, where an adjustment granularity of
the predefined timing advance command is greater than
a specified adjustment granularity, a message in a pro-
cedure of random access is simplified, and at the same
time resources used for transmitting an RAR reply mes-
sage, transmitting a contention resolution message, re-
transmitting an RAR reply message, and retransmitting
a contention resolution message are preset, so that it is
no longer necessary to allocate a resource through
scheduling, thereby simplifying the process of random
access, and improving reliability of information transmis-
sion in the process of random access.
[0449] The term "and/or" in the present invention de-
scribes only an association relationship for describing
associated objects and represents that three relation-
ships may exist. For example, A and/or B may represent
the following three cases: Only A exists, both A and B
exist, and only B exists. In addition, the character "/" in
this specification generally indicates an "or" relationship
between the associated objects.
[0450] In the several embodiments provided in the
present application, it should be understood that the dis-
closed method, apparatus, and system may be imple-
mented in other manners. For example, the described
apparatus embodiment is merely exemplary. For exam-
ple, the unit division is merely logical function division
and may be other division in actual implementation. For
example, a plurality of units or components may be com-
bined or integrated into another system, or some features
may be ignored or not performed. In addition, the dis-
played or discussed mutual couplings or direct couplings
or communication connections may be implemented
through some interfaces. The indirect couplings or com-
munication connections between the apparatuses or
units may be implemented in electronic, mechanical, or
other forms.
[0451] The units described as separate parts may or
may not be physically separate, and parts displayed as
units may or may not be physical units, may be located
in one position, or may be distributed on a plurality of
network units. Some or all of the units may be selected
according to actual needs to achieve the objectives of
the solutions of the embodiments.
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[0452] In addition, functional units in the embodiments
of the present invention may be integrated into one
processing unit, or each of the units may exist alone phys-
ically, or two or more units are integrated into one unit.
The integrated unit may be implemented in a form of hard-
ware, or may be implemented in a form of hardware in
addition to a software functional unit.
[0453] When the foregoing integrated unit is imple-
mented in a form of a software functional unit, the inte-
grated unit may be stored in a computer-readable storage
medium. The software functional unit is stored in a stor-
age medium and includes several instructions for in-
structing a computer device (which may be a personal
computer, a server, or a network device) to perform some
of the steps of the methods described in the embodiments
of the present invention. The foregoing storage medium
includes: any medium that can store program code, such
as a USB flash drive, a removable hard disk, a read-only
memory (Read-Only Memory, ROM), a random access
memory (Random Access Memory, RAM), a magnetic
disk, or an optical disc.
[0454] The foregoing descriptions are merely specific
implementation manners of the present invention, but are
not intended to limit the protection scope of the present
invention. Any variation or replacement readily figured
out by a person skilled in the art within the technical scope
disclosed in the present invention shall fall within the pro-
tection scope of the present invention. Therefore, the pro-
tection scope of the present invention shall be subject to
the protection scope of the claims.

Claims

1. A method for predetermining a resource in a process
of random access, wherein the method comprises:

receiving a random access preamble sent by
user equipment, and determining preamble in-
formation according to the received random ac-
cess preamble, wherein the preamble informa-
tion comprises one or more of the following: the
random access preamble, a random access pre-
amble index, an index of a time resource used
for transmitting the random access preamble,
an index of a frequency resource used for trans-
mitting the random access preamble, a start time
resource in the time resource used for transmit-
ting the random access preamble, and a start
frequency resource used for transmitting the
random access preamble;
determining an RAR resource corresponding to
the random access preamble according to a cor-
respondence between the preamble information
and random access response RAR resource in-
formation, wherein the RAR resource informa-
tion comprises one or more of the following: the
RAR resource, an RAR resource index, an index

of a time resource used for transmitting an RAR
message, an index of a frequency resource used
for transmitting the RAR message, a start time
resource in the time resource used for transmit-
ting the RAR message, and a start frequency
resource used for transmitting the RAR mes-
sage, and the correspondence between the pre-
amble information and the RAR resource infor-
mation is configured by using signaling or preset
by a system; and
sending the RAR message corresponding to the
random access preamble to the user equipment
on the RAR resource corresponding to the ran-
dom access preamble.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:

the RAR resource is configured by using sign-
aling or preset by the system, and each RAR
resource of RAR resources configured by using
signaling or preset by the system corresponds
to one or more random access preambles.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the RAR
resource configured by using signaling or preset by
the system comprises:

a location of the time resource and/or a location
of the frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR message; and/or,
a start location of the time resource and/or a
start location of the frequency resource occu-
pied in transmitting the RAR message; and/or,
a size of the time resource and/or a size of the
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message; and/or,
a time interval and/or a frequency interval be-
tween time resources occupied in transmitting
different RARs; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting RAR messages and a
quantity of frequency resources that are con-
tained in one prespecified frequency range and
that are occupied in transmitting RAR messag-
es.

4. The method according to claim 2, wherein
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and the N RAR resources
correspond to N random access preambles, wherein
N is a positive integer greater than 1, the correspond-
ence between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information comprises:

each random access preamble corresponds to
one RAR resource or RAR resource index, and
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RAR resources or RAR resource indices corre-
sponding to different random access preambles
are different; or,
each random access preamble index corre-
sponds to one RAR resource or RAR resource
index, and RAR resources or RAR resource in-
dices corresponding to different random access
preamble indices are different.

5. The method according to claim 4, comprising:

if one RAR resource corresponds to only one
random access preamble, an RAR message
comprised in a media access control MAC pack-
et data unit PDU transmitted on the RAR re-
source does not comprise an identifier for indi-
cating the random access preamble or a random
access preamble index.

6. The method according to claim 2, wherein
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and the N RAR resources
correspond to M random access preambles, wherein
N and M are positive integers greater than 1, and
M>N, the correspondence between the preamble in-
formation and the RAR resource information com-
prises:

each RAR resource or RAR resource index cor-
responds to at least one random access pream-
ble, and there is at least one RAR resource or
RAR resource index that corresponds to multi-
ple random access preambles; or,
each RAR resource or RAR resource index cor-
responds to at least one random access pream-
ble index, and there is at least one RAR resource
or RAR resource index that corresponds to mul-
tiple random access preamble indices.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein
if one RAR resource corresponds to multiple random
access preambles, an RAR message comprised in
a MAC PDU transmitted on the RAR resource com-
prises an identifier for indicating the random access
preambles or random access preamble indices, and
a length of the identifier is equal to k bits, wherein
k=ceil(log2(a quantity of random access preambles
corresponding to the RAR resource)), herein ceil de-
notes a function of rounding up, and log denotes a
logarithmic function; or,
if at least one RAR resource of RAR resources cor-
responds to multiple random access preambles, an
RAR message comprised in a MAC PDU transmitted
on each RAR resource comprises an identifier for
indicating the random access preambles or random
access preamble indices, and a length of the identi-
fier is less than or equal to h bits, wherein h=
ceil(log2(max(a quantity of random access pream-

bles corresponding to a first RAR resource, a quan-
tity of random access preambles corresponding to a
second RAR resource, ..., a quantity of random ac-
cess preambles corresponding to an Nth RAR re-
source))), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding
up, and log denotes a logarithmic function, max is a
maximum value function, and N is a positive integer
greater than 1.

8. The method according to claim 6, wherein if the N
RAR resources are configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and N=2k:

a preamble index of a random access preamble
is indicated by s bits, wherein k bits of the s bits
are determined according to k bits correspond-
ing to an RAR resource index corresponding to
the random access preamble, and the rest (s-k)
bits of the s bits are determined by using an iden-
tifier for indicating the random access preamble
or a random access preamble index.

9. The method according to claim 1, wherein
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information is a functional
relationship, a table relationship or a specified rela-
tionship; and
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, wherein
the signaling comprises broadcast or multicast sig-
naling, and the correspondence, configured by using
signaling or preset by the system, between the pre-
amble information and the RAR resource information
comprises:

a correspondence between the random access
preamble and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access
preamble index and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access
preamble and the RAR resource index; or,
a correspondence between the random access
preamble index and the RAR resource index.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the cor-
respondence between the preamble information and
the RAR resource information comprises:

the RAR resource index corresponding to the
random access preamble = the random access
preamble index mod a quantity of RAR resourc-
es configured by using signaling or preset by the
system, wherein herein mod denotes a modulo
operation.

11. The method according to claim 2, wherein random
access preambles corresponding to different RAR
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resources of the RAR resources configured by using
signaling or preset by the system are completely not
same, or partially same, or completely different.

12. The method according to claim 1, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a specified parameter and a random ac-
cess preamble, the random access preamble
corresponding to the specified parameter; and
determining, according to the random access
preamble corresponding to the specified param-
eter, a quantity of bits of an identifier, for indi-
cating the random access preamble or a random
access preamble index, in an RAR message
comprised in a MAC PDU.

13. The method according to claim 12, wherein
the correspondence between the specified parame-
ter and the random access preamble is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, and the
random access preamble and the quantity of bits of
the identifier for indicating the random access pre-
amble or the random access preamble index are
configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem; and
the specified parameter comprises: a path loss value
or range, a reference signal receive power value or
range, a reference signal receive quality value or
range, a channel quality information value or range,
a service type of the user equipment, a power saving
type of the user equipment, a delay type of the user
equipment or a mobility type of the user equipment.

14. The method according to claim 1, wherein
the RAR message corresponding to the random ac-
cess preamble does not comprise a bit or a field for
indicating a temporary identifier, and the temporary
identifier comprises a cell radio network temporary
identifier, or a temporary cell radio network tempo-
rary identifier; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the random ac-
cess preamble does not comprise uplink schedul-
ing/grant information; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the random ac-
cess preamble comprises: a predefined timing ad-
vance command, wherein an adjustment granularity
of the predefined timing advance command is great-
er than a specified adjustment granularity; and/or
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information further com-
prises one or more cell common parameters, and
the cell common parameter comprises: a cell iden-
tity, a subframe number, a frame number, a timeslot
number or an orthogonal frequency-division multi-
plexing symbol index; and/or
a preset timing relationship or a preset time offset

exists between a start moment of the time resource
occupied in transmitting the RAR message and a
start moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the random access preamble by the user
equipment; or, a preset timing relationship or a pre-
set time offset exists between an ending moment of
the time resource occupied in transmitting the RAR
message and an ending moment of the time re-
source occupied in transmitting the random access
preamble by the user equipment.

15. The method according to claim 1, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:

receiving an RAR reply message sent by the
user equipment, wherein the RAR reply mes-
sage comprises a radio resource control RRC
connection request, wherein
the RRC connection request comprises a bit or
a field for indicating a first user identity, and the
first user identity is used for distinguishing the
user equipment in contention conflict resolution
of random access, wherein a quantity of bits
comprised in the bit or the field for indicating the
first user identity is less than a first specified bit
quantity.

16. The method according to claim 15, wherein the RRC
connection request further comprises a predefined
establishment cause, and a quantity of bits for indi-
cating the predefined establishment cause is greater
than a second specified bit quantity.

17. The method according to claim 15 or 16, wherein a
resource used for transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage is configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, and the resource that is configured by
using signaling or preset by the system and that is
used for transmitting the RAR reply message com-
prises:

a location of a time resource and/or a location
of a frequency resource occupied in transmitting
the RAR reply message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start
location of a frequency resource occupied in
transmitting the RAR reply message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied
in transmitting different RAR reply messages
and/or a frequency interval between frequency
resources occupied in transmitting different
RAR reply messages; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting RAR reply messages and
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a quantity of frequency resources that are con-
tained in one prespecified frequency range and
that are occupied in transmitting RAR reply mes-
sages.

18. The method according to claim 15 or 16, wherein the
method further comprises:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information, a
resource for receiving the RAR reply message;
or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information
and a cell common parameter, a resource for
receiving the RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion, a resource for receiving the RAR reply mes-
sage; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion and a cell common parameter, a resource
for receiving the RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and a specified parameter, a re-
source for receiving the RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and a specified parameter and
a cell common parameter, a resource for receiv-
ing the RAR reply message,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

19. The method according to claim 18, wherein the cor-
respondence between the resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information com-
prises:

the resource index of the RAR reply message
corresponding to the random access preamble
= the random access preamble index mod a
quantity of resources, of RAR reply messages,
configured by using signaling or preset by the
system, wherein mod denotes a modulo opera-
tion; or
the resource index of the RAR reply message =
the RAR resource index corresponding to the
random access preamble.

20. The method according to claim 15, wherein a preset
timing relationship or a preset time offset exists be-
tween a start moment of a time resource occupied
in transmitting the RAR reply message and a start
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting
the RAR message; or, a preset timing relationship
or a preset time offset exists between an ending mo-
ment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message and an ending moment of a time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR message.

21. The method according to claim 1, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:

sending a contention resolution message to the
user equipment, wherein
the contention resolution message comprises a
bit or a field for indicating a second user identity,
and the second user identity is used for distin-
guishing user equipment in contention conflict
resolution of random access, wherein a quantity
of bits comprised in the bit or the field for indi-
cating the second user identity is less than a
third specified bit quantity.

22. The method according to claim 21, wherein the con-
tention resolution message further comprises: a bit
or a field for indicating a temporary identifier, and the
temporary identifier comprises a cell radio network
temporary identifier, or a temporary cell radio net-
work temporary identifier.

23. The method according to claim 21 or 22, wherein a
resource used for transmitting the contention reso-
lution message is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the resource that is con-
figured by using signaling or preset by the system
and that is used for transmitting the contention res-
olution message comprises:

a location of a time resource and/or a location
of a frequency resource occupied in transmitting
the contention resolution message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start
location of a frequency resource occupied in
transmitting the contention resolution message;
and/or,
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a size of a time resource and/or a size of a fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the
contention resolution message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied
in transmitting different contention resolution
messages and/or a frequency interval between
frequency resources occupied in transmitting
different contention resolution messages;
and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting contention resolution
messages and a quantity of frequency resourc-
es that are contained in one prespecified fre-
quency range and that are occupied in transmit-
ting contention resolution messages.

24. The method according to claim 21 or 22, wherein the
method further comprises:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the preamble
information, a resource for sending the conten-
tion resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the preamble
information and a cell common parameter, a re-
source for sending the contention resolution
message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information, a resource for sending the
contention resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information and a cell common parame-
ter, a resource for sending the contention reso-
lution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter, a resource for sending the contention
resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter and a cell common parameter, a re-
source for sending the contention resolution
message,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a resource in-

dex used for sending an RAR reply message, a
path loss range, a reference signal receive pow-
er value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user
equipment, a delay type of the user equipment
or a mobility type of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

25. The method according to claim 21, wherein a preset
timing relationship or a preset time offset exists be-
tween a start moment of a time resource occupied
in transmitting the contention resolution message
and a start moment of a time resource occupied in
transmitting an RAR reply message; or, a preset tim-
ing relationship or a preset time offset exists between
an ending moment of a time resource occupied in
transmitting the contention resolution message and
an ending moment of a time resource occupied in
transmitting an RAR reply message.

26. The method according to claim 1, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:

receiving an RAR reply message retransmitted
by the user equipment; and/or
sending a retransmitted contention resolution
message to the user equipment.

27. The method according to claim 26, wherein
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource
occupied in retransmitting the RAR reply message,
and/or a start location or a location of a time resource
and a frequency resource occupied in retransmitting
the RAR reply message, and/or an interval between
time resources and/or an interval between frequency
resources occupied in retransmitting specific two
RAR reply messages in the system, and/or quantities
of time resources and frequency resources occupied
in retransmitting the RAR reply message are config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system; and
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource
occupied in retransmitting the contention resolution
message, and/or a start location or a location of a
time resource and a frequency resource occupied in
retransmitting the contention resolution message,
and/or an interval between time resources and/or an
interval between frequency resources occupied in
retransmitting specific two contention resolution
messages in the system, and/or quantities of time
resources and frequency resources occupied in re-
transmitting the contention resolution message are
configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem.
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28. The method according to claim 26, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the pream-
ble information and a preset time offset, a re-
source for receiving the retransmitted RAR reply
information; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the pream-
ble information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for receiving the
retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the RAR
resource information and a preset time offset, a
resource for receiving the retransmitted RAR re-
ply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the RAR
resource information, a preset time offset, and
a cell common parameter, a resource for receiv-
ing the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and a specified
parameter and a preset time offset, a resource
for receiving the retransmitted RAR reply mes-
sage; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and a specified
parameter, a preset time offset, and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for receiving the re-
transmitted RAR reply message,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a resource in-
dex used for sending an RAR reply, a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

29. The method according to claim 26, wherein the meth-

od further comprises:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the preamble information and a preset time off-
set, a resource for sending the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the preamble information, a preset time offset,
and a cell common parameter, a resource for
sending the retransmitted contention resolution
message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the RAR resource information and a preset time
offset, a resource for sending the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the RAR resource information, a preset time off-
set, and a cell common parameter, a resource
for sending the retransmitted contention resolu-
tion message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
a specified parameter and a preset time offset,
a resource for sending the retransmitted conten-
tion resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
a specified parameter, a preset time offset, and
a cell common parameter, a resource for send-
ing the retransmitted contention resolution mes-
sage,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a resource in-
dex used for sending an RAR reply, a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.
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30. The method according to any one of claims 26 to 29,
wherein
resources used for the RAR reply message corre-
spond to a quantity of times of transmitting the RAR
reply message, and resources used in different
quantities of times of transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage are orthogonal in time, and/or frequency,
and/or codeword;
resources used for the contention resolution mes-
sage correspond to a quantity of times of transmitting
the contention resolution message, and resources
used in different quantities of times of transmitting
the contention resolution message are orthogonal in
time, and/or frequency, and/or codeword; and
transmission of a first message is performed by using
a predefined first message configuration, wherein
the first information is an RAR message, or an RAR
reply message, or a contention resolution message,
or a retransmitted RAR reply message, or a retrans-
mitted contention resolution message, and the first
message configuration comprises one or more of the
following: a modulation and coding scheme, a size
of a transmission block, a power setting.

31. The method according to claim 30, wherein if a re-
source used for transmitting the first information is
configured by using signaling, the method further
comprises:

sending configuration signaling to the user
equipment, wherein the configuration signaling
is used for notifying the user equipment of a re-
source configuration used for transmitting the
first information.

32. A method for predetermining a resource in random
access, wherein the method comprises:

determining a random access preamble, and
sending the first random access preamble to a
base station;
determining preamble information according to
the first random access preamble, wherein the
preamble information comprises one or more of
the following: the random access preamble, a
random access preamble index, an index of a
time resource used for transmitting the random
access preamble, an index of a frequency re-
source used for transmitting the random access
preamble, a start time resource in the time re-
source used for transmitting the random access
preamble, and a start frequency resource used
for transmitting the random access preamble;
determining an RAR resource corresponding to
the first random access preamble according to
a correspondence between the preamble infor-
mation and random access response RAR re-
source information, wherein the RAR resource

information comprises one or more of the follow-
ing: the RAR resource, an RAR resource index,
an index of a time resource used for transmitting
an RAR message, an index of a frequency re-
source used for transmitting the RAR message,
a start time resource in the time resource used
for transmitting the RAR message, and a start
frequency resource used for transmitting the
RAR message, and the correspondence be-
tween the preamble information and the RAR
resource information is configured by using sig-
naling or preset by a system; and
receiving, on the RAR resource corresponding
to the first random access preamble, a media
access control MAC packet data unit PDU sent
by the base station, and determining whether
the MAC PDU comprises the RAR message cor-
responding to the first random access preamble.

33. The method according to claim 32, wherein
the RAR resource is configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and each RAR resource of
RAR resources configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system corresponds to one or more ran-
dom access preambles.

34. The method according to claim 33, wherein the RAR
resource configured by using signaling or preset by
the system comprises:

a location of the time resource and/or a location
of the frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR message; and/or,
a start location of the time resource and/or a
start location of the frequency resource occu-
pied in transmitting the RAR message; and/or,
a size of the time resource and/or a size of the
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message; and/or,
a time interval and/or a frequency interval be-
tween time resources occupied in transmitting
different RARs; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting RAR messages and a
quantity of frequency resources that are con-
tained in one prespecified frequency range and
that are occupied in transmitting RAR messag-
es.

35. The method according to claim 33, wherein
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and the N RAR resources
correspond to N random access preambles, wherein
N is a positive integer greater than 1, the correspond-
ence between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information comprises:
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each random access preamble corresponds to
one RAR resource or RAR resource index, and
RAR resources or RAR resource indices corre-
sponding to different random access preambles
are different; or,
each random access preamble index corre-
sponds to one RAR resource or RAR resource
index, and RAR resources or RAR resource in-
dices corresponding to different random access
preamble indices are different.

36. The method according to claim 35, comprising:

if one RAR resource corresponds to only one
random access preamble, the RAR message
comprised in the media access control MAC
packet data unit PDU transmitted on the RAR
resource does not comprise an identifier for in-
dicating the random access preamble or a ran-
dom access preamble index.

37. The method according to claim 33, wherein
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and the N RAR resources
correspond to M random access preambles, wherein
N and M are positive integers greater than 1, and
M>N, the correspondence between the preamble in-
formation and the RAR resource information com-
prises:

each RAR resource or RAR resource index cor-
responds to at least one random access pream-
ble, and there is at least one RAR resource or
RAR resource index that corresponds to multi-
ple random access preambles; or,
each RAR resource or RAR resource index cor-
responds to at least one random access pream-
ble index, and there is at least one RAR resource
or RAR resource index that corresponds to mul-
tiple random access preamble indices.

38. The method according to claim 37, wherein
if one RAR resource corresponds to multiple random
access preambles, an RAR message comprised in
the MAC PDU transmitted on the RAR resource com-
prises an identifier for indicating the random access
preambles or random access preamble indices, and
a length of the identifier is equal to k bits, wherein
k=ceil(log2(a quantity of random access preambles
corresponding to the RAR resource)), herein ceil de-
notes a function of rounding up, and log denotes a
logarithmic function; or,
if at least one RAR resource of RAR resources cor-
responds to multiple random access preambles, an
RAR message comprised in a MAC PDU transmitted
on each RAR resource comprises an identifier for
indicating the random access preambles or random
access preamble indices, and a length of the identi-

fier is less than or equal to h bits, wherein h=
ceil(log2(max(a quantity of random access pream-
bles corresponding to a first RAR resource, a quan-
tity of random access preambles corresponding to a
second RAR resource, ..., a quantity of random ac-
cess preambles corresponding to an Nth RAR re-
source))), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding
up, and log denotes a logarithmic function, max is a
maximum value function, and N is a positive integer
greater than 1.

39. The method according to claim 38, wherein the de-
termining whether the MAC PDU comprises the RAR
message corresponding to the first random access
preamble comprises:

if bits corresponding to an RAR resource or an
RAR resource index wherein the RAR message
is located are the same as the random access
preamble and the first random access preamble,
wherein the random access preamble is indicat-
ed by the identifier for indicating the random ac-
cess preambles or the random access preamble
indices and the identifier is comprised in the
RAR message comprised in the MAC PDU, de-
termining that the MAC PDU comprises the RAR
message corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble; or,
if bits corresponding to an RAR resource or an
RAR resource index wherein the RAR message
is located are the same as the random access
preamble index and a first random access pre-
amble index determined by user equipment,
wherein the random access preamble index is
indicated by the identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preambles or the random access
preamble indices and the identifier is comprised
in the RAR message comprised in the MAC
PDU, determining that the MAC PDU comprises
the RAR message corresponding to the first ran-
dom access preamble; or
if a state of an identifier, for indicating a random
access preamble or a random access preamble
index, comprised in the RAR message com-
prised in the MAC PDU received on the RAR
resource corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble is the same as a state of a bits
of bits corresponding to the first random access
preamble, determining that the MAC PDU com-
prises the RAR message corresponding to the
first random access preamble, wherein a is
equal to a quantity of bits of the identifier for in-
dicating the random access preamble or the ran-
dom access preamble index.

40. The method according to claim 37, wherein if the N
RAR resources are configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and N=2k:
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a preamble index of a random access preamble
is indicated by s bits, wherein k bits of the s bits
are determined according to k bits correspond-
ing to an RAR resource index corresponding to
the random access preamble, and the rest (s-k)
bits of the s bits are determined by using an iden-
tifier for indicating the random access preamble
or a random access preamble index.

41. The method according to claim 40, wherein the de-
termining whether the MAC PDU comprises the RAR
message corresponding to the first random access
preamble comprises:

determining a bit value corresponding to the
RAR resource index corresponding to the first
random access preamble, wherein the bit value
corresponding to the RAR resource index is pre-
set;
determining a bit value corresponding to the
identifier in the MAC PDU;
combining the bit value corresponding to the
RAR resource index corresponding to the ran-
dom access preamble and the bit value corre-
sponding to the identifier in the MAC PDU to
obtain the s bits;
determining the random access preamble indi-
cated by the s bits; and
determining whether the first random access
preamble is the same as the random access pre-
amble indicated by the s bits, and if the first ran-
dom access preamble is the same as the ran-
dom access preamble indicated by the s bits,
determining that the MAC PDU comprises the
RAR message corresponding to the first random
access preamble, or if the first random access
preamble is different from the random access
preamble indicated by the s bits, determining
that the MAC PDU does not comprise the RAR
message corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble.

42. The method according to claim 32, wherein the cor-
respondence between the preamble information and
the RAR resource information is a functional rela-
tionship, a table relationship or a specified relation-
ship; and
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, wherein
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information comprises:

a correspondence between the random access
preamble and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access
preamble index and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access

preamble and the RAR resource index; or,
a correspondence between the random access
preamble index and the RAR resource index.

43. The method according to claim 42, wherein the cor-
respondence between the preamble information and
the RAR resource information comprises:

the RAR resource index corresponding to the
random access preamble = the random access
preamble index mod a quantity of RAR resourc-
es configured by using signaling or preset by the
system, wherein herein mod denotes a modulo
operation.

44. The method according to claim 33, wherein random
access preambles corresponding to different RAR
resources of the RAR resources configured by using
signaling or preset by the system are completely not
same, or partially same, or completely different.

45. The method according to claim 32, wherein a quan-
tity of bits of an identifier, for indicating a random
access preamble or a random access preamble in-
dex, in the RAR message comprised in the MAC
PDU is determined by the base station according to
a correspondence between a specified parameter
and a random access preamble.

46. The method according to claim 45, wherein
the correspondence between the specified parame-
ter and the random access preamble is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, and the
quantity of bits of the identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preamble or the random access pream-
ble index is configured by using signaling or preset
by the system; and
the specified parameter comprises: a path loss value
or range, a reference signal receive power value or
range, a reference signal receive quality value or
range, a channel quality information value or range,
a service type of user equipment, a power saving
type of the user equipment, a delay type of the user
equipment or a mobility type of the user equipment.

47. The method according to claim 32, wherein
the RAR message corresponding to the first random
access preamble does not comprise a bit or a field
for indicating a temporary identifier, and the tempo-
rary identifier comprises a cell radio network tempo-
rary identifier, or a temporary cell radio network tem-
porary identifier; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the first random
access preamble does not comprise uplink sched-
uling/grant information; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the first random
access preamble comprises: a predefined timing ad-
vance command, wherein an adjustment granularity
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of the predefined timing advance command is great-
er than a specified adjustment granularity; and/or
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information further com-
prises one or more cell common parameters, and
the cell common parameter comprises: a cell iden-
tity, a subframe number, a frame number, a timeslot
number or an orthogonal frequency-division multi-
plexing symbol index; and/or
a preset timing relationship or a preset time offset
exists between a start moment of the time resource
occupied in transmitting the RAR message and a
start moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the random access preamble by user equip-
ment; or, a preset timing relationship or a preset time
offset exists between an ending moment of the time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR message
and an ending moment of the time resource occupied
in transmitting the random access preamble by the
user equipment.

48. The method according to claim 32, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:

sending an RAR reply message to the base sta-
tion, wherein the RAR reply message comprises
a radio resource control RRC connection re-
quest, wherein
the RRC connection request comprises a bit or
a field for indicating a first user identity, and the
first user identity is used for distinguishing user
equipment in contention conflict resolution of
random access, wherein a quantity of bits com-
prised in the bit or the field for indicating the first
user identity is less than a first specified bit quan-
tity.

49. The method according to claim 48, wherein the RRC
connection request further comprises a predefined
establishment cause, and a quantity of bits for indi-
cating the predefined establishment cause is greater
than a second specified bit quantity.

50. The method according to claim 48 or 49, wherein a
resource used for transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage is configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, and the resource that is configured by
using signaling or preset by the system and that is
used for transmitting the RAR reply message com-
prises:

a location of a time resource and/or a location
of a frequency resource occupied in transmitting
the RAR reply message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start
location of a frequency resource occupied in
transmitting the RAR reply message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a fre-

quency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied
in transmitting different RAR reply messages
and/or a frequency interval between frequency
resources occupied in transmitting different
RAR reply messages; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting RAR reply messages and
a quantity of frequency resources that are con-
tained in one prespecified frequency range and
that are occupied in transmitting RAR reply mes-
sages.

51. The method according to claim 48 or 49, wherein the
method further comprises:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information, a
resource for sending the RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information
and a cell common parameter, a resource for
sending the RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion, a resource for sending the RAR reply mes-
sage; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion and a cell common parameter, a resource
for sending the RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and a specified parameter, a re-
source for sending the RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and a specified parameter and
a cell common parameter, a resource for send-
ing the RAR message,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment,
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the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

52. The method according to claim 51, wherein the cor-
respondence between the resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information com-
prises:

the resource index of the RAR reply message
corresponding to the random access preamble
= the random access preamble index mod a
quantity of resources, of RAR reply messages,
configured by using signaling or preset by the
system, wherein mod denotes a modulo opera-
tion; or
the resource index of the RAR reply message =
the RAR resource index corresponding to the
random access preamble.

53. The method according to claim 48, wherein a preset
timing relationship or a preset time offset exists be-
tween a start moment of a time resource occupied
in transmitting the RAR reply message and a start
moment of a time resource occupied in transmitting
the RAR message; or, a preset timing relationship
or a preset time offset exists between an ending mo-
ment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message and an ending moment of a time
resource occupied in transmitting the RAR message.

54. The method according to claim 32, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:

receiving a contention resolution message sent
by the base station, wherein
the contention resolution message comprises a
bit or a field for indicating a second user identity,
and the second user identity is used for distin-
guishing user equipment in contention conflict
resolution of random access, wherein a quantity
of bits comprised in the bit or the field for indi-
cating the second user identity is less than a
third specified bit quantity.

55. The method according to claim 54, wherein the con-
tention resolution message further comprises: a bit
or a field for indicating a temporary identifier, and the
temporary identifier comprises a cell radio network
temporary identifier, or a temporary cell radio net-
work temporary identifier.

56. The method according to claim 54 or 55, wherein a
resource used for transmitting the contention reso-
lution message is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, the and the resource that is
configured by using signaling or preset by the system

and that is used for transmitting the contention res-
olution message comprises:

a location of a time resource and/or a location
of a frequency resource occupied in transmitting
the contention resolution message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start
location of a frequency resource occupied in
transmitting the contention resolution message;
and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the
contention resolution message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied
in transmitting different contention resolution
messages and/or a frequency interval between
frequency resources occupied in transmitting
different contention resolution messages;
and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting contention resolution
messages and a quantity of frequency resourc-
es that are contained in one prespecified fre-
quency range and that are occupied in transmit-
ting contention resolution messages.

57. The method according to claim 54 or 55, wherein the
method further comprises:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the preamble
information, a resource for receiving the conten-
tion resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the preamble
information and a cell common parameter, a re-
source for receiving the contention resolution
message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information, a resource for receiving the
contention resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information and a cell common parame-
ter, a resource for receiving the contention res-
olution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter, a resource for receiving the contention
resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
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tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter and a cell common parameter, a re-
source for receiving the contention resolution
message,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a resource in-
dex used for sending an RAR reply, a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

58. The method according to claim 54, wherein a preset
timing relationship or a preset time offset exists be-
tween a start moment of a time resource occupied
in transmitting the contention resolution message
and a start moment of a time resource occupied in
transmitting an RAR reply message; or, a preset tim-
ing relationship or a preset time offset exists between
an ending moment of a time resource occupied in
transmitting the contention resolution message and
an ending moment of a time resource occupied in
transmitting an RAR reply message.

59. The method according to claim 32, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:

sending a retransmitted RAR reply message to
the base station; and/or
receiving a contention resolution message re-
transmitted by the base station.

60. The method according to claim 59, wherein
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource
occupied in retransmitting the RAR reply message,
and/or a start location or a location of a time resource
and a frequency resource occupied in retransmitting
the RAR reply message, and/or an interval between
time resources and/or an interval between frequency
resources occupied in retransmitting specific two
RAR reply messages in the system, and/or quantities
of time resources and frequency resources occupied
in retransmitting the RAR reply message are config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system; and
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource
occupied in retransmitting the contention resolution
message, and/or a start location or a location of a

time resource and a frequency resource occupied in
retransmitting the contention resolution message,
and/or an interval between time resources and/or an
interval between frequency resources occupied in
retransmitting specific two contention resolution
messages in the system, and/or quantities of time
resources and frequency resources occupied in re-
transmitting the contention resolution message are
configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem.

61. The method according to claim 59, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the pream-
ble information and a preset time offset, a re-
source for sending the retransmitted RAR reply
information; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the pream-
ble information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for sending the
retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the RAR
resource information and a preset time offset, a
resource for sending the retransmitted RAR re-
ply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the RAR
resource information, a preset time offset, and
a cell common parameter, a resource for send-
ing the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and a specified
parameter and a preset time offset, a resource
for sending the retransmitted RAR reply mes-
sage; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and a specified
parameter, a preset time offset, and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for sending the re-
transmitted RAR reply message,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a resource in-
dex used for sending an RAR reply, a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
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or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of user equipment, a power
saving type of the user equipment, a delay type
of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

62. The method according to claim 59, wherein before
the receiving a contention resolution message re-
transmitted by the base station, the method further
comprises:

determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the preamble information and a preset time off-
set, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the preamble information, a preset time offset,
and a cell common parameter, a resource for
receiving the retransmitted contention resolu-
tion message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the RAR resource information and a preset time
offset, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the RAR resource information, a preset time off-
set, and a cell common parameter, a resource
for receiving the retransmitted contention reso-
lution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
a specified parameter and a preset time offset,
a resource for receiving the retransmitted con-
tention resolution message; or
determining, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
a specified parameter, a preset time offset, and
a cell common parameter, a resource for receiv-
ing the retransmitted contention resolution mes-
sage,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the

specified parameter comprises: a resource in-
dex used for sending an RAR reply, a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of user equipment, a power
saving type of the user equipment, a delay type
of the user equipment or a mobility type of the
user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

63. The method according to any one of claims 59 to 62,
wherein
resources used for the RAR reply message corre-
spond to a quantity of times of transmitting the RAR
reply message, and resources used in different
quantities of times of transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage are orthogonal in time, and/or frequency,
and/or codeword;
resources used for the contention resolution mes-
sage correspond to a quantity of times of transmitting
the contention resolution message, and resources
used in different quantities of times of transmitting
the contention resolution message are orthogonal in
time, and/or frequency, and/or codeword; and
transmission of a first message is performed by using
a predefined first message configuration, wherein
the first information is an RAR message, or an RAR
reply message, or a contention resolution message,
or a retransmitted RAR reply message, or a retrans-
mitted contention resolution message, and the first
message configuration comprises one or more of the
following: a modulation and coding scheme, a size
of a transmission block, a power setting.

64. A base station, wherein the base station comprises:

a receiving unit, configured to receive a random
access preamble sent by user equipment, and
send the received random access preamble to
an information determining unit;
the information determining unit, configured to
receive the random access preamble from the
receiving unit, determine preamble information
according to the received random access pre-
amble, and send the determined preamble in-
formation to a resource determining unit, where-
in the preamble information comprises one or
more of the following: the random access pre-
amble, a random access preamble index, an in-
dex of a time resource used for transmitting the
random access preamble, an index of a frequen-
cy resource used for transmitting the random
access preamble, a start time resource in the
time resource used for transmitting the random
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access preamble, and a start frequency re-
source used for transmitting the random access
preamble;
the resource determining unit, configured to re-
ceive the preamble information from the infor-
mation determining unit, determine an RAR re-
source corresponding to the random access
preamble according to a correspondence be-
tween the preamble information and random ac-
cess response RAR resource information, and
send the RAR resource corresponding to the
random access preamble to the receiving unit,
wherein the RAR resource information compris-
es one or more of the following: the RAR re-
source, an RAR resource index, an index of a
time resource used for transmitting an RAR
message, an index of a frequency resource used
for transmitting the RAR message, a start time
resource in the time resource used for transmit-
ting the RAR message, and a start frequency
resource used for transmitting the RAR mes-
sage, and the correspondence between the pre-
amble information and the RAR resource infor-
mation is configured by using signaling or preset
by a system; and
a sending unit, configured to receive, from the
resource determining unit, the RAR resource
corresponding to the random access preamble,
and send the RAR message corresponding to
the random access preamble to the user equip-
ment on the RAR resource corresponding to the
random access preamble.

65. The base station according to claim 64, wherein
the RAR resource is configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and each RAR resource of
RAR resources configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system corresponds to one or more ran-
dom access preambles.

66. The base station according to claim 65, wherein the
RAR resource configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system comprises:

a location of the time resource and/or a location
of the frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR message; and/or,
a start location of the time resource and/or a
start location of the frequency resource occu-
pied in transmitting the RAR message; and/or,
a size of the time resource and/or a size of the
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message; and/or,
a time interval and/or a frequency interval be-
tween time resources occupied in transmitting
different RARs; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-

cupied in transmitting RAR messages and a
quantity of frequency resources that are con-
tained in one prespecified frequency range and
that are occupied in transmitting RAR messag-
es.

67. The base station according to claim 65, wherein
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and the N RAR resources
correspond to N random access preambles, wherein
N is a positive integer greater than 1, the correspond-
ence between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information comprises:

each random access preamble corresponds to
one RAR resource or RAR resource index, and
RAR resources or RAR resource indices corre-
sponding to different random access preambles
are different; or,
each random access preamble index corre-
sponds to one RAR resource or RAR resource
index, and RAR resources or RAR resource in-
dices corresponding to different random access
preamble indices are different.

68. The base station according to claim 67, wherein
if one RAR resource corresponds to only one random
access preamble, an RAR message comprised in a
media access control MAC packet data unit PDU
transmitted on the RAR resource does not comprise
an identifier for indicating the random access pre-
amble or a random access preamble index.

69. The base station according to claim 65, wherein
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and the N RAR resources
correspond to M random access preambles, wherein
N and M are positive integers greater than 1, and
M>N, the correspondence between the preamble in-
formation and the RAR resource information com-
prises:

each RAR resource or RAR resource index cor-
responds to at least one random access pream-
ble, and there is at least one RAR resource or
RAR resource index that corresponds to multi-
ple random access preambles; or,
each RAR resource or RAR resource index cor-
responds to at least one random access pream-
ble index, and there is at least one RAR resource
or RAR resource index that corresponds to mul-
tiple random access preamble indices.

70. The base station according to claim 69, wherein
if one RAR resource corresponds to multiple random
access preambles, an RAR message comprised in
a MAC PDU transmitted on the RAR resource com-
prises an identifier for indicating the random access
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preambles or random access preamble indices, and
a length of the identifier is equal to k bits, wherein
k=ceil(log2(a quantity of random access preambles
corresponding to the RAR resource)), herein ceil de-
notes a function of rounding up, and log denotes a
logarithmic function; or,
if at least one RAR resource of RAR resources cor-
responds to multiple random access preambles, an
RAR message comprised in a MAC PDU transmitted
on each RAR resource comprises an identifier for
indicating the random access preambles or random
access preamble indices, and a length of the identi-
fier is less than or equal to h bits, wherein h=
ceil(log2(max(a quantity of random access pream-
bles corresponding to a first RAR resource, a quan-
tity of random access preambles corresponding to a
second RAR resource, ..., a quantity of random ac-
cess preambles corresponding to an Nth RAR re-
source))), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding
up, and log denotes a logarithmic function, max is a
maximum value function, and N is a positive integer
greater than 1.

71. The base station according to claim 69, wherein if
the N RAR resources are configured by using sign-
aling or preset by the system, and N=2k:

a preamble index of a random access preamble
is indicated by s bits, wherein k bits of the s bits
are determined according to k bits correspond-
ing to an RAR resource index corresponding to
the random access preamble, and the rest (s-k)
bits of the s bits are determined by using an iden-
tifier for indicating the random access preamble
or a random access preamble index.

72. The base station according to claim 64, wherein
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information is a functional
relationship, a table relationship or a specified rela-
tionship; and
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, wherein
the signaling comprises broadcast or multicast sig-
naling, and the correspondence, configured by using
signaling or preset by the system, between the pre-
amble information and the RAR resource information
comprises:

a correspondence between the random access
preamble and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access
preamble index and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access
preamble and the RAR resource index; or,
a correspondence between the random access
preamble index and the RAR resource index.

73. The base station according to claim 72, wherein the
correspondence between the preamble information
and the RAR resource information comprises:

the RAR resource index corresponding to the
random access preamble = the random access
preamble index mod a quantity of RAR resourc-
es configured by using signaling or preset by the
system, wherein herein mod denotes a modulo
operation.

74. The base station according to claim 65, wherein ran-
dom access preambles corresponding to different
RAR resources of the RAR resources configured by
using signaling or preset by the system are com-
pletely not same, or partially same, or completely
different.

75. The base station according to claim 64, wherein the
base station further comprises:

an identity control unit, configured to determine,
according to a correspondence between a spec-
ified parameter and a random access preamble,
the random access preamble corresponding to
the specified parameter; and
determine, according to the random access pre-
amble corresponding to the specified parame-
ter, a quantity of bits of an identifier, for indicating
the random access preamble or a random ac-
cess preamble index, in an RAR message com-
prised in a MAC PDU.

76. The base station according to claim 75, wherein
the correspondence between the specified parame-
ter and the random access preamble is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, and the
random access preamble and the quantity of bits of
the identifier for indicating the random access pre-
amble or the random access preamble index are
configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem; and
the specified parameter comprises: a path loss value
or range, a reference signal receive power value or
range, a reference signal receive quality value or
range, a channel quality information value or range,
a service type of the user equipment, a power saving
type of the user equipment, a delay type of the user
equipment or a mobility type of the user equipment.

77. The base station according to claim 64, wherein the
RAR message corresponding to the random access
preamble does not comprise a bit or a field for indi-
cating a temporary identifier, and the temporary iden-
tifier comprises a cell radio network temporary iden-
tifier, or a temporary cell radio network temporary
identifier; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the random ac-
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cess preamble does not comprise uplink schedul-
ing/grant information; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the random ac-
cess preamble comprises: a predefined timing ad-
vance command, wherein an adjustment granularity
of the predefined timing advance command is great-
er than a specified adjustment granularity; and/or
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information further com-
prises one or more cell common parameters, and
the cell common parameter comprises: a cell iden-
tity, a subframe number, a frame number, a timeslot
number or an orthogonal frequency-division multi-
plexing symbol index; and/or
a preset timing relationship or a preset time offset
exists between a start moment of the time resource
occupied in transmitting the RAR message and a
start moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the random access preamble by the user
equipment; or, a preset timing relationship or a pre-
set time offset exists between an ending moment of
the time resource occupied in transmitting the RAR
message and an ending moment of the time re-
source occupied in transmitting the random access
preamble by the user equipment.

78. The base station according to claim 64, wherein the
receiving unit is further configured to receive an RAR
reply message sent by the user equipment, wherein
the RAR reply message comprises a radio resource
control RRC connection request, wherein
the RRC connection request comprises a bit or a
field for indicating a first user identity, and the first
user identity is used for distinguishing the user equip-
ment in contention conflict resolution of random ac-
cess, wherein a quantity of bits comprised in the bit
or the field for indicating the first user identity is less
than a first specified bit quantity.

79. The base station according to claim 78, wherein the
RRC connection request further comprises a prede-
fined establishment cause, and a quantity of bits for
indicating the predefined establishment cause is
greater than a second specified bit quantity.

80. The base station according to claim 78 or 79, wherein
a resource used for transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage is configured by using signaling or preset by
the system, and the resource that is configured by
using signaling or preset by the system and that is
used for transmitting the RAR reply message com-
prises:

a location of a time resource and/or a location
of a frequency resource occupied in transmitting
the RAR reply message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start
location of a frequency resource occupied in

transmitting the RAR reply message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied
in transmitting different RAR reply messages
and/or a frequency interval between frequency
resources occupied in transmitting different
RAR reply messages; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting RAR reply messages and
a quantity of frequency resources that are con-
tained in one prespecified frequency range and
that are occupied in transmitting RAR reply mes-
sages.

81. The base station according to claim 78 or 79, wherein
the resource determining unit is further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information, a
resource for receiving the RAR reply message;
or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information
and a cell common parameter, a resource for
receiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion, a resource for receiving the RAR reply mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion and a cell common parameter, a resource
for receiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and a specified parameter, a re-
source for receiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and a specified parameter and
a cell common parameter, a resource for receiv-
ing the RAR reply message,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
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power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

82. The base station according to claim 81, wherein the
correspondence between the resource index of the
RAR reply message and the preamble information
comprises:

the resource index of the RAR reply message
corresponding to the random access preamble
= the random access preamble index mod a
quantity of resources, of RAR reply messages,
configured by using signaling or preset by the
system, wherein mod denotes a modulo opera-
tion; or
the resource index of the RAR reply message =
the RAR resource index corresponding to the
random access preamble.

83. The base station according to claim 78, wherein a
preset timing relationship or a preset time offset ex-
ists between a start moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting the RAR reply message and
a start moment of a time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message; or, a preset timing rela-
tionship or a preset time offset exists between an
ending moment of a time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR reply message and an ending mo-
ment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message.

84. The base station according to claim 64, wherein the
sending unit is further configured to send a conten-
tion resolution message to the user equipment,
wherein
the contention resolution message comprises a bit
or a field for indicating a second user identity, and
the second user identity is used for distinguishing
user equipment in contention conflict resolution of
random access, wherein a quantity of bits comprised
in the bit or the field for indicating the second user
identity is less than a third specified bit quantity.

85. The base station according to claim 84, wherein the
contention resolution message further comprises:

a bit or a field for indicating a temporary identifier,
and the temporary identifier comprises a cell ra-
dio network temporary identifier, or a temporary
cell radio network temporary identifier.

86. The base station according to claim 83 or 84, wherein
a resource used for transmitting the contention res-

olution message is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the resource that is con-
figured by using signaling or preset by the system
and that is used for transmitting the contention res-
olution message comprises:

a location of a time resource and/or a location
of a frequency resource occupied in transmitting
the contention resolution message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start
location of a frequency resource occupied in
transmitting the contention resolution message;
and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the
contention resolution message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied
in transmitting different contention resolution
messages and/or a frequency interval between
frequency resources occupied in transmitting
different contention resolution messages;
and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting contention resolution
messages and a quantity of frequency resourc-
es that are contained in one prespecified fre-
quency range and that are occupied in transmit-
ting contention resolution messages.

87. The base station according to claim 83 or 84, wherein
the resource determining unit is further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the preamble
information, a resource for sending the conten-
tion resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the preamble
information and a cell common parameter, a re-
source for sending the contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information, a resource for sending the
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information and a cell common parame-
ter, a resource for sending the contention reso-
lution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and a specified pa-
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rameter, a resource for sending the contention
resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter and a cell common parameter, a re-
source for sending the contention resolution
message,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a resource in-
dex used for sending an RAR reply message, a
path loss range, a reference signal receive pow-
er value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user
equipment, a delay type of the user equipment
or a mobility type of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

88. The base station according to claim 84, wherein a
preset timing relationship or a preset time offset ex-
ists between a start moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage and a start moment of a time resource occupied
in transmitting an RAR reply message; or, a preset
timing relationship or a preset time offset exists be-
tween an ending moment of a time resource occu-
pied in transmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage and an ending moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting an RAR reply message.

89. The base station according to claim 64, wherein
the receiving unit is further configured to receive an
RAR reply message retransmitted by the user equip-
ment; and/or
the sending unit is further configured to send a re-
transmitted contention resolution message to the us-
er equipment.

90. The base station according to claim 89, wherein
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource
occupied in retransmitting the RAR reply message,
and/or a start location or a location of a time resource
and a frequency resource occupied in retransmitting
the RAR reply message, and/or an interval between
time resources and/or an interval between frequency
resources occupied in retransmitting specific two
RAR reply messages in the system, and/or quantities
of time resources and frequency resources occupied
in retransmitting the RAR reply message are config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system; and

a size of a time resource and a frequency resource
occupied in retransmitting the contention resolution
message, and/or a start location or a location of a
time resource and a frequency resource occupied in
retransmitting the contention resolution message,
and/or an interval between time resources and/or an
interval between frequency resources occupied in
retransmitting specific two contention resolution
messages in the system, and/or quantities of time
resources and frequency resources occupied in re-
transmitting the contention resolution message are
configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem.

91. The base station according to claim 89, wherein the
resource determining unit is further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the pream-
ble information and a preset time offset, a re-
source for receiving the retransmitted RAR reply
information; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the pream-
ble information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for receiving the
retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the RAR
resource information and a preset time offset, a
resource for receiving the retransmitted RAR re-
ply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the RAR
resource information, a preset time offset, and
a cell common parameter, a resource for receiv-
ing the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and a specified
parameter and a preset time offset, a resource
for receiving the retransmitted RAR reply mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and a specified
parameter, a preset time offset, and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for receiving the re-
transmitted RAR reply message,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a resource in-
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dex used for sending an RAR reply, a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

92. The base station according to claim 89, wherein the
resource determining unit is further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the preamble information and a preset time off-
set, a resource for sending the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the preamble information, a preset time offset,
and a cell common parameter, a resource for
sending the retransmitted contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the RAR resource information and a preset time
offset, a resource for sending the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the RAR resource information, a preset time off-
set, and a cell common parameter, a resource
for sending the retransmitted contention resolu-
tion message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
a specified parameter and a preset time offset,
a resource for sending the retransmitted conten-
tion resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
a specified parameter, a preset time offset, and
a cell common parameter, a resource for send-
ing the retransmitted contention resolution mes-
sage,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-

quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a resource in-
dex used for sending an RAR reply, a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

93. The base station according to any one of claims 89
to 92, wherein
resources used for the RAR reply message corre-
spond to a quantity of times of transmitting the RAR
reply message, and resources used in different
quantities of times of transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage are orthogonal in time, and/or frequency,
and/or codeword;
resources used for the contention resolution mes-
sage correspond to a quantity of times of transmitting
the contention resolution message, and resources
used in different quantities of times of transmitting
the contention resolution message are orthogonal in
time, and/or frequency, and/or codeword; and
transmission of a first message is performed by using
a predefined first message configuration, wherein
the first information is an RAR message, or an RAR
reply message, or a contention resolution message,
or a retransmitted RAR reply message, or a retrans-
mitted contention resolution message, and the first
message configuration comprises one or more of the
following: a modulation and coding scheme, a size
of a transmission block, a power setting.

94. The base station according to claim 93, wherein if a
resource used for transmitting the first information is
configured by using signaling, the sending unit is fur-
ther configured to:

send configuration signaling to the user equip-
ment, wherein the configuration signaling is
used for notifying the user equipment of a re-
source configuration used for transmitting the
first information.

95. User equipment, wherein the user equipment com-
prises:

a preamble determining unit, configured to de-
termine a random access preamble, and send
the determined first random access preamble to
a sending unit;
the sending unit, configured to receive the first
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random access preamble from the preamble de-
termining unit, and send the first random access
preamble to a base station;
an information determining unit, configured to
determine preamble information according to
the first random access preamble, and send the
preamble information to a resource determining
unit, wherein the preamble information compris-
es one or more of the following: the random ac-
cess preamble, a random access preamble in-
dex, an index of a time resource used for trans-
mitting the random access preamble, an index
of a frequency resource used for transmitting
the random access preamble, a start time re-
source in the time resource used for transmitting
the random access preamble, and a start fre-
quency resource used for transmitting the ran-
dom access preamble;
the resource determining unit, configured to re-
ceive the preamble information from the infor-
mation determining unit, determine an RAR re-
source corresponding to the first random access
preamble according to a correspondence be-
tween the preamble information and random ac-
cess response RAR resource information, and
send the RAR resource corresponding to the
first random access preamble to a receiving unit,
wherein the RAR resource information compris-
es one or more of the following: the RAR re-
source, an RAR resource index, an index of a
time resource used for transmitting an RAR
message, an index of a frequency resource used
for transmitting the RAR message, a start time
resource in the time resource used for transmit-
ting the RAR message, and a start frequency
resource used for transmitting the RAR mes-
sage, and the correspondence between the pre-
amble information and the RAR resource infor-
mation is configured by using signaling or preset
by a system;
the receiving unit, configured to receive the RAR
resource corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble from the resource determining
unit, and receive, on the RAR resource corre-
sponding to the first random access preamble,
a media access control MAC packet data unit
PDU sent by the base station; and
a message determining unit, configured to de-
termine whether the MAC PDU comprises the
RAR message corresponding to the first random
access preamble.

96. The user equipment according to claim 95, wherein
the RAR resource is configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and each RAR resource of
RAR resources configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system corresponds to one or more ran-
dom access preambles.

97. The user equipment according to claim 96, wherein
the RAR resource configured by using signaling or
preset by the system comprises:

a location of the time resource and/or a location
of the frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR message; and/or,
a start location of the time resource and/or a
start location of the frequency resource occu-
pied in transmitting the RAR message; and/or,
a size of the time resource and/or a size of the
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message; and/or,
a time interval and/or a frequency interval be-
tween time resources occupied in transmitting
different RARs; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting RAR messages and a
quantity of frequency resources that are con-
tained in one prespecified frequency range and
that are occupied in transmitting RAR messag-
es.

98. The user equipment according to claim 96, wherein
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and the N RAR resources
correspond to N random access preambles, wherein
N is a positive integer greater than 1, the correspond-
ence between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information comprises:

each random access preamble corresponds to
one RAR resource or RAR resource index, and
RAR resources or RAR resource indices corre-
sponding to different random access preambles
are different; or,
each random access preamble index corre-
sponds to one RAR resource or RAR resource
index, and RAR resources or RAR resource in-
dices corresponding to different random access
preamble indices are different.

99. The user equipment according to claim 98, wherein
if one RAR resource corresponds to only one random
access preamble, the RAR message comprised in
the media access control MAC packet data unit PDU
transmitted on the RAR resource does not comprise
an identifier for indicating the random access pre-
amble or a random access preamble index.

100.The user equipment according to claim 96, wherein
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and the N RAR resources
correspond to M random access preambles, wherein
N and M are positive integers greater than 1, and
M>N, the correspondence between the preamble in-
formation and the RAR resource information com-
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prises:

each RAR resource or RAR resource index cor-
responds to at least one random access pream-
ble, and there is at least one RAR resource or
RAR resource index that corresponds to multi-
ple random access preambles; or,
each RAR resource or RAR resource index cor-
responds to at least one random access pream-
ble index, and there is at least one RAR resource
or RAR resource index that corresponds to mul-
tiple random access preamble indices.

101.The user equipment according to claim 100, wherein
if one RAR resource corresponds to multiple random
access preambles, the RAR message comprised in
the MAC PDU transmitted on the RAR resource com-
prises an identifier for indicating the random access
preambles or random access preamble indices, and
a length of the identifier is equal to k bits, wherein
k=ceil(log2(a quantity of random access preambles
corresponding to the RAR resource)), herein ceil de-
notes a function of rounding up, and log denotes a
logarithmic function; or,
if at least one RAR resource of RAR resources cor-
responds to multiple random access preambles, an
RAR message comprised in a MAC PDU transmitted
on each RAR resource comprises an identifier for
indicating the random access preambles or random
access preamble indices, and a length of the identi-
fier is less than or equal to h bits, wherein h=
ceil(log2(max(a quantity of random access pream-
bles corresponding to a first RAR resource, a quan-
tity of random access preambles corresponding to a
second RAR resource, ..., a quantity of random ac-
cess preambles corresponding to an Nth RAR re-
source))), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding
up, and log denotes a logarithmic function, max is a
maximum value function, and N is a positive integer
greater than 1.

102.The user equipment according to claim 101, wherein
the message determining unit is specifically config-
ured to:

if bits corresponding to an RAR resource or an
RAR resource index wherein the RAR message
is located are the same as the random access
preamble and the first random access preamble,
wherein the random access preamble is indicat-
ed by the identifier for indicating the random ac-
cess preambles or the random access preamble
indices and the identifier is comprised in the
RAR message comprised in the MAC PDU, de-
termine that the MAC PDU comprises the RAR
message corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble; or,
if bits corresponding to an RAR resource or an

RAR resource index wherein the RAR message
is located are the same as the random access
preamble index and a first random access pre-
amble index determined by user equipment,
wherein the random access preamble index is
indicated by the identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preambles or the random access
preamble indices and the identifier is comprised
in the RAR message comprised in the MAC
PDU, determine that the MAC PDU comprises
the RAR message corresponding to the first ran-
dom access preamble; or
if a state of an identifier, for indicating a random
access preamble or a random access preamble
index, comprised in the RAR message com-
prised in the MAC PDU received on the RAR
resource corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble is the same as a state of a bits
of bits corresponding to the first random access
preamble, determine that the MAC PDU com-
prises the RAR message corresponding to the
first random access preamble, wherein a is
equal to a quantity of bits of the identifier for in-
dicating the random access preamble or the ran-
dom access preamble index.

103.The user equipment according to claim 100, wherein
if the N RAR resources are configured by using sig-
naling or preset by the system, and N=2k:

a preamble index of a random access preamble
is indicated by s bits, wherein k bits of the s bits
are determined according to k bits correspond-
ing to an RAR resource index corresponding to
the random access preamble, and the rest (s-k)
bits of the s bits are determined by using an iden-
tifier for indicating the random access preamble
or a random access preamble index.

104.The user equipment according to claim 103, wherein
the message determining unit is further specifically
configured to:

determine a bit value corresponding to the RAR
resource index corresponding to the first ran-
dom access preamble, wherein the bit value cor-
responding to the RAR resource index is preset;
determine a bit value corresponding to the iden-
tifier in the MAC PDU;
combine the bit value corresponding to the RAR
resource index corresponding to the random ac-
cess preamble and the bit value corresponding
to the identifier in the MAC PDU to obtain the s
bits;
determine the random access preamble indicat-
ed by the s bits; and
determine whether the first random access pre-
amble is the same as the random access pre-
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amble indicated by the s bits, and if the first ran-
dom access preamble is the same as the ran-
dom access preamble indicated by the s bits,
determine that the MAC PDU comprises the
RAR message corresponding to the first random
access preamble, or if the first random access
preamble is different from the random access
preamble indicated by the s bits, determine that
the MAC PDU does not comprise the RAR mes-
sage corresponding to the first random access
preamble.

105.The user equipment according to claim 95, wherein
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information is a functional
relationship, a table relationship or a specified rela-
tionship; and
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, wherein
the correspondence, configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, between the preamble in-
formation and the RAR resource information com-
prises:

a correspondence between the random access
preamble and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access
preamble index and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access
preamble and the RAR resource index; or,
a correspondence between the random access
preamble index and the RAR resource index.

106.The user equipment according to claim 105, wherein
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information comprises:

the RAR resource index corresponding to the
random access preamble = the random access
preamble index mod a quantity of RAR resourc-
es configured by using signaling or preset by the
system, wherein herein mod denotes a modulo
operation.

107.The user equipment according to claim 96, wherein
random access preambles corresponding to differ-
ent RAR resources of the RAR resources configured
by using signaling or preset by the system are com-
pletely not same, or partially same, or completely
different.

108.The user equipment according to claim 95, wherein
a quantity of bits of an identifier, for indicating a ran-
dom access preamble or a random access preamble
index, in the RAR message comprised in the MAC
PDU is determined by the base station according to
a correspondence between a specified parameter

and a random access preamble.

109.The user equipment according to claim 108, wherein
the correspondence between the specified parame-
ter and the random access preamble is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, and the
quantity of bits of the identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preamble or the random access pream-
ble index is configured by using signaling or preset
by the system; and
the specified parameter comprises: a path loss value
or range, a reference signal receive power value or
range, a reference signal receive quality value or
range, a channel quality information value or range,
a service type of the user equipment, a power saving
type of the user equipment, a delay type of the user
equipment or a mobility type of the user equipment.

110.The user equipment according to claim 95, wherein
the RAR message corresponding to the first random
access preamble does not comprise a bit or a field
for indicating a temporary identifier, and the tempo-
rary identifier comprises a cell radio network tempo-
rary identifier, or a temporary cell radio network tem-
porary identifier; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the first random
access preamble does not comprise uplink sched-
uling/grant information; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the first random
access preamble comprises: a predefined timing ad-
vance command, wherein an adjustment granularity
of the predefined timing advance command is great-
er than a specified adjustment granularity; and/or
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information further com-
prises one or more cell common parameters, and
the cell common parameter comprises: a cell iden-
tity, a subframe number, a frame number, a timeslot
number or an orthogonal frequency-division multi-
plexing symbol index; and/or
a preset timing relationship or a preset time offset
exists between a start moment of the time resource
occupied in transmitting the RAR message and a
start moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the random access preamble by the user
equipment; or, a preset timing relationship or a pre-
set time offset exists between an ending moment of
the time resource occupied in transmitting the RAR
message and an ending moment of the time re-
source occupied in transmitting the random access
preamble by the user equipment.

111.The user equipment according to claim 95, wherein
the sending unit is further configured to send an RAR
reply message to the base station, wherein the RAR
reply message comprises a radio resource control
RRC connection request, wherein
the RRC connection request comprises a bit or a
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field for indicating a first user identity, and the first
user identity is used for distinguishing the user equip-
ment in contention conflict resolution of random ac-
cess, wherein a quantity of bits comprised in the bit
or the field for indicating the first user identity is less
than a first specified bit quantity.

112.The user equipment according to claim 111, wherein
the RRC connection request further comprises a pre-
defined establishment cause, and a quantity of bits
for indicating the predefined establishment cause is
greater than a second specified bit quantity.

113.The user equipment according to claim 111 or 112,
wherein a resource used for transmitting the RAR
reply message is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the resource that is con-
figured by using signaling or preset by the system
and that is used for transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage comprises:

a location of a time resource and/or a location
of a frequency resource occupied in transmitting
the RAR reply message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start
location of a frequency resource occupied in
transmitting the RAR reply message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied
in transmitting different RAR reply messages
and/or a frequency interval between frequency
resources occupied in transmitting different
RAR reply messages; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting RAR reply messages and
a quantity of frequency resources that are con-
tained in one prespecified frequency range and
that are occupied in transmitting RAR reply mes-
sages.

114.The user equipment according to claim 111 or 112,
wherein the resource determining unit is further con-
figured to:

determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information, a
resource for sending the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information
and a cell common parameter, a resource for
sending the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR

reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion, a resource for sending the RAR reply mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion and a cell common parameter, a resource
for sending the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and a specified parameter, a re-
source for sending the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and a specified parameter and
a cell common parameter, a resource for send-
ing the RAR message,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

115.The user equipment according to claim 114, wherein
the correspondence between the resource index of
the RAR reply message and the preamble informa-
tion comprises:

the resource index of the RAR reply message
corresponding to the random access preamble
= the random access preamble index mod a
quantity of resources, of RAR reply messages,
configured by using signaling or preset by the
system, wherein mod denotes a modulo opera-
tion; or
the resource index of the RAR reply message =
the RAR resource index corresponding to the
random access preamble.

116.The user equipment according to claim 111, wherein
a preset timing relationship or a preset time offset
exists between a start moment of a time resource
occupied in transmitting the RAR reply message and
a start moment of a time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message; or, a preset timing rela-
tionship or a preset time offset exists between an
ending moment of a time resource occupied in trans-
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mitting the RAR reply message and an ending mo-
ment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message.

117.The user equipment according to claim 95, wherein
the receiving unit is further configured to receive a
contention resolution message sent by the base sta-
tion, wherein
the contention resolution message comprises a bit
or a field for indicating a second user identity, and
the second user identity is used for distinguishing
user equipment in contention conflict resolution of
random access, wherein a quantity of bits comprised
in the bit or the field for indicating the second user
identity is less than a third specified bit quantity.

118.The user equipment according to claim 117, wherein
the contention resolution message further compris-
es: a bit or a field for indicating a temporary identifier,
and the temporary identifier comprises a cell radio
network temporary identifier, or a temporary cell ra-
dio network temporary identifier.

119.The user equipment according to claim 117 or 118,
wherein a resource used for transmitting the conten-
tion resolution message is configured by using sig-
naling or preset by the system, and the resource that
is configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem and that is used for transmitting the contention
resolution message comprises:

a location of a time resource and/or a location
of a frequency resource occupied in transmitting
the contention resolution message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start
location of a frequency resource occupied in
transmitting the contention resolution message;
and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the
contention resolution message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied
in transmitting different contention resolution
messages and/or a frequency interval between
frequency resources occupied in transmitting
different contention resolution messages;
and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting contention resolution
messages and a quantity of frequency resourc-
es that are contained in one prespecified fre-
quency range and that are occupied in transmit-
ting contention resolution messages.

120.The user equipment according to claim 117 or 118,
wherein the resource determining unit is further con-
figured to:

determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the preamble
information, a resource for receiving the conten-
tion resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the preamble
information and a cell common parameter, a re-
source for receiving the contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information, a resource for receiving the
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information and a cell common parame-
ter, a resource for receiving the contention res-
olution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter, a resource for receiving the contention
resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter and a cell common parameter, a re-
source for receiving the contention resolution
message,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a resource in-
dex used for sending an RAR reply, a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

121.The user equipment according to claim 117, wherein
a preset timing relationship or a preset time offset
exists between a start moment of a time resource
occupied in transmitting the contention resolution
message and a start moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting an RAR reply message; or, a
preset timing relationship or a preset time offset ex-
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ists between an ending moment of a time resource
occupied in transmitting the contention resolution
message and an ending moment of a time resource
occupied in transmitting an RAR reply message.

122.The user equipment according to claim 95, wherein
the sending unit is further configured to send a re-
transmitted RAR reply message to the base station;
and/or, the receiving unit is further configured to re-
ceive a contention resolution message retransmitted
by the base station.

123.The user equipment according to claim 122, wherein
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource
occupied in retransmitting the RAR reply message,
and/or a start location or a location of a time resource
and a frequency resource occupied in retransmitting
the RAR reply message, and/or an interval between
time resources and/or an interval between frequency
resources occupied in retransmitting specific two
RAR reply messages in the system, and/or quantities
of time resources and frequency resources occupied
in retransmitting the RAR reply message are config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system; and
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource
occupied in retransmitting the contention resolution
message, and/or a start location or a location of a
time resource and a frequency resource occupied in
retransmitting the contention resolution message,
and/or an interval between time resources and/or an
interval between frequency resources occupied in
retransmitting specific two contention resolution
messages in the system, and/or quantities of time
resources and frequency resources occupied in re-
transmitting the contention resolution message are
configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem.

124.The user equipment according to claim 122, wherein
the resource determining unit is further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the pream-
ble information and a preset time offset, a re-
source for sending the retransmitted RAR reply
information; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the pream-
ble information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for sending the
retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the RAR
resource information and a preset time offset, a
resource for sending the retransmitted RAR re-

ply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the RAR
resource information, a preset time offset, and
a cell common parameter, a resource for send-
ing the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and a specified
parameter and a preset time offset, a resource
for sending the retransmitted RAR reply mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and a specified
parameter, a preset time offset, and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for sending the re-
transmitted RAR reply message,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, and
the specified parameter comprises: a resource
index used for sending an RAR reply, a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment.

125.The user equipment according to claim 122, wherein
the resource determining unit is further configured to:

determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the preamble information and a preset time off-
set, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the preamble information, a preset time offset,
and a cell common parameter, a resource for
receiving the retransmitted contention resolu-
tion message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the RAR resource information and a preset time
offset, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
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the RAR resource information, a preset time off-
set, and a cell common parameter, a resource
for receiving the retransmitted contention reso-
lution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
a specified parameter and a preset time offset,
a resource for receiving the retransmitted con-
tention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
a specified parameter, a preset time offset, and
a cell common parameter, a resource for receiv-
ing the retransmitted contention resolution mes-
sage,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a resource in-
dex used for sending an RAR reply, a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

126.The user equipment according to any one of claims
122 to 125, wherein
resources used for the RAR reply message corre-
spond to a quantity of times of transmitting the RAR
reply message, and resources used in different
quantities of times of transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage are orthogonal in time, and/or frequency,
and/or codeword;
resources used for the contention resolution mes-
sage correspond to a quantity of times of transmitting
the contention resolution message, and resources
used in different quantities of times of transmitting
the contention resolution message are orthogonal in
time, and/or frequency, and/or codeword; and
transmission of a first message is performed by using
a predefined first message configuration, wherein
the first information is an RAR message, or an RAR
reply message, or a contention resolution message,
or a retransmitted RAR reply message, or a retrans-
mitted contention resolution message, and the first
message configuration comprises one or more of the
following: a modulation and coding scheme, a size
of a transmission block, a power setting.

127.A base station, wherein the base station comprises:
a bus, and a processor, a memory, and an interface
connected to the bus, wherein the memory is con-
figured to store an instruction;
the interface is configured to receive a random ac-
cess preamble sent by user equipment;
the processor executes the instruction to:

determine preamble information according to
the received random access preamble, wherein
the preamble information comprises one or
more of the following: the random access pre-
amble, a random access preamble index, an in-
dex of a time resource used for transmitting the
random access preamble, an index of a frequen-
cy resource used for transmitting the random
access preamble, a start time resource in the
time resource used for transmitting the random
access preamble, and a start frequency re-
source used for transmitting the random access
preamble;
determine an RAR resource corresponding to
the random access preamble according to a cor-
respondence between the preamble information
and random access response RAR resource in-
formation, wherein the RAR resource informa-
tion comprises one or more of the following: the
RAR resource, an RAR resource index, an index
of a time resource used for transmitting an RAR
message, an index of a frequency resource used
for transmitting the RAR message, a start time
resource in the time resource used for transmit-
ting the RAR message, and a start frequency
resource used for transmitting the RAR mes-
sage, and the correspondence between the pre-
amble information and the RAR resource infor-
mation is configured by using signaling or preset
by a system; and
the interface is further configured to send the
RAR message corresponding to the random ac-
cess preamble to the user equipment on the
RAR resource corresponding to the random ac-
cess preamble.

128.The base station according to claim 127, wherein
the RAR resource is configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and each RAR resource of
RAR resources configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system corresponds to one or more ran-
dom access preambles.

129.The base station according to claim 128, wherein
the RAR resource configured by using signaling or
preset by the system comprises:

a location of the time resource and/or a location
of the frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR message; and/or,
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a start location of the time resource and/or a
start location of the frequency resource occu-
pied in transmitting the RAR message; and/or,
a size of the time resource and/or a size of the
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message; and/or,
a time interval and/or a frequency interval be-
tween time resources occupied in transmitting
different RARs; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting RAR messages and a
quantity of frequency resources that are con-
tained in one prespecified frequency range and
that are occupied in transmitting RAR messag-
es.

130.The base station according to claim 128, wherein
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and the N RAR resources
correspond to N random access preambles, wherein
N is a positive integer greater than 1, the correspond-
ence between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information comprises:

each random access preamble corresponds to
one RAR resource or RAR resource index, and
RAR resources or RAR resource indices corre-
sponding to different random access preambles
are different; or,
each random access preamble index corre-
sponds to one RAR resource or RAR resource
index, and RAR resources or RAR resource in-
dices corresponding to different random access
preamble indices are different.

131.The base station according to claim 130, wherein
if one RAR resource corresponds to only one random
access preamble, an RAR message comprised in a
media access control MAC packet data unit PDU
transmitted by the base station on the RAR resource
does not comprise an identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preamble or a random access preamble
index.

132.The base station according to claim 128, wherein
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and the N RAR resources
correspond to M random access preambles, wherein
N and M are positive integers greater than 1, and
M>N, the correspondence between the preamble in-
formation and the RAR resource information com-
prises:

each RAR resource or RAR resource index cor-
responds to at least one random access pream-
ble, and there is at least one RAR resource or
RAR resource index that corresponds to multi-

ple random access preambles; or,
each RAR resource or RAR resource index cor-
responds to at least one random access pream-
ble index, and there is at least one RAR resource
or RAR resource index that corresponds to mul-
tiple random access preamble indices.

133.The base station according to claim 132, wherein
if one RAR resource corresponds to multiple random
access preambles, an RAR message comprised in
a MAC PDU transmitted by the base station on the
RAR resource comprises an identifier for indicating
the random access preambles or random access
preamble indices, and a length of the identifier is
equal to k bits, wherein k=ceil(log2(a quantity of ran-
dom access preambles corresponding to the RAR
resource)), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding
up, and log denotes a logarithmic function; or,
if at least one RAR resource of RAR resources cor-
responds to multiple random access preambles, an
RAR message comprised in a MAC PDU transmitted
on each RAR resource comprises an identifier for
indicating the random access preambles or random
access preamble indices, and a length of the identi-
fier is less than or equal to h bits, wherein h=
ceil(log2(max(a quantity of random access pream-
bles corresponding to a first RAR resource, a quan-
tity of random access preambles corresponding to a
second RAR resource, ..., a quantity of random ac-
cess preambles corresponding to an Nth RAR re-
source))), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding
up, and log denotes a logarithmic function, max is a
maximum value function, and N is a positive integer
greater than 1.

134.The base station according to claim 132, wherein
if the N RAR resources are configured by using sig-
naling or preset by the system, and N=2k:

a preamble index of a random access preamble
is indicated by s bits, wherein k bits of the s bits
are determined according to k bits correspond-
ing to an RAR resource index corresponding to
the random access preamble, and the rest (s-k)
bits of the s bits are determined by using an iden-
tifier for indicating the random access preamble
or a random access preamble index.

135.The base station according to claim 127, wherein
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information is a functional
relationship, a table relationship or a specified rela-
tionship; and
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, wherein
the signaling comprises broadcast or multicast sig-
naling, and the correspondence, configured by using
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signaling or preset by the system, between the pre-
amble information and the RAR resource information
comprises:

a correspondence between the random access
preamble and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access
preamble index and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access
preamble and the RAR resource index; or,
a correspondence between the random access
preamble index and the RAR resource index.

136.The base station according to claim 135, wherein
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information comprises:

the RAR resource index corresponding to the
random access preamble = the random access
preamble index mod a quantity of RAR resourc-
es configured by using signaling or preset by the
system, wherein herein mod denotes a modulo
operation.

137.The base station according to claim 128, wherein
random access preambles corresponding to differ-
ent RAR resources of the RAR resources configured
by using signaling or preset by the system are com-
pletely not same, or partially same, or completely
different.

138.The base station according to claim 127, wherein
the processor executes the instruction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a specified parameter and a random ac-
cess preamble, the random access preamble
corresponding to the specified parameter; and
determine, according to the random access pre-
amble corresponding to the specified parame-
ter, a quantity of bits of an identifier, for indicating
the random access preamble or a random ac-
cess preamble index, in an RAR message com-
prised in a MAC PDU.

139.The base station according to claim 138, wherein
the correspondence between the specified parame-
ter and the random access preamble is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, and the
random access preamble and the quantity of bits of
the identifier for indicating the random access pre-
amble or the random access preamble index are
configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem; and
the specified parameter comprises: a path loss value
or range, a reference signal receive power value or
range, a reference signal receive quality value or
range, a channel quality information value or range,

a service type of the user equipment, a power saving
type of the user equipment, a delay type of the user
equipment or a mobility type of the user equipment.

140.The base station according to claim 127, wherein
the RAR message corresponding to the random ac-
cess preamble does not comprise a bit or a field for
indicating a temporary identifier, and the temporary
identifier comprises a cell radio network temporary
identifier, or a temporary cell radio network tempo-
rary identifier; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the random ac-
cess preamble does not comprise uplink schedul-
ing/grant information; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the random ac-
cess preamble comprises: a predefined timing ad-
vance command, wherein an adjustment granularity
of the predefined timing advance command is great-
er than a specified adjustment granularity; and/or
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information further com-
prises one or more cell common parameters, and
the cell common parameter comprises: a cell iden-
tity, a subframe number, a frame number, a timeslot
number or an orthogonal frequency-division multi-
plexing symbol index; and/or
a preset timing relationship or a preset time offset
exists between a start moment of the time resource
occupied in transmitting the RAR message and a
start moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the random access preamble by the user
equipment; or, a preset timing relationship or a pre-
set time offset exists between an ending moment of
the time resource occupied in transmitting the RAR
message and an ending moment of the time re-
source occupied in transmitting the random access
preamble by the user equipment.

141.The base station according to claim 127, wherein
the interface is further configured to receive an RAR
reply message sent by the user equipment, wherein
the RAR reply message comprises a radio resource
control RRC connection request, wherein
the RRC connection request comprises a bit or a
field for indicating a first user identity, and the first
user identity is used for distinguishing the user equip-
ment in contention conflict resolution of random ac-
cess, wherein a quantity of bits comprised in the bit
or the field for indicating the first user identity is less
than a first specified bit quantity.

142.The base station according to claim 141, wherein
the RRC connection request further comprises a pre-
defined establishment cause, and a quantity of bits
for indicating the predefined establishment cause is
greater than a second specified bit quantity.

143.The base station according to claim 131 or 132,
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wherein a resource used for transmitting the RAR
reply message is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the resource that is con-
figured by using signaling or preset by the system
and that is used for transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage comprises:

a location of a time resource and/or a location
of a frequency resource occupied in transmitting
the RAR reply message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start
location of a frequency resource occupied in
transmitting the RAR reply message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied
in transmitting different RAR reply messages
and/or a frequency interval between frequency
resources occupied in transmitting different
RAR reply messages; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting RAR reply messages and
a quantity of frequency resources that are con-
tained in one prespecified frequency range and
that are occupied in transmitting RAR reply mes-
sages.

144.The base station according to claim 131 or 132,
wherein the processor executes the instruction to
further:

determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information, a
resource for receiving the RAR reply message;
or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information
and a cell common parameter, a resource for
receiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion, a resource for receiving the RAR reply mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion and a cell common parameter, a resource
for receiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and a specified parameter, a re-
source for receiving the RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-

tween a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and a specified parameter and
a cell common parameter, a resource for receiv-
ing the RAR reply message,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

145.The base station according to claim 144, wherein
the correspondence between the resource index of
the RAR reply message and the preamble informa-
tion comprises:

the resource index of the RAR reply message
corresponding to the random access preamble
= the random access preamble index mod a
quantity of resources, of RAR reply messages,
configured by using signaling or preset by the
system, wherein mod denotes a modulo opera-
tion; or
the resource index of the RAR reply message =
the RAR resource index corresponding to the
random access preamble.

146.The base station according to claim 141, wherein a
preset timing relationship or a preset time offset ex-
ists between a start moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting the RAR reply message and
a start moment of a time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message; or, a preset timing rela-
tionship or a preset time offset exists between an
ending moment of a time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR reply message and an ending mo-
ment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message.

147.The base station according to claim 127, wherein
the interface is further configured to:

send a contention resolution message to the us-
er equipment, wherein
the contention resolution message comprises a
bit or a field for indicating a second user identity,
and the second user identity is used for distin-
guishing user equipment in contention conflict
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resolution of random access, wherein a quantity
of bits comprised in the bit or the field for indi-
cating the second user identity is less than a
third specified bit quantity.

148.The base station according to claim 147, wherein
the contention resolution message further compris-
es: a bit or a field for indicating a temporary identifier,
and the temporary identifier comprises a cell radio
network temporary identifier, or a temporary cell ra-
dio network temporary identifier.

149.The base station according to claim 147 or 148,
wherein a resource used for transmitting the conten-
tion resolution message is configured by using sig-
naling or preset by the system, and the resource that
is configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem and that is used for transmitting the contention
resolution message comprises comprises:

a location of a time resource and/or a location
of a frequency resource occupied in transmitting
the contention resolution message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start
location of a frequency resource occupied in
transmitting the contention resolution message;
and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the
contention resolution message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied
in transmitting different contention resolution
messages and/or a frequency interval between
frequency resources occupied in transmitting
different contention resolution messages;
and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting contention resolution
messages and a quantity of frequency resourc-
es that are contained in one prespecified fre-
quency range and that are occupied in transmit-
ting contention resolution messages.

150.The base station according to claim 147 or 148,
wherein the processor executes the instruction to
further:

determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the preamble
information, a resource for sending the conten-
tion resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the preamble
information and a cell common parameter, a re-
source for sending the contention resolution

message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information, a resource for sending the
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information and a cell common parame-
ter, a resource for sending the contention reso-
lution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter, a resource for sending the contention
resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter and a cell common parameter, a re-
source for sending the contention resolution
message,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a resource in-
dex used for sending an RAR reply message, a
path loss range, a reference signal receive pow-
er value or range, a reference signal receive
quality value or range, a channel quality infor-
mation value or range, a service type of the user
equipment, a power saving type of the user
equipment, a delay type of the user equipment
or a mobility type of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

151.The base station according to claim 147, wherein a
preset timing relationship or a preset time offset ex-
ists between a start moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage and a start moment of a time resource occupied
in transmitting an RAR reply message; or, a preset
timing relationship or a preset time offset exists be-
tween an ending moment of a time resource occu-
pied in transmitting the contention resolution mes-
sage and an ending moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting an RAR reply message.

152.The base station according to claim 127, wherein
the interface is further configured to:

receive an RAR reply message retransmitted by
the user equipment; and/or
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send a retransmitted contention resolution mes-
sage to the user equipment.

153.The base station according to claim 152, wherein
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource
occupied in retransmitting the RAR reply message,
and/or a start location or a location of a time resource
and a frequency resource occupied in retransmitting
the RAR reply message, and/or an interval between
time resources and/or an interval between frequency
resources occupied in retransmitting specific two
RAR reply messages in the system, and/or quantities
of time resources and frequency resources occupied
in retransmitting the RAR reply message are config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system; and
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource
occupied in retransmitting the contention resolution
message, and/or a start location or a location of a
time resource and a frequency resource occupied in
retransmitting the contention resolution message,
and/or an interval between time resources and/or an
interval between frequency resources occupied in
retransmitting specific two contention resolution
messages in the system, and/or quantities of time
resources and frequency resources occupied in re-
transmitting the contention resolution message are
configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem.

154.The base station according to claim 152, wherein
the processor executes the instruction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the pream-
ble information and a preset time offset, a re-
source for receiving the retransmitted RAR reply
information; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the pream-
ble information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for receiving the
retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the RAR
resource information and a preset time offset, a
resource for receiving the retransmitted RAR re-
ply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the RAR
resource information, a preset time offset, and
a cell common parameter, a resource for receiv-
ing the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-

transmitted RAR reply message and a specified
parameter and a preset time offset, a resource
for receiving the retransmitted RAR reply mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and a specified
parameter, a preset time offset, and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for receiving the re-
transmitted RAR reply message,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a resource in-
dex used for sending an RAR reply, a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

155.The base station according to claim 152, wherein
the processor executes the instruction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the preamble information and a preset time off-
set, a resource for sending the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the preamble information, a preset time offset,
and a cell common parameter, a resource for
sending the retransmitted contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the RAR resource information and a preset time
offset, a resource for sending the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the RAR resource information, a preset time off-
set, and a cell common parameter, a resource
for sending the retransmitted contention resolu-
tion message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
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tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
a specified parameter and a preset time offset,
a resource for sending the retransmitted conten-
tion resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
a specified parameter, a preset time offset, and
a cell common parameter, a resource for send-
ing the retransmitted contention resolution mes-
sage,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a resource in-
dex used for sending an RAR reply, a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

156.The base station according to claim any one of
claims 152 to 155, wherein
resources used for the RAR reply message corre-
spond to a quantity of times of transmitting the RAR
reply message, and resources used in different
quantities of times of transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage are orthogonal in time, and/or frequency,
and/or codeword;
resources used for the contention resolution mes-
sage correspond to a quantity of times of transmitting
the contention resolution message, and resources
used in different quantities of times of transmitting
the contention resolution message are orthogonal in
time, and/or frequency, and/or codeword; and
transmission of a first message is performed by using
a predefined first message configuration, wherein
the first information is an RAR message, or an RAR
reply message, or a contention resolution message,
or a retransmitted RAR reply message, or a retrans-
mitted contention resolution message, and the first
message configuration comprises one or more of the
following: a modulation and coding scheme, a size
of a transmission block, a power setting.

157.The base station according to claim 156, wherein if
a resource used for transmitting the first information
is configured by using signaling, the interface is fur-
ther configured to:

send configuration signaling to the user equip-
ment, wherein the configuration signaling is
used for notifying the user equipment of a re-
source used for transmitting the first information.

158.User equipment, wherein the user equipment com-
prises: a bus, and a processor, a memory, and an
interface connected to the bus, wherein the memory
is configured to store an instruction;
the processor executes the instruction to determine
a random access preamble;
the interface configured to send the first random ac-
cess preamble to a base station;
the processor executes the instruction to further:

determine preamble information according to
the first random access preamble, wherein the
preamble information comprises one or more of
the following: the random access preamble, a
random access preamble index, an index of a
time resource used for transmitting the random
access preamble, an index of a frequency re-
source used for transmitting the random access
preamble, a start time resource in the time re-
source used for transmitting the random access
preamble, and a start frequency resource used
for transmitting the random access preamble;
and
determine an RAR resource corresponding to
the first random access preamble according to
a correspondence between the preamble infor-
mation and random access response RAR re-
source information, wherein the RAR resource
information comprises one or more of the follow-
ing: the RAR resource, an RAR resource index,
an index of a time resource used for transmitting
an RAR message, an index of a frequency re-
source used for transmitting the RAR message,
a start time resource in the time resource used
for transmitting the RAR message, and a start
frequency resource used for transmitting the
RAR message, and the correspondence be-
tween the preamble information and the RAR
resource information is configured by using sig-
naling or preset by a system;
the interface is further configured to receive, on
the RAR resource corresponding to the first ran-
dom access preamble, a media access control
MAC packet data unit PDU sent by the base
station; and
the processor executes the instruction to further
determine whether the MAC PDU comprises the
RAR message corresponding to the first random
access preamble.

159.The user equipment according to claim 158, wherein
the RAR resource is configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and each RAR resource of
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RAR resources configured by using signaling or pre-
set by the system corresponds to one or more ran-
dom access preambles.

160.The user equipment according to claim 159, wherein
the RAR resource configured by using signaling or
preset by the system comprises:

a location of the time resource and/or a location
of the frequency resource occupied in transmit-
ting the RAR message; and/or,
a start location of the time resource and/or a
start location of the frequency resource occu-
pied in transmitting the RAR message; and/or,
a size of the time resource and/or a size of the
frequency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message; and/or,
a time interval and/or a frequency interval be-
tween time resources occupied in transmitting
different RARs; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting RAR messages and a
quantity of frequency resources that are con-
tained in one prespecified frequency range and
that are occupied in transmitting RAR messag-
es.

161.The user equipment according to claim 159, wherein
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and the N RAR resources
correspond to N random access preambles, wherein
N is a positive integer greater than 1, the correspond-
ence between the preamble information and the
RAR resource information comprises:
each random access preamble corresponds to one
RAR resource or RAR resource index, and RAR re-
sources or RAR resource indices corresponding to
different random access preambles are different; or,
each random access preamble index corresponds
to one RAR resource or RAR resource index, and
RAR resources or RAR resource indices corre-
sponding to different random access preamble indi-
ces are different.

162.The user equipment according to claim 161, wherein
if one RAR resource corresponds to only one random
access preamble, the RAR message comprised in
the media access control MAC packet data unit PDU
transmitted on the RAR resource does not comprise
an identifier for indicating the random access pre-
amble or a random access preamble index.

163.The user equipment according to claim 159, wherein
if N RAR resources are configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, and the N RAR resources
correspond to M random access preambles, wherein
N and M are positive integers greater than 1, and

M>N, the correspondence between the preamble in-
formation and the RAR resource information com-
prises:

each RAR resource or RAR resource index cor-
responds to at least one random access pream-
ble, and there is at least one RAR resource or
RAR resource index that corresponds to multi-
ple random access preambles; or,
each RAR resource or RAR resource index cor-
responds to at least one random access pream-
ble index, and there is at least one RAR resource
or RAR resource index that corresponds to mul-
tiple random access preamble indices.

164.The user equipment according to claim 163, wherein
if one RAR resource corresponds to multiple random
access preambles, the RAR message comprised in
the MAC PDU transmitted on the RAR resource com-
prises an identifier for indicating the random access
preambles or random access preamble indices, and
a length of the identifier is equal to k bits, wherein
k=ceil(log2(a quantity of random access preambles
corresponding to the RAR resource)), herein ceil de-
notes a function of rounding up, and log denotes a
logarithmic function; or,
if at least one RAR resource of RAR resources cor-
responds to multiple random access preambles, an
RAR message comprised in a MAC PDU transmitted
on each RAR resource comprises an identifier for
indicating the random access preambles or random
access preamble indices, and a length of the identi-
fier is less than or equal to h bits, wherein h=
ceil(log2(max(a quantity of random access pream-
bles corresponding to a first RAR resource, a quan-
tity of random access preambles corresponding to a
second RAR resource, ..., a quantity of random ac-
cess preambles corresponding to an Nth RAR re-
source))), herein ceil denotes a function of rounding
up, and log denotes a logarithmic function, max is a
maximum value function, and N is a positive integer
greater than 1.

165.The user equipment according to claim 164, wherein
the processor executes the instruction to further:
if bits corresponding to an RAR resource or an RAR
resource index wherein the RAR message is located
are the same as the random access preamble and
the first random access preamble, wherein the ran-
dom access preamble is indicated by the identifier
for indicating the random access preambles or the
random access preamble indices and the identifier
is comprised in the RAR message comprised in the
MAC PDU, determine that the MAC PDU comprises
the RAR message corresponding to the first random
access preamble; or,
if bits corresponding to an RAR resource or an RAR
resource index wherein the RAR message is located
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are the same as the random access preamble index
and a first random access preamble index deter-
mined by user equipment, wherein the random ac-
cess preamble index is indicated by the identifier for
indicating the random access preambles or the ran-
dom access preamble indices and the identifier is
comprised in the RAR message comprised in the
MAC PDU, determine that the MAC PDU comprises
the RAR message corresponding to the first random
access preamble; or
if a state of an identifier, for indicating a random ac-
cess preamble or a random access preamble index,
comprised in the RAR message comprised in the
MAC PDU received on the RAR resource corre-
sponding to the first random access preamble is the
same as a state of a bits of bits corresponding to the
first random access preamble, determine that the
MAC PDU comprises the RAR message corre-
sponding to the first random access preamble,
wherein a is equal to a quantity of bits of the identifier
for indicating the random access preamble or the
random access preamble index.

166.The user equipment according to claim 163, wherein
If the N RAR resources are configured by using sig-
naling or preset by the system, and N=2k:
a preamble index of a random access preamble is
indicated by s bits, wherein k bits of the s bits are
determined according to k bits corresponding to an
RAR resource index corresponding to the random
access preamble, and the rest (s-k) bits of the s bits
are determined by using an identifier for indicating
the random access preamble or a random access
preamble index.

167.The user equipment according to claim 166, wherein
the processor executes the instruction to further:
determine a bit value corresponding to the RAR re-
source index corresponding to the first random ac-
cess preamble, wherein the bit value corresponding
to the RAR resource index is preset;
determine a bit value corresponding to the identifier
in the MAC PDU;
combine the bit value corresponding to the RAR re-
source index corresponding to the random access
preamble and the bit value corresponding to the
identifier in the MAC PDU to obtain the s bits;
determine the random access preamble indicated
by the s bits; and
determine whether the first random access preamble
is the same as the random access preamble indicat-
ed by the s bits, and if the first random access pre-
amble is the same as the random access preamble
indicated by the s bits, determine that the MAC PDU
comprises the RAR message corresponding to the
first random access preamble, or if the first random
access preamble is different from the random access
preamble indicated by the s bits, determine that the

MAC PDU does not comprise the RAR message cor-
responding to the first random access preamble.

168.The user equipment according to claim 158, wherein
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information is a functional
relationship, a table relationship or a specified rela-
tionship; and
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, wherein
the correspondence, configured by using signaling
or preset by the system, between the preamble in-
formation and the RAR resource information com-
prises:

a correspondence between the random access
preamble and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access
preamble index and the RAR resource; or,
a correspondence between the random access
preamble and the RAR resource index; or,
a correspondence between the random access
preamble index and the RAR resource index.

169.The user equipment according to claim 168, wherein
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information comprises:

the RAR resource index corresponding to the
random access preamble = the random access
preamble index mod a quantity of RAR resourc-
es configured by using signaling or preset by the
system, wherein herein mod denotes a modulo
operation.

170.The user equipment according to claim 159, wherein
random access preambles corresponding to differ-
ent RAR resources of the RAR resources configured
by using signaling are completely not same, or par-
tially same, or completely different.

171.The user equipment according to claim 158, wherein
a quantity of bits of an identifier, for indicating a ran-
dom access preamble or a random access preamble
index, in the RAR message comprised in the MAC
PDU is determined by the base station according to
a correspondence between a specified parameter
and a random access preamble.

172.The user equipment according to claim 171, wherein
the correspondence between the specified parame-
ter and the random access preamble is configured
by using signaling or preset by the system, and the
quantity of bits of the identifier for indicating the ran-
dom access preamble or the random access pream-
ble index is configured by using signaling or preset
by the system; and
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the specified parameter comprises: a path loss value
or range, a reference signal receive power value or
range, a reference signal receive quality value or
range, a channel quality information value or range,
a service type of the user equipment, a power saving
type of the user equipment, a delay type of the user
equipment or a mobility type of the user equipment.

173.The user equipment according to claim 158, wherein
the RAR message corresponding to the first random
access preamble does not comprise a bit or a field
for indicating a temporary identifier, and the tempo-
rary identifier comprises a cell radio network tempo-
rary identifier, or a temporary cell radio network tem-
porary identifier; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the first random
access preamble does not comprise uplink sched-
uling/grant information; and/or
the RAR message corresponding to the first random
access preamble comprises: a predefined timing ad-
vance command, wherein an adjustment granularity
of the predefined timing advance command is great-
er than a specified adjustment granularity; and/or
the correspondence between the preamble informa-
tion and the RAR resource information further com-
prises one or more cell common parameters, and
the cell common parameter comprises: a cell iden-
tity, a subframe number, a frame number, a timeslot
number or an orthogonal frequency-division multi-
plexing symbol index; and/or
a preset timing relationship or a preset time offset
exists between a start moment of the time resource
occupied in transmitting the RAR message and a
start moment of the time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the random access preamble by the user
equipment; or, a preset timing relationship or a pre-
set time offset exists between an ending moment of
the time resource occupied in transmitting the RAR
message and an ending moment of the time re-
source occupied in transmitting the random access
preamble by the user equipment.

174.The user equipment according to claim 158, wherein
the interface is further configured to:
send an RAR reply message to the base station,
wherein the RAR reply message comprises a radio
resource control RRC connection request, wherein
the RRC connection request comprises a bit or a
field for indicating a first user identity, and the first
user identity is used for distinguishing the user equip-
ment in contention conflict resolution of random ac-
cess, wherein a quantity of bits comprised in the bit
or the field for indicating the first user identity is less
than a first specified bit quantity.

175.The user equipment according to claim 174, wherein
the RRC connection request further comprises a pre-
defined establishment cause, and a quantity of bits

for indicating the predefined establishment cause is
greater than a second specified bit quantity.

176.The user equipment according to claim 174 or 175,
wherein a resource used for transmitting the RAR
reply message is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system, and the resource that is con-
figured by using signaling or preset by the system
and that is used for transmitting the RAR reply mes-
sage comprises:

a location of a time resource and/or a location
of a frequency resource occupied in transmitting
the RAR reply message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start
location of a frequency resource occupied in
transmitting the RAR reply message; and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR reply message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied
in transmitting different RAR reply messages
and/or a frequency interval between frequency
resources occupied in transmitting different
RAR reply messages; and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting RAR reply messages and
a quantity of frequency resources that are con-
tained in one prespecified frequency range and
that are occupied in transmitting RAR reply mes-
sages.

177.The user equipment according to claim 174 or 175,
wherein the processor executes the instruction to
further: determine, according to a correspondence
between a resource or a resource index of the RAR
reply message and the preamble information, a re-
source for sending the RAR reply message; or de-
termine, according to a correspondence between a
resource or a resource index of the RAR reply mes-
sage and the preamble information and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for sending the RAR re-
ply message; or determine, according to a corre-
spondence between a resource or a resource index
of the RAR reply message and the RAR resource
information, a resource for sending the RAR reply
message; or determine, according to a correspond-
ence between a resource or a resource index of the
RAR reply message and the RAR resource informa-
tion and a cell common parameter, a resource for
sending the RAR reply message; or determine, ac-
cording to a correspondence between a resource or
a resource index of the RAR reply message and a
specified parameter, a resource for sending the RAR
reply message; or determine, according to a corre-
spondence between a resource or a resource index
of the RAR reply message and a specified parameter
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and a cell common parameter, a resource for send-
ing the RAR message, wherein the cell common pa-
rameter comprises a cell identity, a subframe
number, a frame number, a timeslot number or an
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing symbol
index, the specified parameter comprises: a path
loss range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value or
range, a channel quality information value or range,
a service type of the user equipment, a power saving
type of the user equipment, a delay type of the user
equipment or a mobility type of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship, a
table relationship or a specified relationship, and the
correspondence is configured by using signaling or
preset by the system.

178.The user equipment according to claim 177, wherein
the correspondence between the resource index of
the RAR reply message and the preamble informa-
tion comprises:

the resource index of the RAR reply message
corresponding to the random access preamble
= the random access preamble index mod a
quantity of resources, of RAR reply messages,
configured by using signaling or preset by the
system, wherein mod denotes a modulo opera-
tion; or
the resource index of the RAR reply message =
the RAR resource index corresponding to the
random access preamble.

179.The user equipment according to claim 174, wherein
a preset timing relationship or a preset time offset
exists between a start moment of a time resource
occupied in transmitting the RAR reply message and
a start moment of a time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR message; or, a preset timing rela-
tionship or a preset time offset exists between an
ending moment of a time resource occupied in trans-
mitting the RAR reply message and an ending mo-
ment of a time resource occupied in transmitting the
RAR message.

180.The user equipment according to claim 158, wherein
the interface is further configured to:

receive a contention resolution message sent
by the base station, wherein
the contention resolution message comprises a
bit or a field for indicating a second user identity,
and the second user identity is used for distin-
guishing user equipment in contention conflict
resolution of random access, wherein a quantity
of bits comprised in the bit or the field for indi-
cating the second user identity is less than a
third specified bit quantity.

181.The user equipment according to claim 180, wherein
the contention resolution message further compris-
es: a bit or a field for indicating a temporary identifier,
and the temporary identifier comprises a cell radio
network temporary identifier, or a temporary cell ra-
dio network temporary identifier.

182.The user equipment according to claim 180 or 181,
wherein a resource used for transmitting the conten-
tion resolution message is configured by using sig-
naling or preset by the system, and the resource that
is configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem and that is used for transmitting the contention
resolution message comprises:

a location of a time resource and/or a location
of a frequency resource occupied in transmitting
the contention resolution message; and/or,
a start location of a time resource and/or a start
location of a frequency resource occupied in
transmitting the contention resolution message;
and/or,
a size of a time resource and/or a size of a fre-
quency resource occupied in transmitting the
contention resolution message; and/or,
a time interval between time resources occupied
in transmitting different contention resolution
messages and/or a frequency interval between
frequency resources occupied in transmitting
different contention resolution messages;
and/or,
a quantity of time resources that are contained
in one prespecified time range and that are oc-
cupied in transmitting contention resolution
messages and a quantity of frequency resourc-
es that are contained in one prespecified fre-
quency range and that are occupied in transmit-
ting contention resolution messages.

183.The user equipment according to claim 180 or 181,
wherein the processor executes the instruction to
further:

determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the preamble
information, a resource for receiving the conten-
tion resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the preamble
information and a cell common parameter, a re-
source for receiving the contention resolution
message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information, a resource for receiving the
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contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and the RAR re-
source information and a cell common parame-
ter, a resource for receiving the contention res-
olution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter, a resource for receiving the contention
resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the con-
tention resolution message and a specified pa-
rameter and a cell common parameter, a re-
source for receiving the contention resolution
message,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a resource in-
dex used for sending an RAR reply, a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

184.The user equipment according to claim 180, wherein
a preset timing relationship or a preset time offset
exists between a start moment of a time resource
occupied in transmitting the contention resolution
message and a start moment of a time resource oc-
cupied in transmitting an RAR reply message; or, a
preset timing relationship or a preset time offset ex-
ists between an ending moment of a time resource
occupied in transmitting the contention resolution
message and an ending moment of a time resource
occupied in transmitting an RAR reply message.

185.The user equipment according to claim 158, wherein
the interface is further configured to:

send a retransmitted RAR reply message to the
base station; and/or
receive a contention resolution message re-
transmitted by the base station.

186.The user equipment according to claim 185, wherein
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource

occupied in retransmitting the RAR reply message,
and/or a start location or a location of a time resource
and a frequency resource occupied in retransmitting
the RAR reply message, and/or an interval between
time resources and/or an interval between frequency
resources occupied in retransmitting specific two
RAR reply messages in the system, and/or quantities
of time resources and frequency resources occupied
in retransmitting the RAR reply message are config-
ured by using signaling or preset by the system; and
a size of a time resource and a frequency resource
occupied in retransmitting the contention resolution
message, and/or a start location or a location of a
time resource and a frequency resource occupied in
retransmitting the contention resolution message,
and/or an interval between time resources and/or an
interval between frequency resources occupied in
retransmitting specific two contention resolution
messages in the system, and/or quantities of time
resources and frequency resources occupied in re-
transmitting the contention resolution message are
configured by using signaling or preset by the sys-
tem.

187.The user equipment according to claim 185, wherein
the processor executes the instruction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the pream-
ble information and a preset time offset, a re-
source for sending the retransmitted RAR reply
information; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the pream-
ble information, a preset time offset, and a cell
common parameter, a resource for sending the
retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the RAR
resource information and a preset time offset, a
resource for sending the retransmitted RAR re-
ply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and the RAR
resource information, a preset time offset, and
a cell common parameter, a resource for send-
ing the retransmitted RAR reply message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and a specified
parameter and a preset time offset, a resource
for sending the retransmitted RAR reply mes-
sage; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
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tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted RAR reply message and a specified
parameter, a preset time offset, and a cell com-
mon parameter, a resource for sending the re-
transmitted RAR reply message,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a resource in-
dex used for sending an RAR reply, a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

188.The user equipment according to claim 185, wherein
the processor executes the instruction to further:

determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the preamble information and a preset time off-
set, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the preamble information, a preset time offset,
and a cell common parameter, a resource for
receiving the retransmitted contention resolu-
tion message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the RAR resource information and a preset time
offset, a resource for receiving the retransmitted
contention resolution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
the RAR resource information, a preset time off-
set, and a cell common parameter, a resource
for receiving the retransmitted contention reso-
lution message; or
determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
a specified parameter and a preset time offset,
a resource for receiving the retransmitted con-
tention resolution message; or

determine, according to a correspondence be-
tween a resource or a resource index of the re-
transmitted contention resolution message and
a specified parameter, a preset time offset, and
a cell common parameter, a resource for receiv-
ing the retransmitted contention resolution mes-
sage,
wherein the cell common parameter comprises
a cell identity, a subframe number, a frame
number, a timeslot number or an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing symbol index, the
specified parameter comprises: a resource in-
dex used for sending an RAR reply, a path loss
range, a reference signal receive power value
or range, a reference signal receive quality value
or range, a channel quality information value or
range, a service type of the user equipment, a
power saving type of the user equipment, a de-
lay type of the user equipment or a mobility type
of the user equipment,
the correspondence is a functional relationship,
a table relationship or a specified relationship,
and the correspondence is configured by using
signaling or preset by the system.

189.The user equipment according to any one of claims
185 to 188, wherein resources used for the RAR re-
ply message correspond to a quantity of times of
transmitting the RAR reply message, and resources
used in different quantities of times of transmitting
the RAR reply message are orthogonal in time,
and/or frequency, and/or codeword;
resources used for the contention resolution mes-
sage correspond to a quantity of times of transmitting
the contention resolution message, and resources
used in different quantities of times of transmitting
the contention resolution message are orthogonal in
time, and/or frequency, and/or codeword; and
transmission of a first message is performed by using
a predefined first message configuration, wherein
the first information is an RAR message, or an RAR
reply message, or a contention resolution message,
or a retransmitted RAR reply message, or a retrans-
mitted contention resolution message, and the first
message configuration comprises one or more of the
following: a modulation and coding scheme, a size
of a transmission block, a power setting.
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